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ABSTRACT

Crystal structure analyses have been carried out for

the three closely related Ta-oxide rninerals, tantalite,

pseudo-ixiolite and wodginite from the Tanco Pegmatite'

Bernic Lake, Manitoba using data collected on fully

automated single-crystal diffractometers. The structures

\¡rere refined using full-matrix Ieast squares and Fourier

computer programs. The original structure of tantalite

(columbite) of Sturd.ivant, (1930) was confirmed and refined'

The other two Ta oxide minerals are essentially isostructural

with it. AII ihree minerals have oxygens in pseudo-hexagonal

close-packed layers paral1el to (100). Tant,alite in

orthorhombic space group Pbcn with a N L4.4, b tu 5'8,

c N 5.1 å, (but strong at = a/ù has the cell content AuBrOru.

The structure analysis shows that A and B are mainly IvIn and

Ta, respectively, but an interpretation of, the Structure in

terms of electrostatic charge distributions suggests some

interchange of 2+ and 5+ catj-ons between the two sites.

For this tantalite, the structural cell content is proposed'

as (*;I Nb ::) (ra l; *o :.; * i.:) o:;, and ror tantarite-

columbites generally the structural formula is proposed' as

nor A2*Bl*ol- but rather (Ar'lr* 
";i) 

(B;+xA;+), o!- with A2+

mainly Mnt+ and Fe2+, Bs* mainly Tas+ and Nbul .rr¿ xlO. Pseudo-

r]-l_



ixiolite in space group Pbcn with a N 4'8, b N 5'8'

c N 5.2 Å is shown to have a cation-disordered tantalite

structure with all the cations in the one site. The cell

content of this pseudo-ixiolite is
s+ 2+ s+ .4+ - 4+ 2+ -2-(r":.i, *"Í1, *b;;, ri,l.t", å, r"i.o ,l o;, and the ideal

formula is simply Ao, where A represents alt the cations"

Wodginite is monoclinic rvith a true cell in space group

CZ/c andwith aN9-5,b tuII.4t cN 5'1å', ßtu9Io" The

relationship in the wod.ginite-tantalite cell dimensions is

o*, 2/3ar, b* * Zbyr

wod.ginite confirmed it

the pseudo-ceIl (ao =

c tu e. . The structure analYsis of
WE
to have the structure found for

a/2, b' = b/2, e' = c) bY elPhick

(Lg72) t with origin at oæ,vry ,oz in the tantalite structure "

For a true ceIl content of (AuBuCr)O32, the structure

analysis showed that the Ao B and C sites contain mainly

2*, 4+ and 5+ cations' respectively, but electrostatic

charge consid.erations taken wiLh the structure analysis

suggest the best structural cell content for this wodginite
r++ 2+ 3+ .4+ s+. 5+ - 2+ s+ ¡++ 2+ 2-

ro be 
"(s"i; 

*i; F";; ti;.; Nb;.,) (r";.; h,,) (r'u.u s'0., ho.,)o,,"

For wodginites generally, the structural formula is

proposed as A3'6+83's+cl'u*ol- where a, B and C represent some

or all of the elements as d.istributed in Lhe above specific

formula "

The original structure of mitlerite NiS of Kolkmeijer

and Moesveld (193f) was confirmed and refined using the same

methods as for the Ta oxide minerals. The millerite crystal

iv



hras from the lrlarbridge Mine, Malartic, Quebec, and an

electron probe microanalysis yielded an average formula

of (Nio.ril F"o.orc Coo.oou) s- Within the structure each

Ni is co-ordinated with five S atoms as previously known'

but two other Ni atoms are close enough (2.53 Å) that they

must also be considered as neighbours; each s is surrounded

by five Ni atoms. The bond lengths observed within the

millerite structure are comparable to the expected value

of an Ni-S covalent bond. Using molecular orbital energy

leve1 diagrams it is shown that the millerite structure

(ßNiS) with five-fo]d co-ordination around Ni requires less

bonding energy to form than the niccolite structure (cNiS)

with six fo1d. co-ordination about each Ni, and the former

thus becomes the stable phase within nature. The Ni-Ni

bonding within millerite could be stablized by the trvo

electrons in the dr, orbital which would otherwise be non-

bonding if only the S atoms were considered'

v
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CHAPTER Ï

GENERAL, INTRODUCTÏON



CHAPTER I

I"1 Tantalum Oxide Minerals, Tantalite Pseudo-

Ixiolite and Wodginite.

The major part of this thesis describes crystal-

structure analyses of the three closely-related tantalum

oxíde minerals tantalite, pseudo-ixiolite and wodginite

from the Tanco pegmatite, Bernic Lake, Planitoba; this work

is part of a continuing series of projects on many of the

mj-nerals from this pegmatite being carried out in the

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Manitoba. The

bulk of the work completed to date has been published

recently as a series of papers which constitute most of

one number of the Canadian Mineralogist (VoI. 11, Part 3,

L972). This thesis follows directly the research already

presented on these tantalum oxides in Grice (1970) and
v-

Grice, Cernf and Ferguson (I972) 
"

The zoning in the Tanco pegmatite is described in

detail by Crouse ancl ðernf (Lg72) , and Grice (1970) and

Grice et aL " (1972) who observed that the tantalum minerals

had preferences for specific zones within the pegmatite 
"

Tantalite is abundant in zone (6b), the albitic aplite

assemblage. Pseudo-ixiolite is rare within the pegmatite
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and is found primarily in zone (4) , the microcline-perthite

+ albite + quartz + spodumene (+ amblygonite) zone, and in

zone (5) , the spodumene + quartz + amblygonite (+ petalite)

zone. Wodginite appears to be the most common tantalum

oxide in the Tanco pegmatite and it. is very abundant in

zone (6a), the coarse-grained K-feldspar + quartz (+ albite,

beryl, spodumene) zone, and in zone (6b).

Grice, ðernf and Ferguson Gg72) did some initial

crystallography on the Tanco tantalites, pseudo-ixiolites

and wodginites which confirmed. the work done by Nickel et aL.

(1963 a and 1963 b). Crystal-structural analyses of all

three of these minerafs are described in Chapter III of this

thesis, and an attempt is made to explain why all three of

these closely related structures occur in the Tanco pegmatite,

and more generally to explain the extent of their stability

in any tantalum deposit.

I.2 The Sul-phide Mineral MilIerite

Millerite NiS is, like the tantalum oxides, âh

important economic mineral, but because it is a sulphide

its crystal-chemistry is very different from that of the

oxides. Although the essential- features of the millerite

structure have been known for many years (Alsén, L925¡

Kolkmei jer and irfoesveld, 1931) the structure analysis until-

this time has been based on powder methods and with modern

techniques a much better structure refinement coul-d be



achieved. A very accurate refinement of the structure is

described in Chapter IV.

The rather unique five-fold co-ordination of each

atom type by the other provides an interesting problem for

explanation. In terms of molecular orbital theory a

possible explanation is derived for this structure.



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTTNG METHODS



II. 1

CTAPTER II

ChoÍce and Preparation of Crystals

TI.1.a Introduction

The choice and. preparation of a crystal are

important preliminary aspects in the cl.ata collection for a

crystal structure analysis" In general, the crystal should

(i) be a single individual and (ií) have the proper síze and

shape. IdeaIIy, it is desirable to have a spherical crystal

to simplify absorption corrections .especially for highly

absorbing crystals like those dealt v¡ith here. Vlhere, for

some reason it is impossible to prepare a spherical crystal,

then one should use a polyhedrat crystal whose bounding

planes are known or can be estimated for calcula.ting

absorption corrections. Furthermore, the size of the

crystal is important since the intensity of a diffracted

beam ís proportional to the volume of crystal being irradi-

ated. If crystals are too small and reflections too weak,

poor counting statistics inhibit a goocl structure refinement.

Absorption is particularly high in the tantal-um oxide

minerals so one must be careful to keep crystals small

enough to avoid too large a decrease in intensity due to

absorption. Stout and Jensen (f968) suggest that the
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optimum thickness (tr cm)

given by the eguation t =

absorption coefficient.

no greater than is
(per cm) is the linear

should be

2

u- 
where u

II.1.b Tantalite and Pseudo-ixiolite

It proved verlz difficult to get single

índividual crystals of tantalite and of pseudo-ixiolite

because of the gootl cleavag'e associated with these two

minerals. It proved impossible to grind a satisfactory

sphere of either one of tlrese minerals because they tended

to yield crystal fragments displaced along the cleavage

which would give multiple reflections. Due to this cleavage

problem small polyhedral fragments of tantalite and pseudo-

íxiolite were used for the data collections. The sizes of

the crystals used vtere up to 5 times large.r in the direction

of maxímum thickness than that considered optimum ( 0.005 cm)

according to the formula given at the end of the previous

section. Such crystals proved necessary in order to get

good counting statístics, particularly in tantalite whiclr

has a large number of weak refl-ections associated with Íts

true celI.

II. 1. c InToclqinite

Single crystals of lvodginite also proved

difficult to obtain due to the nature of Lhe crystals. The

crystals are not compact but are granular, and they tend to
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crystallize in multiple growths. This made ít diffícult

to obtain single crystals that gave neither multiple

reflectíons nor a large mosaic spread. Two ground spheres

$rere chosen for collecting the wodginite data, and in both

cases they \,vere approximately four times larger than the

calculat.ed optimum thíckness of 0"05 mm for Mo radiation.

This was necessary in order to record acceptable intensities

of the weak reflections associated with the true celI.

II.1.d Millerite

The intensity data for millerite hrere

collected on a sphere. Unfortunately, t.he ground spheres

of the Marbridge material tended to be somewhat distorted

in shape due to the good cleavage on (10i1) " The sphere

diameter for the crystal used was twice the calculated

optimum value of 0.I2 mm for Mo radiation. The maín problem

in finding an acceptable millerite crystal was to get one

that was a single ind.ividual with no second individual

twinned according to the very cotnmon twin law of reflection in

(Of lZ ) . The crystal chosen for the data collectíon \^ras

twinned but the reflectíons from the second indÍvidual were

very weak. '



TT .2 X-ray Data Collection

II.2.a Introduction

A1I of the X-ray data for these structures

were coll-ected using four-circle fully automated single-

crystal dif fractometers. Because the Uníversity of ttfanitoba

did not have such an instrument at the time of this work,

collections were made at other universities through the

courtesy of the following: Dr. C. Calvo, Department of

Chemístry, McMaster University, Hamilton; Dr. M. James,

Department of Biochemístry, Uníversity of Alberta, Edmonton;

and Dr. V. Kocman, Department of Geology, University of

Toronto. All but one data collection were made on Picker

FACSI instruments; the instrument at McMaster Uníversity

\^/as a Syntex PI.

For all data collections }fo radiation with a Zr

filter and no attenuation was used. Except for the Univer-

sity of Toronto instrument, graphite single-crystal mono-

chromaters were used and for all data collections scintilla-

tion counters were used. The 2A 0 type of scan was used

to get integrated intensitY data.

Tr .2 .b Procedure for the Picker FACSI Diffractometer

The

data coll-ection are

a brief summary is

the procedures followed in a

in the Picker Manual and onIY

For this instrument the

details of

available

given here.
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simplest procedure is to mount the crystal so it is rotating

about a reciprocal axis. The goniometer head is mounted on

the instrument and the crystal is carefully centred in the

X-ray beam using the cross-hairs on the telescope provided.

On most goniometer heads the z-axis adjustment is small

(-2 mm) so one must use a glass fibre of nearly the correct

length. The centring in L!;re æ t A t and a directions is done

at X = 90o and checked at X = 270". Once the crystal is

physically centred in the X-ray beam the orientation of the

crystal with respect to its reciprocal lattice can begin.

At X = 90" a strong low-20 reflection is chosen for manual

centring. With adjustments to the goniometer rockers, which

should be put parallel and perpendicular to the X-ray beam,

the peak is maxi:nized on the counter. Other reflections

should be found at X-Oo to get an approximate orientation

matrix. Once an approximate matrix is establÍshed the

automatic mode of the instrument may be used to centre

several (10 to 12 is usual) high-2O reflections with inten-

sities greater than 200 cpsi then the instrument's computer

calculates an accurate set of ce1l dimensions and an

accurate matrix for the intensity collection. The care

with which one centres the crystal wíll be reflected in the

quality of the celI dimensions and intensities that are

obtained. Detail-s relating to the instrumental conditions

during the intensity collections are given under the descrip-

tions of the data coll-ection f or each mineral-.
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II.2"e Procedure for Svntex Pl Diffractometer

In the Syntex l4anual a detailed explanation

of the procedures for a data collection are given, and only

a brief srünmary is presented here. On this instrument the

orienting of the reciprocal lattice has been simplified and

speeded up considerably in relation to the procedure used

for the Picker FACSI" The crystal need not be rotating about

a reciprocal axis, and in fact it may be mounted for rotation

about any random direction. Once the crystal is centred in
the X-ray beam, a rotation-type photograph of a few minutes'

exposure using Polaroid film is taken at X = 0o with 0

rotating through 360o several times. From the Polaroid

photograph one merely chooses up to 15 strong reflections

and measures in centimeters the distance between equivalent

reflections. Due to the geometry of the picture there should

be four symmetrically equivalent reflections if the reflec-
tions do not lie along the axis of rotation or perpendicular

to this axis in the horj-zontal p1ane. The four symmetrically

equivalent reflections arise due to the rotation of 360o

(which gives 2) and to Friedel symmetry (which also gives 2).

The met.ric co-ordinates are fed into the automatic scanning

program which transforms them into reciprocal co-ordinates.

The instrument is programmed to search out and maximize these

reflections. Once this is done the computer calculates the

vector magnitude and orientation between the first reflection
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and each additional one. These vectors are resolved and

within the print out one should be able to find vectors

with the magnitude or multiples of the approximately known

cel1 dimensions and the associated angles. Reflections may

then be indexed, and from these an orientation matrj-x and

accurate celI dimensions are calculated by the instrument

computer.

IT. 3 Computer Programs Used in Data Processing

II" 3"a Introduction

In this thesis the computer programs used

for this project in the Department of Earth Sciences,

University of Manitoba are described in this chapter and

in Appendices B to H. This chapter gives in the following
sections descriptions of all the programs used, and brief
points about the use and facilities available for each

program. The Appendi-ces give examples of the input and

ouLput for each program.

Accompanying each source deck of cards there are a

number of comment cards preced.ing the main program which

explain the necessary input formats. The Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) set of programs has an

accompanying manual (Larson, l97f). Dr" K.A. Kerr of the

Department of Chemistry and Physics, University of Calgary,

Calgary, Alberta generously provided decks of the LASL
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programs and accompanied them with her own brief manual

(Kerr, L97I). One unfortunate aspect of the LASL programs

is that they are not well documented within the programs

themselves, and the user may experience difficulty in deter-

mining what exactly the program is doing at any particular
place" The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (OnNf,¡ program

ORTEP-II is accompanied by an excellent manual (Johnson,

L97L, revised for ORTEP-II). The user will find this a very

well documented program and should not have any problem

interpreting the thought processes rvithin it..

II.3.b Program DATAPS (Data Progessing) - Data

Reduction of Relative Intensities to Give

a Set of Relative Fo Values

This program originated at the Wei-zmann

Institute in Rehovotn Israel and was adapted for use on the

IBM 360/65 by Dr. l¡J" Kaufman of the Department of Oral

Biology, University of Manitoba, from whom the program was

obtained. A few changes rúrere made to the program by the

writer, and these are outlined in Appendix B.

This program corrects intensities derived from

precession films, lrieissenberg fil-ms t or four-circle diffrac-

tometers for spherical absorption, Lorentz and polarization

factors and polarization by a graphite monochromator, if
necessary. For precession and Weissenberg geometry there is
a subroutine to correct for the absorption in a polyhedron
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of up to 48 enclosing planes or "faces". The orientation

of the crystal is defined by its rotation or precession

axis and by the other two axes contained within a given

photograph. The actual- absorption correction is carried

out in the same manner as described for the four-circle

diffractometer data in program GONOg described in section (c)

immediately be1ow. Upper-Ievel Weissenberg film intensities

may be corrected for spot extension.

The input into DATAPS may be from cards or tape. The

constants necessary for the absorption correction are

described in Appendix B" Each reflection is dealt with

separately and there is no limit to the number that may be

read in. The hrkrl indices and relative I values are the

only essential data, but additional information such as a

weight, scale factor, 2A, Q and X may be used. The output'

an example of which is given in Appendix B, of relative Fo

values (and their hrkrl indices) from the program is stored

on disk in preparation for subsequent programs GONO9

(section (c) ) or GENLES (section (d) ) .

II.3.c Program GONOg (Goniostat) - Extinction and

Absorption Corrections for Diffractometer

(Goniostat) Intensities from Polyhedral

Crystals

This program was written by W. I{amilton,

Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
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Long Island, N.Y., and obtained from the DeparLment of

Chemistry, University of Alberta, Edmonton through the

courtesy of Dr. W. Hutcheon. The extinction part of the

program v¡as not used by the writer as it proved to be a

negligible factor compared with the absorption corrections,

for these structures.

This program requires Lhat the crystal shape be

described by giving the Miller Indices of the bounding planes

and the distance in cm from an internal origin to each face.

Up to 33 "faces" may be used to describe the polyhedron.

Care must be taken to assure that the faces form a closed

body, and furthermore there can be no re-entrant angles.

The inputr âD example of which is given in Appendix C,

consists of the crystal orientation which is given in terms

of the X and Q values of the boundíng planes. Each reflec-
tion is input with the 20, X and g readings, and these in

turn can be used in conjunction with the crystal shape and

orient.ation to calculate the path direction of the X-ray

beam.

The absorption for a given reflection is a function

of the size and shape of the crystal and the relation of the

incident and diffracted beams to this shape. With the

orientation matrix and dimensions of the crystal, the program

calculates the absorption correction by a numerical integra-

tion over a defined grid rvhich is part of the input data.

The grid chosen must cover the whole crystal, and it should
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be kept in mind that the smaller the grid interval the

longer and more costly will be the computer run.

The intensities are usually corrected for Lorentz

and polarization factors before being processed by program

GONO9 so the output of absorption-corrected relative Fo

values from GONO9 can be stored on disk ready for input into

program GENLES. An example of the output is given in

Appendix C.

II"3"d Program GENLES (General Least Squares) -
t* ement

of Parameters by FuI1 Matrix Least Squares

GENLES was written by A.C. Larson of the

Los Alamos Scient.if ic Laboratory in New }lexico. The present

program was written in 1967 and has been improved continu-

ously by the original author since that time.

GENLES appropriately scal-es the input relative Fo'=

and compares them to a set of U.'= calculated on the basis

of an input trial structure" The parameters which are being

refined are varied. through a full-matrix least squares

analysis. The program wiLl handle without modification or

user intervention any space group including those in non-

standard settings provided the symbols form a group. A

subroutine, SPGP, interprets the space group symbol, and

determines the number and parameters of alL equivalent atoms

for all structurally different atoms, both general and
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special. The maxi:num number of structurally different atoms

that can be handled at present is 100 with no limit on the

number of reflections.

An example of input and output for GENLES is given

in Appendix D. Through the input the user has the option

of refining or holding constanL the following parameters:

i) positional parameters æt At z f.or each atom;

ii) thermal parameters isotropic B or anisotropic

ß. ., for each atom;'rl
iii) scale factors for independent batches of

reflections;

iv) site occupancy factors for each atom;

v) anomalous scattering factor terms Af', Af" for

individual atom types; and

vi) an extinction parameter.

This program can also constrain interatomic distances

to remain close to a predetermined vaIue.

A choice of weighting schemes is provided in addition

to unit weights or weights read from input (usuaIly based on

counting statistics). The optional weighting schemes are:

11urr - 
"t6t;J 

(r! urz - ot-(r'oo;T

The function minimized may be either
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r¿¿rll"ol-¡r. ll' or Lu2lF2 -r3l'

Reflection data input may be taken entirely from cards or

tape or partly from both. If the format of the reflection

data differs from the rstandardr format built into GENLES

it may be specified as part of the input, and it may contain

some or all of the following quantities:

hrk,1; sin2 A/x' r ß (20) (extinction correction);
E2 ¡ F; Ez ¡ Wr ", oFz ¡ Nl (scale factor) .

o
The scattering factors used for the atoms are those tabulated

by Cromer and Mann (1968). These scattering factors are

computed from numerical Hartree-Fock wave functions, and

the results are given in the form of coefficients a I b, and

c for the analytic function:

f=c + L a."-bi sin2o/\z
i:I, 4 L

The output can be varied according to what is requested

by the wishes of the user. Varj-ous disks can be created for

input into the programs described after this one. The

printed output contains the refined positional and thermal

parameters and various R factors for each cycle in the least

squares refinement. Following the last cycle, the final

F_'s, F_'s, AF's and phases are printed as shown inoc
Appendix D.
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II.3.e Program F9URIER - Calculation of Electron

Density Maps, E Maps and Patterson Maps

The program FOURIER was written by P"T" Cromer

in 1959 and has been modified several times since then by

A.C. Larson to improve its generality.

In íts present form there is no limit to the number

or order of reflections used in the program. There is a

size limit associated wit.h the range of indíces and the

section axis chosen. The grid interval may be any value

I/n where n is an integer between I and 500" As with

program GENLES, all space groups may be used.

There are three formats for input into this programs

i) a tape produced by GENLES;

ii) a defined format tape or a card deck containing

hrkrl; Fot A"i B" (acentric); or

h, k, 1 ; Fo r F. i 
^F 

(centric ) ;

iii) a data tape for Patterson synthesis containing

h,k,1; sin2 e/^2; pL; E2¡ tår W; oP2o, Nl

where PL is for extinction correction,

W is a weighting factor based on counting

statistics, and

N, is used to signal scale factor index

associated with the reflection.

From the appropriate input may be computed any one of
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an Fo Fourier synthesis, F" Fourier synthesis, AF Fourier

synthesis, F2 Patterson synthesis, sharpened F2 Patterson

synthesis or E2 Patterson synthesis. The output is in the

form of on-line printing of an area of grid points for the

number of sections requested. Only sections normal to the

æ, U t or a-axis may be computed as there is no facility for

special sections such as (110), etc. At each grid point is

printed an integer representing the electron density at that

point. The maps may be scaled by the volume input which is

used to divide the sum of all Frs at each point. Thus, the

smaller the volume the larger the printed electron density

value. If an improper scaling factor is used, output may

be too large or too small to be useful. The following

factors were found useful to get, appropriate scaling:

10X or 10OX the volume for an F2 Patterson synthesis,

IX the volume for an Fo or F. Patterson synthesis, and

0.1X the vol-ume for a 
^F 

Fourier synthesis.

An example of the input and output for this program

is shown in Appendix E.

rr.3.f Program DISAGL (Distance and Angle) -
Calculation of Bond Lengths and fnterbond

Angles

Program DISAGL was written by A.C. Larson in

1959. This program computes and lists all inter-atomic

distances in a structure which are shorter than a maximum
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value which is read in. All angles are also computed

according to a separately specified maximum distance " The

program contains an option for a special angle cal-cul-ation

used to compute angles about large atoms without computing

an excessive number of angles about smaller atoms. The

standard deviations of the ce11 dimensions and atomic

parameters are read into the program and these are used to

calculate the sigma for the bond distances and angles.

Data may be read entirely from cards or from a disk

generated by GENLES. In the output each atom is dealt with

in turn and al-I the bond distances and angles associated

with the atom, within the limits given, are listed. For

the bond distances table the co-ordinates of the type atom

are given and for each surrounding atom the ceII and the

co-ordinates within this cell are given. The angle table

gives the co-ordinates of the two apical atoms and of the

vertex atom.

An example of the input and output for this program

is given in Appendix F.

II"3"g Program BIJCAL (8.,* Calculation) Calcula-

-'i""= 

- tt"r-"1- vibration
Ellipsoids

Program BIJCAL was written by A.C. Larson in

1959. The purpose of the program is to determine the

magnitude and orientaÈion of the thermal vibration ellip-
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soids from the ßrj values derived from program GENLES.

The input into this program can be from a disk
created by GENLES or it can be entirely from cards, with
or without standard deviations and the correlation matrix
of ß., -. In order to get output from this program the ß= . o sr_l - J-- ----r---- "ij
of a particul-ar atom must form a possible combination and

they should be tested to make sure they are positive
definite (see Appendix G). The beginning of this program

had to be changed slightly as the subroutine SSWTCH is
"built-in" for CDC computers but not for IBM which the

writer was using. SSW|CH is used as a sensor to detect

t,he mode of input (i.e., disk or cards).

In the output, atoms are dealt with individually in
the order of presentation. The root mean sguare amplitude

and the ß.- associat,ed with each ellipsoid axis are given.r-l
The orientation of the ellipsoid is indicated in two ways:

(i) the angles that the ellipsoid axes make with the real
lattice axes are given in degrees, measured in a clockwise

direction from the positive axis; (ii) directional
cosines of the ellipsoid axes relative Lo the orthogonal

lattice axes"

An example

given in Appendix

the input and output for BIJCAL isof

G"
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II.3.h Program ORTEP-II (Oak Ridge Thermal-Ellipsoid

Plot) - Thermal-Ellipsoid Plot Program for

Crystal Structure lllustration

Program ORTEP-II is C.K. Johnson's latest
version (1-97I) of his earlier program ORTEP. A copy of the

program was obtained. directly from C.K. Johnson in the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The program

is used for drawing crystal structure illustrations with an

off-line mechanical plotter such as the CalComp which is

available at the University of }fanitoba. A very thorough

manual written by Johnson accompanies the program, and it

d^escribes the computational procedures and necessary input

for the program. Examples of input and ouput are given in

the manual and one ís given in Appendix H of this thesis.
ORTEP-II differs from ORTEP in that the ne\.v version has a

routine that eliminates overlapping of lines in the drawing

and. thus requires verl¡ little manual touch-up.

The input into ORTEP-II is entirely from cards. The

crystal structure data required includes cell dimensions,

space group symmet.ry, atomic parameters, and temperature

factors. The instruction input is quite varied and depends

on what the user desires in the output. Input must include

instructions such as projection orientati-on, scaIe, how much

of the structure is to be drawn, type of atom and bond

representation, 1abeIlirg, and whether or not a stereo-
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scopic pair is to be drawn.

The output consists of two parts; the printed output

and the plotted figure" The printed output can contain a

listing of interatomic bond lengths and principal axes of

thermal motion. Also, it usually contains all of the input

data and a listing of all the atoms wíth their co-ordinates

to be plotted. The program has a convenient listing of

fault indicators which, if present in the output, v\¡i1l aid

the user in determining his error in his input instructions"



CHAPTER III

THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF THE

TANTALITE, PSEUDO-IXTOLITE

TANTALUM OXIDES

AND WODGINITE



CHAPTER IÏT

ITT. 1 Introduction

To date there have been only two significant studies

made on any of the three tantalum oxide minerals, tantalite,

pseudo-ixiolite and wodginite: Sturdivalrt (1930) solved

the structure of "niobit" (= Columbíte) , (Fe, l'In) Nb206,

and Elphick (L972) derived the structure of wodginite,

based on the sub-ce}]; no structural work had been done on

pseudo-ixiolite until this work" In view of the probable

close structural relationships of these three mineral-s

first suggested by Nickel et aL. (1963 a and 1963 b) and

emphasized by Grice et aL" (1972) r it was considered

desj-rable to, choose crystals for all three minerals from

the Tanco mine because of the detailed knowledge of their

chemistry and occurrence (Grice, L970¡ Grice et aL., L972) "

For each of the minerals, data was collected by a fully-

automated single-crystal diffractometer to get the best

possible set of intensity measurements. For each structure

refinement the data was processed in a similar manner in

order to give the best comparable results. This part of

the thesis describes structure analyses of tantalite,

pseudo-ixiolite and wodginite in Chapter III-2, III"3, and

26
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III.4 respectively" Chapter III.5 presents the theory and

cal-culations of Lhe electrostatic charge distribution in

each of these oxides, and the results of this coupled with

the crystal-chemistry are given in a comparative analysis in

the final Chapter IIr" 6

TII.2 Tantalite

III"2"a Previous Work and Sample Description

Although tantalite and pseudo-ixiolite

are very similar in the hand specimen, the samples from

the Tanco Mine, Bernic Lake may be tentatively identified

as one or the other according to grain shape and location

within the mine. As discussed in Chapter I, General

fntroduction, tantalite is confined to the aplitic albite

(Zone (6) , Assemblage (b) ) , and it occurs as subhedral to

euhedral grains up to 2 mm in size. /\s described later,

pseudo-ixiolite has on the other hand, a larger platey shape

and is in a different zone. A positive distinction between

tantalite and pseudo-ixiolite can, however, only be rnade

by X-ray identification.

The specimen chosen for a structural analysis,

No. c69-58, was not actually in the albitic albite but lay

immediately adjacent to it in a quartz-muscovite-albite

matrix (see Grice, 1970, p. B). This specimen was chosen

because the crystals \¡Jere f airly J-arge and because r ofl the

basis of the author's earlier X-ray work (Grice , l}TO) , it.
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was classified as a partially disordered tantalite on the

strength of the hkl reflections: those with h = 3n are

generally present, but those with h = ln or h = 2n which

are absent in the disordered mineral were present as weak

reflections on photographs of this specimen. Also as

described below, the chemistry is essentially that of a

manganotantalite containing ltr, Ta and Nb with very little

Fê, Sn or Ti substitution. The specific gravity for this

specimen was measured to be 6.76(3) gm/cc, (Grice et aL. o

1972) but this value is probably low due to silicate

inclusions.

Preliminary crystaltographic data for this specimen

(heated and unheated) are given in Grice (1970, p. 54) and

in Table 3 of Grice et aL. (L972). The space group derived

from single-crystal photographs is Pbcn, and the cell

dimensions (with standard deviations in brackets), for the

heated materialr refined from powder diffractometer data

are:

a = L4.430 (3) Å

b = 5.763(2) Å

e = 5.091(1) å'

Slightly different cel1 dimensions from those above were

derived using the single-crystal diffractometer on the

actual material. The latter cel-I dimensions are given in

the next section and they were used in the structure
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analysis.

The chemical analysis for G69-58 and the number of

cations calculated on the basis of 24 oxygens (Grice, L970)

are given in Table III.2.1. The general formula for

tantalite is AqBso24 where A = Mn2*, Ee't, sru*, Tiu+ and

B = Tas*, Nbu+. To ensure that this material was as

ordered as possible with respect to its cation arrangement,

it was heated to 1000oC for sixteen hours (Grice, L970).

To prevent oxidation of Mn2* and. Fe2+, the specimen was

heated in a controlled atmosphere v¿ith fO, = 10-rt atm.

which is just below the wustite-magnetite oxidation curve.

¡fnt+ oxidizes at much higher oxygen pressures than F"'*.

It is likety the Mn content in this analysis is low

because it. is a much lighter element than Ta and due to

the nature of probe analyses the Ta would have an effect

of "overshadowing'" the Ih. In the discussion below of the

structure analysis, the total of l4n + Fe + Sn + Ti is thus

assumed to be 4.0 rather than 3.8.

III. 2.b X-ra

For the X-ray data collection, several

tantalite fragments were chosen and ground into spheres.

The spheres hrere found to give r:nsatisfactory single-

crystal reflections because the fragmental qualities of

this material caused the grinding to give split crystals.

For this reason a blocky polyhedral fragment was chosen to
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Table III. 2.1.

Oxide

MnO

FeO

SnO,

TiO2

Ta, Ou

Nb2 os

Total

Tantalite: Chemical
formula of specimen
Grice (1970, p. 44).

anaÌysis and chemical
No. G69-58 from

Weight. 3

L4 .6

0.2

0.1

0.4

64.2

2r.0

100. s

Element

)L

Mn-'
2+

Fe
k+

Sn
4¿Ti
s+

Ta

Nbs+

TotaI

No. of Cations*

3.66

0.05

0. 01

0.09

s.12

2.90

11.83

3.81

8.02I

Chemical formula:

(r,rn3.J6 rii.T, F'"åT , snf.d_, ) {raljz Nbilo) oî;

calculated on the basis of 24 oxygens inNumber of atoms
the unit cell.
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collect data on. The dimensions of the crystal were

carefully measured across the bounding planes, and possible

Miller indices for these planes deduced. The dimensions

of the fragment were'approximately 0.33 rnm x 0.22 mm x

0 " 17 Írm. The crystal was mounted perpendicular to a

cleavage plane which proved subsequently to be the (3f0)

plane.

DaLa was collected on a Picker FACSI fully automated

four-circle single crystal diffractometer in the crystal

structures laboratory of Dr. M, James, Department of

Biochemistry, University of A1berta, Edmonton. Mo radiation

with a Zr filter was used with a graphite monochromater

(2d = 6.708 å,) to.irradiate the specimen.

Intensities for tantalite were collected on an

orthorhombic cell assuming no space group extinctions.

Accurate celI dimensions rvere derived from a least squares

refinement of 20 reflections whose intensities had been

maximized l¡y a computer-controlled scanning program. The

refined ce11 dimensions and their standard deviations (in

brackets) are :

a

b

e

L4.4134 (34)

5.7600 (14 )

s.0838(13)

The intensities were collected using 2g 0 scans

with a scanning speed of 2"20 per minute. Background counts

o
A

o
A
o
A
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were made for I0 seconds on either side of the peak" One

octant of the sphere of reflections was collected out, to

20 = 60o. Except f.or a few striking refl-ections which

could be attributed to the Renninger effect, the extinct

reflections corresponded to the space group determined by

Sturdivant (1930), namely Pbcn" In the description of this

tantalite given here as in Grice (1970) and in Grice, ðernf

and Ferguson (1970), the orientation of the ceIl is that of

Strunz and Tennyson (1970) " For this space group, 6L5

reflections were measured. of which 602 were observed.

As a consequence of the high content of Ta and Nb

in tantalite, the linear absorption coefficient is very

large (¡.r = 390 units per cm for Mo radiation) , and this

large absorption correction proved to be one of the most

limiting factors in the structure refinement. The Lorentz

and polarization corrections were carried out using the

computer program DATAPS (appendix B). The polarization

correction included the factor contributed by a single-

crystal monochromator (Appendix B, c). The absorption

correction for the tantalite polyhedron was processed by

the computer program GONO9 (Appendix C). For both the

programs DATAPS and GONOS the tantalite data is used as

given in the example in the Appendices.
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III.2.c Structure Refinement

For the refinement of the tantalite

structure the starting parameters for all the atomic

positions \^/ere those determined by Sturdivant in 1930 (see

Table T.I1.2-2, p. 37 t for Sturd.ivantrs results).

Sturdivant showed that in this structure there are fíve

structurally different atoms, and their sites are outlined

in the same table. The site symbols are those given for

this space group Pbcn (No" 60) in the International Tables

for X-ray Crystallography, Volume f. From Table IlrI.2-2

it can be seen that the rMn'-type or A site is in a four-

fold special position 0,U ,h because it. lies on a two-fold

axis; the rTa'-type or B site and the three oxygen sites

are all in eight-fo1d general positions, ttU¡2.

Initially a least squares refinement of the

structure \¡¡as carried out using the least squares program,

GENLES and assuming only the two metal sites. The one

metal site was given the scattering values of pure Mrr'*

while the other was given a combination of the Tao and. Nbs*

scattering values in proportions consistent with the chemical

analyses (5 Ta to 3 Nb) given in Table fII.2-1. The

scattering factor Ta" \^7as used because that of Tas* is not

available in Cromer and Mann's (1968) tabulation. After

each group of least squares cycles, a AF Fourier synthesis

$ras computed to aid in decisions regarding the refinement
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procedure. Using 363 reflections and isotropic temperature

factors, several cycles of the first refinement gave a value

of R = 0"26" After this, the three oxygens were added and,

with the same nurnber of reflections and isotropic temperature

factors, the R factor was reduced to 0"I3. At this point in

the refinement several difficult features about the results

were becoming evident: (i) the po g" map had apparent

anomalies around the metal sites which suggested a possible

"splitting of the Ta-site (see Table El); (ii) there were

groups of reflections for which the F" values agreed very

poorly with the Fo valuesr in particular reflections of the

types 001, 0k1, and 311; (iii) the weighted R factor was

considerably higher than the r:nweighted R (approximately

four times higher); (iv) the isotropic temperature factor

B of oxygen II was considerably higher than that of the

other two, 3.98 flz as opposed to 0.53 and 0.44 fl2. There

was nothing on any of the electron density or difference

maps to j-ndicate any essential misplacing of the atoms so

other factors had to be considered"

The first improvement in Lhe R factor was brought

about. by adding the rest of the data and converting all

isotropic temperature factors to anisotropic ones. At this

point R was reduced to 0.1I and, although all four problems

vJere reduced somewhat in magnitude, they were still there.

In an aLtempt to correct problem ii it was thought that

changes in the absorption correction would heIp. A clay
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model was made of the crystal in an attempt to better define

the bounding planes and estimate the distances from the

planes to the origin as required by the absorption program.

Figure C.I in Appendix C shows a sketch of this model and

its use in the program GONO9. With an improved absorpti-on

correction the R index reduced slightly to 0.105. The

groups of reflections referred to previously improved

somewhat but not entirely. With the seven worst reflections

removed (002, 004, 022,023,111, 3Il, 313) the R index

dropped to 0.093. The reason that the weighted R

factor was so much higher than the unweighted one could

also have been due to the absorption correction. Since

some of the corrections are up to 200 times the initially

observed intensities, this rnight have been the effect of

increasing relatively weak reflections to large Fo values

which would thus give an unreasonably high weight to a

possibly poor reflection. Thís would have the effect of

drastically upsetting the weighting scheme. In an attempt

to deal with the problem of the apparently 'splitr Ta-atom,

this atomic site was divided into two close Ta-sites each

with one-half the scattering power of Ta. Somewhat

surprisingly in the program GENLES the refinement routine

attempted to take all the electrons from one sj-te and put

them in the other. This was manifested by a drastic

increase and decrease respectively of the temperature

factors of the two sites. As might be expected under the
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circumstances, the run ended in "chaos" with ft = 0"43, but
it did indicate that this "splitting" \^/as not the proper

way to handle this curious feature on the difference map"

fn fact this problem remained unsolved, but it may also be

due to absorption, and possibly al_so to the close O', atom

with a large anisotropic temperature factor.
The Fo'= and F"rs for the final structure adopted

are listed in Table TII"2.4, and these correspond to a

final t{ = 0. 106 " These are not for Mn a (Ta sNb 3 ) 02 ,, as one

might except , but rather they are f or (Mn 2.3 2Nb I 6 I )

(Ta s.r zNb r.z oh r.. a ) O z ,, " The reason for adopting this
particular site occupancy is discussed in section 5(b)iii"
The co-ordinates for the final atomic positions are given

in Table IIf"2.2, a projection of the structure is shown

in Figure IIf"2"Io the temperature factors are given in
Table III.2"3a, and the conversion of the ßij'" to B1i's
and the magnitud.es and orientations of the thermal

ellipsoids are given in Table III.2.3b" The much greater

atomic numbers of the metals relative to oxygen causes

the metals to interfere with the positionat parameters

and the temperature factors of the oxygens" In the

least squares refinement of the anisotropic temperature

factors for the oxygens, OI and Or' ended wit.h impossible

combinations and were thus assigned the isotropic
equivalents. From the final atomic parameters, bond lengths
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Table IÍ,L.2.2. Tantal-itc: Spaca ctroup, cc11 content, cell
dimensions, and posiLional Parameters.

Space Grottp

CeLl Content

CeIl Di:nensions and
Stanciard Devlatrons
(in brackcts), Â

Pbcn = P 2r/b 2/c 2t/n (tro.60)

(M";1, Nbi:,) ttail. NbïT, M"î.:,\ oi,

ra .4t34 (34 )

5. ?600 (14 )

s.0838 (13)

4Mnin (a):

I Ta in (d) :

B o, in (d)

8 OII in (d)

I orrr ir (d)

t (o ,a ,\¡\,\+a ,\)
t(rtU,zi\+æ,92-Atzì

û ,y ,\-z ¡\-æ ,\-A t4+z)

Parameters
nenLations are Given in Brackets.

Site

A (,='Mn' )

B (='Ta' )

ol

orr

otlr

Co-ordinate Sturdivant (1930) This Work

u

u

v

u

0

0.3s0
,4

0. 163

0. t75
0. 750

0.090
0.09s
0.083

0.41-0

0.100
0.083

0.?s0
0.080
0.070

0

0. 3231 (6 )

,

0.162s (r)
0.1766 (2\

0 .7367 (3 )

0. oes6 (s)

0 .0942 (Is )

0.060s (18 )

0.4r83 (s)

0.1146 (r9)
0.0998 (22\

o.7se7 (6)

o. t19 3 (r6 )

o .094 o (19 )

Atomic Equivalent
Posrtrons



Tab1e III.2.3a.

Atonic
Si-re ,

A 0.0028 (3)

B 0. 00]3 (1)

or o. oo}3 (2 )

olr o. oo17 (3)

orlr o.oolo (4)

Tantal-ite: Anisotropic temperature

Standard deviations are

ßt t Bz,

0. 0114 (16 )

0.0032 (8)

0.0080 (21)

0.ore4 (29)

o. oo64 (r8 )

DP33

0.0r7r (22)

0.0033 (9)

o. oro2 (34 )

0.01s4 (43)

0.0082 (3s)

factors and isotropic equival-ents.

given in brackets

ßr, Bt,

0.0

-o. ooo16 (s )

0.0

-0.0011s (126 )

0.0

o. ooo38 (s9 )

-o. ooo12 (11)

0.0

-0. 00696 (147 )

0.0

DP2 3

0.0

-o . ooo52 (19 )

0.0

-0.02904 (632)

0.0

EquivalenÈ
fsotropic B,

(r1')

1.86

0.61

1.06

2.02

0.84

(,
@
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sit-e z =k

a=LA .413fl 1lJ

tfifiÌi, 94

t=s .t e ol,

O, site z =0.060

--1-\
ffi'
FFIO_, site a =0.I00
L-I-..J ¡I
Hr/

Øø orïr site z=o-oe'

1:

tl
76
\,
\\,
\i.
\t

lru

Tantal-ite: projection of the final-
structure along z, Heights are shown
above the plane of Projection in
hund¡edths of the c Period.

Figure ffI" 2"I.



Tab1e III.2.3b. Tantalite: Magnitudes and orientat,ions of

Site Ellipsoid
Axes

A

B

I

2

Root Mean Square
Arnplitu¿e, ' (Â)

olt

I
2

3

0.r72

0"138

0.L49

0.115

0.075

0.06s

0.1s4

0.224

0.053

Eouivalent' tÅ')

Standard deviations were not calculated for these measurements"
* ArBrC are the angles between the ellipsoid axes I,2,3 and the crystallographic
lattice axes t ¡U tz t respectively measured in a clockwise direction from the positive 5
axis.

thermal ellipsoids.

2 "32

1" 51

7"76

1.05

0.40

0.33

1.88

3.9s

0.22

Angles
Axes
A

5.'r."

90.0

84.3

2"8

88.1

88.0

32.5

78.6

60.0

Between Ellipsoid
and Real Axes*

BC

90

0

90

92

I7

72

II7

41

61

00

0

0

95.7"

90"0

5.7

91.3

107.5

17 .6

106.4

L28 .9

43.5

4

6
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Table III.2.5"

Equivalent Position Code

Tantalite: Interatomic distances and
interbond angles.

Interatomic Dístances

!
a \-æ
b \-æ
ct
dt
e L-æ

f L-æ

9 
'2+æ

h-¡c
i æ-Þ,

) æ-Þ,

k æ-\
pæ

u

\+u
\-u
-u
u

u

u

9z-U

a

\-a
lzlU

Þz-U

u

á

a

\+z
\+z
Ll.z
L-z
Þz-z

l-z
Þz-ã

lz-z

I-z
z

Distance

A-or (p, h) 2 . 138 (08 )

o-ol, (a, j ) 2.L88 (11)

A-Olr(b,i) 2.L62(ro)
Mean A-O 2 "163 (10 )

Multiplicitv
2

2

2

a-o, (c )

B-Or (d)

B-orr (b)

n-orr, (e)

B-Orïr (f )

a-orr, (s)

I{ean B-O

Interbond Angles

2"040 (0e)

1" e64 (0e )

1.813 (10 )

2.2r4 (09)
2.048 (09 )

2.02r (0e )
2 .017 (09 )

I
I
I
1

I
I

oï (h) -a-o, (n)

oï (h) -A-orï (i)
or (h) -A-orï (j )

oï (h)-a-or, (a)

or (h) -A-orr (b)

orr(i)-A-orr(j)
oïr (i ) -a-or, (a )

orr (i)-A-orr (b)

orr (j )-a-or, (a)

Angle

103.9 (5)'
97.0(3).
88.2 (3)"

].67 .9 (4 ).
94.8 (4 ).
82.3 (3)"
83.0(4)"

160. 9 (6 )'
79 .8 (5 )'

o, (c ) -B-or (d )

o- (c ) -B-oïlb)
o, (c ) -e-orr, (e )

o, (c ) -B-orrr (f )

o- (c ) -B-orïï (k )

or (d) -B-orr (b)

oï (d)-u-orr, (e)

or (d) -B-orïï (f )

or (d) -B-orrr (k)

orr (b) -B-orr, (e )

orr (b) -"-orrr (f )

orr (b) -B-orrr (k)

Orrr (e) -s-orrr (f )

orll (e ) -B-orïï (k )

ollr (r ) -B-orïr (k )

Angle

87"3(3).
92 .0 (4) "
79 .7 (3) "
77 .o (4) "

163.4(3).
99.6 (4 ) .

74.7 (3)"
156.5 (4 ) "

97. r (4 ).
170.1 (4 ) .

98.2(4).
102.9(4).
85.3(3)"
86"1(2)'
93.6(2)o
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and interbond angles were calculated, and these are listed

in Table III.2.5.

This structure is discussed later in Chapter III.5.

III. 3 Pseudo-ixiolite

III"3"a Previous Work and Sample Oescr

As pointed out in Chapt.er LII"2

pseudo-ixiolite and tantalite occur in different zones

within the pegmatite at Bernic Lake, ManiLoba. Pseudo-

ixiolite occurs in zone (4) which consists of microcline-

perthite, albite, quartz, spodumene and occasionally

amblygonite or petalite" Pseudo-ixiolites are usually

larger than tantalites, being I mm to t0 mm in size, and

they are often euhedral and platey.

Specimen G69'55 which was chosen for the structural

analysis came from zone (4) , and it has the following

crystallographic characteristics (Grice, L970i Grice et aL",

L972) " From single-crystal work this material appeared to

be a true pseudo-ixiolite with no indication of the super-

celI that characterizes tantalite. The space group vras

determined as Pbcn, and the celt dimensions (with standard

deviations in brackets) refined from powder diffraction

data are:

a = 4"763(1) Å

b = s.7so (2) Å

c = 5.L62(2\ Â
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Slightly different ce11 dimensions derived from the single-

crystal diffractometer for the actual material, and given

in the next section, were actually used for the structure

analysís "

The electron probe analysis is given in Table III.3.1

and, as with the tantalite chosen, the pseudo-ixiolite

contains very little Fe, Sn or Ti. In the table, the number

of cations is calculated on the basis of eight oxygens in

the unit ceII" The general formula for pseudo-ixiolite

is AuO, where A represents al-l the cations. The specific
gravity measured for this specimen was 6.94(3) gm/cc"

III" 3"b Data Collection and Data Reduction

As indicated earlier the pseud.o-ixiolite

crystal chosen for data collection was Grice's (1970)

specimen No. G69-55 from the Tanco Mine, Bernic Lake,

Manitoba. This particular specimen was chosen because the

chemical composition of this sample was close to that of

the tantalites in the same deposit, and because the crystals

from this specimen showed none of the tantalite super-ce11

reflections (Grice , L970) . As with the tantalite, ground

spheres yielded unsatisfactory X-ray reflections because

of the good cleavage of the mineral which tended to split

the crystals. Consequently a polyhedral fragment was

again chosen in this case; it had ætAtz dimensions of 0.15

ffir 0.20 ffiRr and 0.20 mm, respectively. The crystal was
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Table III.3.1" Pseudo-ixiolite: Chemical- analysis and
chemical formula of specimen No. G69-55,
data from Grice (1970, p. 45).

Oxide Weight % Element No. of Cations*

MnO

FeO

SnO,

TiO2

TarOu

Nbzos

14 "4

0"1

0.6

0.8

64.0

22 "0

ô-L
Mn''

2+
Fe

4+
Sn

4+Ti
5+

Ta
5¿

Nb

ToÈa1Total 101 " 9

1.19

0. 01

0. 02

0"06

1.69

0 "97

3. 94

Chemical formula:

(r.u*, r"TT, *b;.i, rilTu s":T, rufl,t o3-

* Number of atoms calcul-ated on the basis of B oxygens in
the unit cell.
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mounted perpendicular to the largest cleavage plane which

proved to be the (I00) plane.

Single-crystal X-ray data were collected on a Picker

FACS I fully-automated four-circle diffractometer using Mo

radiation with a Zr fil-ter" The data was collected in the

Department of Geology, University of Toronto, through the

generosity of Dr. V" Kocman. Two or three reflections were

manually maximized on each axis and used to calculate an

orientation matrix and cell refinement" The cell dimensions

derived and used in the final data collection were:

a

b

c

o4.785 A

o5.758 A

o
5" 160 A

Standard deviations vrere not calculated for these cell

d.imensions but they are presumed to be of a comparable

accuracy as those for tantalite (10.002 å1. The difference

between these cell- dimensions, particularly the a values,

and those quot.ed in the previous section from Grice's (1970)

powder work are presumably due to the different actual

material used.

fnitially intensities were collected on the tantalite

cel-1 to check for weak reflection corresponding to the

tripled a ceII dimension. It became evident that all of

the reflections characteristic of the larger ceII were

probably of negligible intensity, and thus the final
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col-lection was made on the small cell with the dimensions

given above. A1l possible reflections in the primitive

ceII f.ar two octants (hkl and ñft) ouL to 20 = 5Oo v/ere

collected. The space group Pbcn determined by Nickel et aL.

(1963b)was confirmed, and the cards for the space group

extinct reflections were withdrarvn from the data deck of

the computer program.

Program DATAPS was used to correct the initial

íntensities for Lorentz and polarization factors. The

absorption correction \úas made by the computer program

GoÌ.Iog assuming the crystal to be a plate bounded by the

planes (1oo), (1oo), (010), (oÍo), (001) and (0oi). As

with tantalite the absorption corrections were severe with
-tU = 390 cm The equivalent relative Frs for the two

octants \¡lere averaged and weighted on the basis of the

size of the Frs and the agireement of the F's between the

two octants. There were L26 reflections, all of which are

observed, used j-n the structure analysis.

III. 3.c Structure Refinement

Although the actual structure of pseudo-ixiolite had

not been analysed until now, it was believed to be closely

related to the tantalite structure as has already been

discussed in the Introduction to this chapter. Given the

cell dimensions and space group that pseudo-ixiolite have,

and assuming that the structure is essentially the same as
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that of tantalite, then all the metal atoms must. be in one

four-fold special site (a) 0,U,\, and all the O's in one

eight-fold general site (d) &tUtz. Thus it follows that the

metal atoms must be disordered in pseudo-ixiolite" The two

atomic sites (a) and (d) are spelled out in Table III"3.2
below.

In the least squares program, GEI\TLES, the scattering

curve used for the one metal site was that for Ta" modified

by an appropriate occupancy factor which took into consid-

eration the other metals occupying this site" The occupancy

factor was based on the chemical analysi-s $iven in Tab1e

III"3.1, and it was not allowed to vary throughout the

refinement" Using only the metal site with half the

reflection data and an isotropic temperature factoro the

structure refined in three iterations to ft = 0.27 with

B - 1.81 .82" Using the phases determined from this run,

a 
^F 

synthesis was computed and the position of the oxygen

site was determined" In the final least squares refinement

using both the metal and oxygen sites, aII of the data,

and anisotropic temperature factors, the structure refined

to Q = 0"135 and R* = 0"085" The co-ordinates for the

final atomic positions are given in Table III"3.2, a

projection of the structure along z is given in Figure

III.3.I, the anisotropic tenperature factors are given in
Table III"3.3a, and the con\¡ersion of the ßij'" to 

"ij'=
and the magnitudes and orientations of the thermal ellipsoids
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Table III.3"2. Pseudo-ixiolite: Space group, ceIl content,
cell- dimensions, and positional parameters.

Space Group Pbcn = P zr/b 2/c 2r/n (uo. 60)

cerr content z (r"iT, t"i], *b;.1, tt;T. s":.T, r.fl,l o;-

Cell Dimensions, o d = 4.785
@2),Ã

b = 5.758

c = 5"160

Atomic Equivalent 4 Metl in (a) : t (OrU,\i 4,4+A '\)Positions
I O in (d): !(æ,U tzì lr*lt rÞz-U tzì

û tU t\-z ¡ \-æ ,lz-U ,4+z)

Positional Parameters
Stañdàrd deviations are given ín brackets

Site Co-ordinat.e Parameter

A

a

Ã

u

z,

0

0.33r8 (8 )

\
0.72244 (88)

0.r2r6 (sB )

0.416r (83)

o



Table III" 3.3a.

Atomic
ô.i!^ A QÞrLc ,tl P2Z

A 0.0s27 (3r) 0.ooss (13)

Pseudo-ixiolite: Anisotropic temperature
equivalents. (Standard devÍations are in

o 0.0438 (18) 0.004e (9s) 0"0377 (i-74) 0.0018 (2s3)

ß,,

0.0123 (17 ) 0.0

Br, ßr,

factors and isotropic
brackets )

o"0oor(s7)

0.0388 (37s )

ôPz¡

0.0

-0 .027 2 (27 0)

Equivalent
Isotropic B,

(Â')

2.25

3.02

LN
ts
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o
a=4.785Ä'

Figure IrI. 3. 1.

\,.,

4-z

0 " sire z=k

mt 
site z =0.4,,6

Pseudo-ixiolite:
final structure

proj ection
along z.

b=5.758Å

t<- z

of the
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are given in Table III" 3.3b. The to and F. values for the

refined structure are listed in TaÌ¡Ie IIf.3.4. From the

final atomic parameters, bond lengths and interbond angles

were calculated and these are listed in Table III.3.5.

This structure, which is essentially isostructural

with that of tantalite, is discussed below in Chapter III.5.

III" 4 Wodginite

III"4"a Previous Vüork and Sample oescri

Wodginite from the Tanco l.[ine can often be

distinguished from tantalite or pseudo-ixiolite within the

hand specimen. Most commonly the grains are anhedral to

subhedral ín crystal outline, the subhedral ones showing a

prismatic habit, and these grains are reddish-brown in

colour. Rarely well-formed black crystals are found. In

the Tanco pegnnatite the wodginite occurs mainly in coarse-

grained K-feldspar + quartz (Zone (6) , Assemblage (a) ) or

in albitic aplite (Zone (6) , Assemblage (b) ) (see Grice,

Cerni and Ferguson, L972).

The specimen chosen for structure analysis, No. G69-

L'7, in Grice (1970) and in Grice et aL. (L972) , came from

Zone (6), Assemblage (a). The following crystallographic

and chemical description of this specimen is taken from

these two references. The wodginite grains were anhedral,

compact, and occur in a matrix of K-feldspar which had not



Table III.3.3b.

Site

Pseudo-Ixiolite: Magnitudes and orientations of thermal ellipsoids.

A

o

Root lfean Square

-

Amplitude, (A)

2

3

Standard deviations were not calculated for these measurements.
* ArBrC are the angles between the ellipsoid axes I,2,3 and the crystallographic
lattice axes & ¡U ¡z t respectively measured in a clockwíse direction from the positive
axis.

0.247

0.096

0.L29

0"279

0.048

0.185

Ecruivalent B___]fi-

4.83

0"73

1.31

6 .16

0.19

2.7r

Angles Between Ellipsoid
Axes and ReaI Axes*

A

0.00

90.0

90.0

49 "6

102.8

136.8

B

90.00

0.0

90"0

101.8

29.3

116.5

c

90. 00

90 " 0

0"0

42.8

64"1

58.7

(¡
À
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Tab1e fII"3"5.

Equivalent Position Code

LU_z

Pseudo-i-xiolite: Interatomic di.stances
and interbond angles.

Interatomic Distances
Distance Multiplicityo

A

a

b

c

d

e

f

u-4
1*æ

æ-\
\-æ
æ-1
Þz-t

Þr*U

a

1"a
Þz-A

a
\+u

\-z
Þz-z

I-z
z-1,

6

o (d)-A-o (e)

o (d) -A-o (f )

o (d)-a-o (a)

o (d) -A-o (b)

o (d) -A-o (c )

o (e) -A-o (f )

o (e) -a-o (a)

o (e ) -A-o Cb)

o (e) -e-o (c )

o(f)-e-o(a)

A-O (a,d)
A-O (b, e )

A-O (c, f )

Mean A-O

Interbond Angles

2.04 (4)

L.9e (4)

2.16 (4)

2.06 (4',)

2

2

2

Angle

9s"5(0.9)"
88.7(1.4)"
79.6(1.7)o
93 "7 (0.8 ) .

L64.9(1.9)"
88.3(1"0)"

166.1(2.1)"
105.1(2.r)'
93.7(o.g)o
78"6(2.1)"
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been sericitized to any

true cell is C2/c or Cc

group P2/c or Pc. The

deviations in brackets)

q,

b

ß

extent" The space group of the

with a strong sub-cell in space

cel1 dimensions (with standard

from powder diffraction data are

s " 436 (2r) Å

11. 4oe (20 ) Å

s. oe7 (11) Å

91oB (5) !

The cell dimensions above differ slightly from those derived

using the single-crystal diffractometer. The latter cell

dimensions are given in the next section and used in the

structure analysis" This specimen was used in Elphick's

(L972) structure analysis of the wodginite based on the

sub-cel1. Her structure has the space-group symmetry P2/c.

The chemical analysis given in Table III.4.1 is an

average for two analyses given in Grice (1970) for this

specimen. The number of cations is calculated on the

basis of 32 oxygens per (true) unit cell as suggested by

Nickel et aL. (1963a). The general formula for wodginite is

discussed later.

TII.4.b

Wodginite

X-ray work were

granular nature

crystals suitable for

found to be difficult

of Lhe mineral. TANCO

single-crystal

to obtain due to the

specimen G69-17 was

Data Collection and Data Reduction
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Table III.4"I. Wodginite: Chemical analysis and chemical
formula of specimen No" G69-I7 from Grice
(1970, p. 22) .

Oxide Weight Íà* Element Number of Cations**

Mno 10. 0 Mrrtt 3.57

Ferorf 2.2 F"'* 0.ZI
sno, LA.g snu* 2.50

Tioz 2.0 Tiu* 0.63

TarOs 73. g Tat* g.44

Nbzou 0.7 Nbs+ 0.11

Total 103.6 Total 15 .96

Chemical formula:

(r.;* - *::, r":: o u" lj, *r;.i 3 Nb;T I ) o',1

* Mean of two analyses given in Grice (1970) and in Grice
et aL" (L972) . I

** Number of atoms calculated on the basis of 32 oxygens in
the unit cell.

+ Turnock (1966 ) has shown that the Fe in wodginite is
probably Fe3*.
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chosen as the best sample from which to obtain single

crystals because it was compact and because a considerable

amount of work had already been done on this specimen (see

Grice (L970) , Grice et aL. (L972) , and Elphick (L972).

Spheres r^tere ground from this material, and a suitable

crystal chosen. Most crystals proved to be multipler or

else they gave a large mosaic spread along one axis,

presumably due to this granularity. It proved difficult

to get a sphere of suitable diameter. The absorption

correction for wodginite is very large necessitating a

small sphere, while at the same time the super-ceII for

this mineral results in a large number of weak reflections

(hkl reflections with h and k odd are weak), and in order

to get suitable intensities for recording these reflections

a large crystal is needed. However, two spherical crystals

were eventually chosen for sLudy, and data collections \,vere

made on boLh. The first collection v¡as made by Dr. V"

Kocman in the Mineralogical Laboratory, in the Department

of Geology, University of Toronto. The crystal was a sphere

of 0"45 mm díameter, and with these data the essential

features of the structures were determined, but it was not

possible to refine the structure below R = 0.20. The

refinement using data from the first crystal was terminated

due to the limitations imposed by the poor intensities. The

reasons for the poor data were (i) a mosaic spread of the

reflections making them poorty defined, and (ii) a large
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absorption correction. The second collection was made on a

smaller sphere with a diameter of 0.35 mm. The collection

was made in the Department of Chemistry, McMaster University

through the courtesy of Dr. C. Calvo and with the aid of

Mr. R. Faggiani. The instrument used was a Syntex fully-

automated four-circle diffractometer equipped with a

graphite single-crystal monochromater. MoKo radiation with

a Zr filter was used for the data collection.

Using the centering routine of the Syntex instrument,

10 reflections !^/ere chosen and maximized by a computer-

controlled scanning routine" These were then used to refine

the monoclinic cell and to establish the orientation matrix"

The refined cell dimensions are:

a = 9"489(5) Â

b = LL.42s (7) Å

e = 5.105(3) Å

ß - 9ro 6 (3)'

One half of the MoKo sphere of reflections was

collected out to 20 = 60o using 2A 0 scans; the octants

collected were hkl, hkI, ñff an¿ ñ[f. The computer

programs for this instrument are set up to provide for

variable scanning rates: each reflection is initially

scanned at a fast rate, and on the basis of its intensity,

a proportional scan rate is automatically chosen and the

reflection is recorded at this speed. The operator has the
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option of choosing the minimum and maximum scanning rates.

For all octants the maximum rate was chosen as 24"20 per

minute; the minimum chosen for the first two octants was

2"2e per minute, and for the latter two octants it was

4"20 per minute.

The intensities of symmetry-related reflections were

averaged to give a final intensity value for each of

483 unique reflections. When the agreement between symmetry-

related reflections was poor, the measurement with the

higher intensity was kept and the weaker one rejected from

the averaging. The unique reflections were corrected for

Lorentz, polarization (including polarization by the

single-crystal monochromator), and absorption (assuming a

perfect sphere) factors using the computer program DATAPS.

The ag'reement of intensities between symmetry-

related reflections was very poor for this data collection.

It is difficult to account for Lhis, for although the

crystal had a very large absorption correction (u = 4gI cm- 
t

for ttlo radiation), it was very close to being spherical in

shape. Thís could hardly account for the large intensity

variations of up to 2x as were recorded here. Friedel

pairs have identical absorption corrections for any crystal

shape. Across each axis, Friedel pairs were recorded and

compared. There was good agreement along the y-axis but

poor agreement along both the æ' and z-axes. From the

peak profiles, the reflections appeared well centred and
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were not "hollow" in the centre from marked absorption.

It was not possible to account for this apparently

anomolous characteristic of the measured intensities, and

the structure analysis was carried out, as noted above,

using the higher of the intensities for a given reflection

when a marked discrepancy did exist.

III- 4 " c Structure Refinement

Nickel et aL. (1963¿) proposed that the structure

of wodginite should be, from a variety of evidence, closely

related to that of tantalite. Grice et aL. (1972) confirmed

the conclusion of Nickel et aL. about the probable structure

and Elphick (L972) derived a structure for wodginite based

on the sub-celI. Her structure is discussed below in

relation to the tantalite structure and to the author's

results for wodginite. For the two possible space groups,

for the true celI of wodginite, C2/c and Cc, Nickel et aL.

(f963) pointed out that the 16 cations could be either in

two sets of four-fold positions and one eight-fold position

if the space group were C2/ct ot in four sets of four-fold

positions if the space group were Cc. From their chemical

analyses, they were unable to group the atoms appropriately

to give whol-e numbers of atoms in one site, and they thus

concluded that the cations may be randomly distributed in

the 16 availa]¡l-e sites in either space group.

Elphick's (I972) analysis of the wodginite structure
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was done on the sub-cell with a N 4.7 
^, 

b tu 5.7 Å, c \ 5.1 å

and $ n,9I"" In the present analysis data were collected on

the true cell which has trvice the q, and b periods of the

sub-cell, that is a N 9"5 å,, b q, LL.4 å,, e'v 5.I4 å, and

$ .r, 9Io. rn Elphick's thesis, the relationship of possible

origins in the sub-cell of wodginite to the origin in the

cell of the protot.ype tantalite structure is described. In

the present work similar arguments hold for the choice of

origin and hence of atomic parameters for the true cell.

In order to arrive at starting parameters for the

wodginite structure, two initial decisions had to be made:

(i) whether t-he space group is C2/c or Cc, and (ii) the

choice of origin relative to the tantalite sLructure. The

existence of two-fold axes in the true ceIl of wodginite

seems probable from a consideration of the structure of

tantalite such as in the projection along a shown in

Figure III"4"l where it can be seen that there are parallel

to the A axis, two-foId axes through the A(=Ì,{n) sites and

pseudo two-fold axes through the B (=1a) sites if the

general metal site occupancy is taken to be disordered and

if one is dealing with the sub-cell of rvodginite which has

one-third the a dimension of tantalite. Furthermore,

Elphickos structure of the sub-ce11 refined satisfactorily

on centrosymmetric space group P2/c, so that all the

evidence pointed to centrosymmetric C2/c as being the

space group for the true cell of wodginite.
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Regarding possible origins within the tantal-ite

structure for wodginite, Figure III.4.1 shows in comparable

orientation the tantalite ce11 with space group Pbcn, and

the true wodginite cell with space group C2/c. AIl of the

atoms are shown for the former, but only the metal atoms

for the latter. On the tantalite ce1l are marked the four

possible choices of origin for the wodginite cell, RI, Rïï,

Rllt, and RtV. The origins Rl and Rrrr lie on centres of

symmetry and origins Rl, and RrU lie on pseudo-centres of

symmetry in the space group Pbcn. origins Rl and R'

correspond to Elphick's A and B origins, respectively" The

fact that Elphici< does not have origins corresponding to

Rttt and RrU only becomes significant in relation to the

oxygen positions. Considering only disordered metal

sites again, it can be seen that R, is equivalent to RIV,

and R' is equivalent to.RIlt. Elphick found origin *r,

the correct choice for the metal co-ordinates, but when

account is taken of her oxygen positions, her structure

becomes equivalent to origin *lt, described here even

though she did not express it in these terms.

Tantalite has the general ceIl content AqBeOz,*, and

in Chapter TII.2 it was shown that A and B represent

essentially Mn, Fe, Nb and Ta, Nb, Mn, respectively. In

wodginite the sub-cell has, as indicated above, t\¿o

two-fol-d metal sites, and the true ceII has two four-folcl

and one eight-fold metal sites; thus the general formula
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fo: the true cell of wodginite is AuBuCrOrr. Later it will

be seen that A, B and C each have a different metal

occupancy. For the wodginite sub-cell, sites A and B are

equivalent and the general formula is thus (A'B) ,CrOr.

Elphick (L972) found for the sub-ceIl that site C contains

essentially Ta, and site (ArB) all other cations.

With a set of parameters for the metal atoms only,

in order not to bias the O positions, based on origins Rtl

and Rr' as Elphick's work indicated (Figure III.4.1) the

structure analysis of wodginite was started using the least

squares refinement program GENLES and the first (poorer)

set of 483 intensities before the second set of better

intensities was available. In Table LlL.4.2 the equivalent

positíons for the possible atomic sites in wodginít,e are

given as taken from the International Tabtes for X-ray

Crystallography, Volume I for space group C2/c (No. 15)"

fn correlation with Elphick's results, the scattering

factor for metal site C in a general eight-fo1d position

with co-ordinates 0.25, 0.16, 0.25 and equivalent to

Elphick's site MI was taken as that for pure Ta. The two

metal sites A and B in special four-fold positions are

equivalent to Elphick's one metal site 1,12. Site A was

given the parameters 0, 0.40 | ,'4 with the scattering curve

of Ta but with a fixed occupancy of 0.5 which gave an

effective scattering power between Mn and Sn, the two other

most abundant constituents of rvodginite from this deposit.
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For site B parameters Lr, 0.1, 3/4 were used initially with

the same scattering curve and occupancy as site A. Using

the three metal sites (but no oxygen sites), 475 reflections
and isotropic temperature factors, the structure refined
to ft = 0.23 after four cycles of least squares. Site A

ended with a temperature factor that was very large compared

with that of site B (2.4 flz as compared with 0.8 å'). This

difference in temperature factor for two atomic positions

with the same scattering pov¡er seemed to indicate that the

positions were not equivalent with respect to effective
scattering power. A 

^F 
synthesis based on this least,

squares output was computed, and it also indicated that A

needed fewer electrons and B needed more electrons than

those assumed. The AF map also gave a rough indication of
the oxygen positions in four sets of eight fold positions

As pointed out previously, the differentiation in origins
Rl, .^d RïtI comes when the oxygens are considered. From

the ÂF map, origin Rlt, appeared to be the correct choíce

and furthermore it gave oxygen parameters comparable to
Elphick's which is further proof of its correctness.

Because origin RIïï r.. not realized by Etphick, she falsely
concl-uded that wodginite and tantalite are not completely

isostructural- due to differences in the oxygen positions.
For the second least squares "run" on the first

data set, all 483 intensities were used with positions

assumed for all of the atoms. The scattering curves used
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were lutn'* and Fe'* fo. site A, s.ru* and Tiq* for site B,

and Tao and Nb 
s* for site C with occupancies proportj-onal

to the chemical analysis given in Table fII.4.1. The

isotropic temperature factors were replaced by anisotropic

temperature factors for all atoms, and the R factor

dropped to 0.20. As mentioned in the previous section

under Data Collection and Data ReductJ-on, the refinement

of the structure ended at this point for thie eet of data

because it. seemed impossible to refine arly further on this

data set.

At this point arrangements \^rere made for the second

more accurate data collection through the kindness of

Dr" C" Calvo, Department of Chemistry, McMaster Universityo

from which the intensities for 814 reflections were

derived. Using 589 of these intensities, positions for all

atoms, isotropic temperature factors, and variable

occupancies for the cation sites, the structure refined to

ft = 0"14" As with the tantaliLe and pseudo-ixíolite

structure refinemenLs, the oxygen a'homs were found difficul"t

to refine because they are so much'lighter'than the cations"

Here two of the four oxygens had temperature factors of

0"0 å,2 and the other two oxygens had temperature factors

of 0.9 Å' ritfr standard d.eviations of the same magnitude.

In a subsequent least squares run wj-th anisotropic

temperature factors, oxygen= OIII and OrU still had

temperature factors of 0.0 Â'. When O* was permitted to
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refine anisotropically, it refined to impossible anisotropic
parameters, according to the test " for non-positive
definite" described in Appendix G. rn the final refinement

all 814 reflections t^/ere used, occupancies for the cations

were refined, anisotropic temperature factors were refined
for the cations and for O, and Orr, and a fixed isotropic
temperature factor of I.5 å2 $/as used for Or- and OrU"

The isotropic equivalent for O,, is given in Table III.4"4a
because it. refined to non-positive definite values" The

final agreement factor was ft = 0.L24 and R
w = 0.106 where

the weighting scheme is based on counting statistics.
A projection along a* of the final structure is shown

in Figure 11f.4.2, and the final results are given in
Tab1es III-"4.2 to III.4"6: the positional parameters in
Table IfI" 4"2¡ the effective scattering povùers for each of
the three cation sites A, B, and C in relation to the

chemical analysis, whích is discussed later, in Table III.4.3;
the temperature factors in Tab1es III.4.4a and 4b¡ the final
Fo and F" values in Table III.4.5; and the bond lengths and

interbond angles in Table III.4.6.

III"5 Electrostatic Charge Distributions in Tantalite,
Pseudo-ixiolite and Wodginite

IIT" 5.a Introduction

In all three of these structures the cation
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Table II1.4.2.

Space Group

Cel1 ConteDt

CeI1 Dimensions and

Atomic Equivalent
---ÞosiEîõns-

B

Positional- ParameLers

Site Co-ordi-nates

Wodginite, true cell: Space group, cell
content, ce1l dimensions, and
positional parameters.

Standard Deviations
(in bracket"), å

c2/c (No. 15 )

(ra;Tq ¡¿"3T, s"l.Io neil, r:.1], Nbl.T, t oi;

a - 9.489 (s)

b = LI .429 (1)

c = 5.10s (3)

ß = 91'6'(3)

A, B Ín (e) r (0,0,0 ì 1,\,0) +

(0 ,A ,Loi 0 ,A ,3/4)

C¡ 01 r OII, OÌIIr OrU in (f ): (0,0,0'i 4,\,0) +

(æ,A,2ì Í rú,2¡ æ,U,\-zì ¡,ú,\+z)

Positional Parameters
Elphick (1972)* This i¡Iork

0.141 (6 )

0.312(0s)
0.104 0_1)

M
?_

M l

o2

a

a

u

z

a

u

z

u

u

z

\ o .24e9 (2)

0 . r_62s (3 ) 0 .1632 (1)
þo 0.2510 (3 )

0

0. 41s1 (6 )
L

0

0 .427 0 (5)
,

4
0.0917 (3 )

3/4

0.137s (34 )

o . 3047 (33 )

0.07s4 (68)

0.1172 (39)

0.0697 (sB )

0.0839 (81)

0. r-424 (36 )

0.1960 (29)

0 .568 9 (6s )

0.1200 (39 )

0.4388 (30)

0 . sB9s (70 )

o_
I

o,

orr
0.123 (4 )

o . os7 (6 )

o.o7B (5)

otrr

oru

*In order to compare EJ-phick's sub-cell with the
her r and y parameters have been divided by 2.

author I s,



Tab1e IfI.4 .3.

MetaI
Site

From Chemical Analysis (table

No. of
Cation Cations* e-/atom

2+
Ifn

A 1I
Fe'

F"t*
+*

Wodginite: The electrons
and by structure analysis

B

3. s8'l
L

o .42)

Sn

4+Ti
s+

Nb

s+
Ta

c

General

Proposed

* Number

in each metal

rrr.4.1)

e / sl_Ëe

0"2

2"5

0"6

0.r
0"4

4.00

s+
Ta

Formula: A

Formula:

of cations

20 .6

2.4

t.7

28 "9

2"8

1.0

7.8

68.0

site by chemical analysis

From Scattering Factors of
the Refined Structure Analysis

e-'lsite

4"00

B.o+ 8. oo

BCO4 4 8 lZ

{unl{, r"llr l (sn;T, riT.T,

have been recalcul-ated to

23

42

27 (r)

6B

5+
Tâ o.u a

total

4\ ()\

3+ 5+ 5+ 2F"o.r" Nbo.; r) Ttu.oo o*

to 16.00

73 (1)

{
H



Table III.4.4a. Wodginite: Anistropic temperature factors and isotropic equivalents.
(Stãndard deviations are given in brackets.)

Atomic
Site

A 0"0000 (7)

B 0. ooro (4 )

c 0.0012 (l)

or 0.0027 (31)

orr* o. oro5 (31)

orrr** 0.0042

orv** o.0042

ßr¡ ßr, q3-3- ßr z

o.0o0o (s) 0.0068 (26 ) 0.0

0.0010 (2) 0.003s (13) 0.0

o.0or0 (1) 0.0064 (s) 0.0001(2)

0. o0s3 (29) 0.0r91 (121) -0.006s (s0)

0.0072(92) 0.0363 (138) 0.0

0.0029 0.0144 0.0

0.0029 0"0144 0.0

* Equivalent isotropic temPerature factor from refinemenÈ.
** Fixed isotropic temperature factor.

ßrj for orr, oIII and oru are calculated from the isotropic temperature factor.

op13

0. 0000 (17 )

0.0032 (9)

0.0028 (3)

0.0031 (r0o)

0.0007

0.0003

0.0003

Equivalent
I sotroPica n 32P23 ut"

0.0 0.24

0.0 0.41

o. 00]6 (4 ) o.40

0.017s (98) 2.32

0.0 3.78

0.0 1.s0

0.0 1.50

{
N)
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Table III. 4.4b. lVodginite:

AtomicE

A

Ellipsoid
Axes

B

Magnitudes and orientations of thermal ellipsoids,

Root Mean Square
Amplitude, (Ã)

1

2

3

c

1

2

3

0.000

0.000

0.095

0.028

0"079

0.092

ot

Equivalent B_-1ã-T-

I
2

3

Standard deviations were not calculated for these* ArBrC are the angles between the ellipsoid axes
axes û tU ¡z , respectively"

0.00

0"00

0"71

0.06

0.50

0.66

0 "22

0.45

0.91

1. 61

4.73

0.61

measurements.
I,2 ,3 and the

t
2

3

Ang1es Between Ellipsoid
Axes and Real Axes*

0.052

0.076

0.107

0.143

0.245

0.088

ABC

1.10

90.0

91" I

44 .4

90.0

45 .6

42.r

12 0.1

63.7

42.8

105.4

t2B "7

90.0"

0.0

90.0

90"0

0.0

90.0

70.3

31. 5

66.5

102.3

38 .3

I25 .6

90.00

90.0

0"0

135.5

90 " 0

45.5

L26.3

97 .9

37 .5

s0.9

5s.6

57 .9

crystallographic
\¡
È
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Table III. 4. 5. (Continued)
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' il x t rria riitiòri_i'¡:pr'ì
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' 
q 50- \5---1..-13.1- t s -c 40 74 -l{ 54 I
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7 lt I 2A 4e -21 4e 
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Table IIT..4 .6 "

Eouivalent Position Code

Wodginite: Interatomic
interbond angles.

distances and

Interatomic Distances

aæ
bæ
cæ
d 4-æ

e Þz't
4

I-y
-a
u

4-a
\-u
u

I-y
-u
u

u

z-Þ,

\+z
I*z

I-z
4-z
L-z
L-z
L\-z
z

A-ol (p, f )

A-otv (p, f )

A-orv (a,g)
Mean A-O

B-Orl (b,h)
B-olr(crf)
B-orrl (p, i )

Mean B-O

c-o, (n)

c-or (d)

c-or, (e )

c-orr, (n )

C-orr, (e)

C-Oru (e)

Mean C-O

2.L2 (4)

2 .06 (4)

2.0e (4)

2.0e (4)

2.32 (6',)

2 .03 (4 )

2.04 (3 )

2 . 13 (4 )

2.L2 (4)

r.ee (3)

1.8s (5)

1.e7 (3)

2.13 (3 )

1.eo (4)

1.9e (4)

oDistance, A Multiplicity
2

2

2

I
1

I
1

1

I

2

2

2

g-æ
h-æ
i-æ
pæ

Interbond AngIes

or (f ) -A-or (P)

or (f ) -A-orv (f )

or (f ) -A-orv (s )

or (f ) -A-orv (p)

or (f ¡ -n-oru (a)

orv (f ) -A-orv (q )

orv (f ) -A-orv (P)

orv (f ) -A-oru (a)

Orv (g) -A-oru (a)

Angle

97.6(1.9)"
93 .6 (1.4 ) "
BB.5(1.4)"
91.4 (1.4)'

l-73 .9 (1.4 ) "

89.1(1.3)"
172.s(1.9)'
85.3(1.5)'
85.4(1.9)'
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Table III.4.6. ( Continued)

orr (h) -B-orr (f )

orr (h) -B-orï (b)

orr (h) -n-or, (c )

orr (h) -B-orrr (i)
orï (h) -B-orrr (p)

or, (f ) -e-or- (c )

orr (f ) -B-orrr (i)
orr (f ) -e-orr, (n )

orlr (i) -B-orr, (n)

Angle

87.1(1.7)"
74.8(2.5).
81.6(1.9)"
BB.4(1.6)"

163.1(1.6)'
165.8 (3.7).
9s.5(1.7).
92"8(1"7)'

108.4(1.9)"

or (p) -c-or (d)

oï (p) -c-orï (p)

o, (p) -C-orrr (p)

oï (p) -c-or-, (e)

or (p) -c-oru (e)

or (d) -c-or, (e)

or (d) -c-orrr (p)

or (d) -c-orr, (e)

or (d) -c-oru (e)

orr (p) -c-orr, (n)

or, (n) -c-orr, (e)

or, (r) -c-oru (e)

olll (p) -c-orrr (e )

olrl (e) -c-oru (e)

ollr (e) -C-oru (e)

Angle

117.9(0.9).
85.1(2.0)"
86.5 (1.4) "

58"B(1.3).
r27"6(1.4)o
t47.3(1.9).
63.7(1"4)"
88"3(1.4)'
97 "6 (1.5)"
97 "6 (1.6) "

L24 .4 (1.8 ) '
83.5(1.9).

118 .5 (0.9) .

]-45 .7 (1.4 ) '
87.3(1.4)'
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sites are surrounded by 6 oxygens in varyíng degrees of

distortión from an octahedral configuration. Although

there are differences between the structures which are

described in Chapter III.6, it is possible to treat the

three structures similarly as far as the calculation of

charge distribution is concerned. The electrost,atic charge

distributions calculated in this chapter are used in the

following chapter in conjunction with the available

chemical data to interpret the structure data obtained in

this study"

III" 5"b Theory gf the l4ethod

The theory governing accurate electrostatic charge

dístribution calculations in oxide and silicate structures

is discussed by Gait (L967) and by Gait, Ferguson and Coish

(L970) who have applied it to some feldspar structures"

The following description of the method is a brief rêsumá

taken from these two references.

The basic hypothesis for electrostatic charge

distributions is given in Pauling's second rule governing

ionic structures which is stated in Evans (1966) as

follows:

"In a stable co-ordinated structure the
total strength of the valency bonds which reach
an anion from aII the neighbouring cations is
equal to the charge of the anion."

A simple example would be NaCI in which case Na* is



BO

co-ordinated octahedrally by Cl and each anion would then

receive +I/6 e.s.u" from each of six surrounding cations

for a total +1e.s.u. Gait Q967) and Gait et aL. (1970)

found that in order to derive accurate charge distributions n

it is necessary to distribute the positive charges to the

aníons in amounts that are inversely proportional to the

sguare of the cation-anion d.istance. They show that for

such a charge calculation the following two equations are

necessary:

[¡f =

where: W is the lweighting factor' for a particular cation,

cO is the cation-o>rygen bond distance (Å) , and

n is the number of anions surrounding the cation;

and

Pc

(Co)2 x W

where: Cc is the positive charge (e.s"u") contributed to

a particular oxygen atom from a given cation,

Pc is the positive charge (e"s.u.) on the cation,

CO as above, and

W as above"

These authors have also pointed out that the significant

positive charge summation is not that to a single oxygen

which might be expected to ideally be exactly +2, but

i l--r I
i=L L"o'l
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rather that Lo a polyhedral group of oxygens, say a

(pseudo-) octahedral group of six oxygens which rvould

ideally be exactly +L2. The reason for this is that the

substitution of differently charged cations in one cation

site would affect the charge given to the oxygens in

groups of six (for octahedral- co-ordination) rather than

individually.

In cases where there is only one caLion site the

charge distribution must calculate to an ideal answer,

provided the composition is chemically balanced, whether

all cation-anion distances are the same (e.g. NaCl) or not

(e.g. pseudo-ixiolite) " This argument is explained further

under the discussion below of the electrostatic charge

distribution in pseudo-ixiolite. For al-l such single-

cation structures, the calculation of a charge distribution

is thus pointless"

The calculation of charge d.istribution is carried

out as follows: (i) the proportioned charge Cc to each

oxygen in a polyhedron is calculated for each cationic

site; (ii) Cc is toLalled for each unique oxygen from all

its associated cations; and (iii) the total positive

charge contributed to each cationic group of oxygens is

obtained by summing the charges contributed to each

oxygen in the polyhedron concerned as determined in (ii).

iìIith each number given in the tables following is

the associated standard deviation calculated on the basis
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of the errors in the cation-oxygen bond distances. To

calculate the standard deviation of one number that is a

function of two or more other numbers the following

relationships are used (see Gait, Ferguson and Coish,

after Baird, L962):

For z 2=ã+l oâ=oh+ofi

It appears that accurate electrostatic charge

distribution calculations of the kind described here have

not been carried out on oxide minerals to date" In the

discussion that follows, these calculations are applied to

the three tantalum oxides, tantalite, pseudo-ixiolite and

wodginite in an effort to aid, in conjunction with the

effective scattering power and the mean bond length, in the

interpretation of the elements occurring in each cationic

site.'

III.5 . c Tantalite

The structure of tantalite is described in

detail Ín Chapter IIï.2, and it is pointed out that there

are two cationic sites and three oxygen sites" The

structure \^las first refined in this analysis using

scatteringi curves based on the formula Mnu (Tau., Nbr.r)Oz,*

which represents closely the chemical analysis (Tab1e

III.2.1). If one assumes that the cations are completely

ordered, which was believed to be the case for a tantalite

- -a-b ) t-? 2 ) t-? t 2,2 t-2E : E*-U* oþ/î2 = a2ofr/æz + b'of/l'
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which had been heated in the manner described, then site A

would consist of all Mn2+, and site B of T.t* and Nbs* in
the proportion shown by the formula. The cations could be

expected to order themselves readily in this structure

because there is a great difference in size and charge

between Mn'* and. (Ta,Nb) s+ with radii of 0.82 Á and 0.64 å,,

respectively" Assuming this ordered distribution, the

structure refined to ft = 0.105 with anisotropic temperature

factors. On the basis of this refinement, bond distances

were calculated and these were used to calculate an electro-
static charge distribution" These bond distances are

different from those given in Table III"2.5 which are, as

explained on page 36, for a partially ordered structure
(see also page 93). Table ïIï.5.1 gives the results of this

calculation" The table shows Cc, the positive charge

contributed to each oxygen from a particular cationic site,

the total positive charge contributed to each of the three

unique oxygens, and the total positive charge contributed to

the two (pseudo-) octahedral groups of six oxygens. fdeally

the total charge to an octahedral group of six oxygens would

be L2 e"s"u., but Table III.5.1 shows that around the

divalent rMnr site it is for this ordered arrangement consid-

erably less than this, 10.86(03) e.s.u., whereas around the

pentavalent 'Ta' site it is too large, 12"57 (02) e.s.u. To

explain the charge unbalance one might invoke such

arguments as (i) shifts in the bond distances such that the

proportioned charge is shifted from one site to the other;
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Table III"5"1" Tantalite: Calculation of the electrostatic
charge distribution in unf+ (ta,Nb)f+ oî;

Positive charge from each cation site to each oxygen:

T.u* siteMnt* site

Bond

Mn-I
Mn-I
Mn-II
Mn-II
Mn-II
Mn-II

Corå,

2.L7 (L',)

2.r7 (L')

2.26 (2)

2 "26 (2)

2 "Ls (2)

2 "rs (2)

Cc ,e. s. u.

0 " 33e (1)

0 " 339 (1)

0.313 (2 )

0.313 (2 )

0.348 (2 )

0.34 8 (2)

co,.Â,

1.e3(1)
2.03(1)
L.7B (2)

2 .2L (L)

2"04 (1)

2.03 (1)

Ccre.s.u"

0.88s (3)

0.80s (3)

1.040 (8 )

o "67 7 (3)

o"7eo (4)

0.803(4)

Bond

Ta-I
Ta-I
Ta-ïï
Ta-ïfI
Ta-TIT
Ta-ïII

oxygen site,
Total to II

e.s.u.:Total positive charge to
Total to I

Mn 0.339 (1)

Ta 0.88s (3)

Ta 0.80s (3)

2 . oze (5)

Total positive

Mn 0.313 (2 )

Mn 0.348 (2 )

ra 1.040 (8)

1.70r (B )

Tota1 to fII

o.67 7 (3)

0 "7e0 (4 )

0.803(4)
2 "27 o (6)

Oos, e"s"u.

Ta

each

Ta

Ta

Ta

charge to octahedral

Around Mn

groups of 6

Around

2T

4T.T.

4.0s8 (10 )

6.804 (32 )

21 4"0s8 (10)

rrr 1.701 (08 )

3rrr 6 . 8I0 (18 )

10. B 62 (34) L2.s69 (22)
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(ii) changes in the valence of manganese and tantalum

and./or niobium ì or (iii) interchánge of some of the

different valent cations between the two sites. The first

argument does not seem valid because the shifts required

to bring about a charge balance are far greater than the

standard deviations would aIIow. To bring about a charge

balance in the manganese site one would need only 0.60

weight per cent Mrr2O3r and although Mnt* does occur in

nature, it is present only in geological environments with

very highly oxidizing conditions. Tantalite is unlikely

Èo be formed in nearly high enough fO, to produce Mn'+

(Grice, L970i Turnock, L966) " The possibility of a lower

valence for Ta or Nb in nature seems negligible as no

valence other than 5+ has been found in nature for either

of these elements; thus, the second argument appears

invalid. The third suggestion alcove seems the most

plausible, and the effective charge on each of the two

cationic sites necessary to give an ideal electrostatic

charge balance was calculated using the bond lengths

calculated for the ordered structure refinement. The

necessary effective charge on the A and B sites calculated

to be +3.256 and +4.372 e.s.u., respectively in place of

+2 and +5 e.s.u. These new effective charges on the two

cationic site result in each of the two groups of

octahedral oxygens receiving almost exactly *12 e.s.u" An

interpretation regarding the atomic contenL of the A and B
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sites is given in Chapter III.6.

III. 5. d Pseudo-ixiolite

The structure of pseudo-ixiolite is

described in Chapter III.3 where it. is pointed out that

the structure has one cation site and one oxygen site"

In the single cation site all the metals are, of necessity,

randomly distributed and the atoms are thus rdisordered'

within this site. The oxygens are in a distorted octahedral

co-ordination around the metal site (Table fII.3.5).

The calculation of an electrostatic charge

distribution is meaningless for a structure that has only

one cationic site. When one considers the weighting factor

based on bond lengths, the charge on the cation is, in the

case of (pseudo-) octahedral co-ordination, proportioned

among the six oxygens arouncl it, and the sum of these

proportions , Cc, must total to the charge on the cation.

Thus, if there is only one cation, the charge balance

betv¡een cations and oxygens can only occur if there is an

electrostatic charge or valence balance within the chemistry

itself, and the rstructural charge balance' has no signi-

ficance. Pseudo-ixiolite is of this structure type; it

has a 'chemical charge balance' and thus the total charges

to the octahedral group of six oxygens around the cation

site must be exactly 12 e.s.u.
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IfI. 5. e Wodginite

The structure of wodginite is described ín

Chapter III.4 where it is pointed out that there are three

cationic sites and four oxygen sites in the true celI,

and two cationic and two oxygen sites in the sub-cell.

Since the sub-cell has fewer structural sites, the electro-

static charge distribution calculations are simpler and

these will be discussed first. The bond distances for the

sub-cell were calculated from Elphickr s (Ig72) structure

analysis.

Table III.5.2a gives the electrostatic charge

distribution values in the wodginite sub-cell using

Elphick's (L972) structure analysis. The one r,retal site B

contains, from the structure analysis, only T.t*, and the

total charge to the six oxygens around it. is 12.30(1I)

e. s . u. (Table IIT. 5. 2a) r,vhich is slightly higÌrer than the

ideal. The other metal site A contains all- the other

cations, namely iuln2+, snul ,.t*, Tiu+, T.t* and Nbs* in

the proportions given in the analysis in Table fII.4.1;

this site has an effective charge of +3.07 e.s.u. The

total- charge to the six oxygens around this site is II.91(tI)

e " s " u. ; this actual value is a little lower than the ideal

of 12, but it is equal to the ideal within the limits of

error. The results are discussed briefly in the following

Chapter III.6.
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Table III.5.2a. Wodginite: Calculation of the electrostatic
charge distribution in the sub-cell.

Composition (Table III.4.1)and cation distribution is
(unfr{, s"Tl, F.3.L tiiï. r"l.l. Nbs+3 ) r.;i,o;-

Bond

A-I
A-I
A-ÏI
A-TI
A-II
A-IT

Total charge

Tota1 charge

A3.0 7+ Site

co rå. Cc , e. s .u.

1. es (6) 0.s72 (e)

1.9s (6) 0.572 (e)

2 " 0s (s) 0. s16 (e)

2.0s (s) 0.s16 (e)

2.20 (6) 0.447 (9)

2.20 (6) 0.447 (9)

Bond

Ta-I
Ta-I
Ta-I
Ta-I
Ta-II
Ta-ïï

5+Ta Site

co r.Â,

2.r2 (6)

2 "t2 (6)

2.13 (6 )

2.13(6)
1.eI (s)
1.eI (s)

Ccre.s.u"

o .77 4 (Ls)
0 .77 4 (rs)
0"769(ls)
0"769(1s)
0 " 9s7 (22)
0 "es7 (22)

A

A

Ta

A

Ta

Ta

0.572
0.774
0.769

(0e)

(1s )

(rs)

to each oxygen sit,e:

Total to I Total to II

o .516 (09)

0.447 (0e)

0. es7 (22)

L "e20 (26 )

of 6 Ors:

Around Ta

41 8"460(092)
2rr 3.840(0s2)

12. 300 (r06 )

2"11s(23)

to octahedral

Around A

9roups

21 4.230 (046)

4rr 7.680 (104 )

1r. 910 (112 )
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The electrostatic charge distribution

cell of wodginite with more structural sites

more involved. In Table III.5"2b the charge

calculations are shown for effective charges

cationic site implied by the formula

(M":"iu r" jlrl (s.,u+, ti;:, t"iI, t";.1, LIb;Il )

for the true

is necessarily

distribution

on each

Ta 
t* 02-
8.0 0 32

which has been shown previously as being crystal- chemically

and structurally reasonable" The effective charges on each

site for this formula are, in e.s.u. A' = +2.10, B = +4"0'7 |

and C = *5.00" In Table III.5"2b it can be seen that this

cation distribution yields large charge unbafances on the

octahedral groups of six oxygens: the oxygens around the

A site receive a Iow total charge of only 10.28(7) e.s.u.'

whereas the six oxygens around the B and C sites both

receive an excess of charge with 13.66(11) and. 12.29(5)

e,s.u., respectively" An interpretation of the electro-

static charge distribution and its relation to the chemical

analysis and the observed bond lengths is given in

Chapter rII.6.

ITI.6 Interpretation and Comparisons of the Structures of

'Iantalite, Pseudo-ixiolite, and Wodginite

III.6-a Proposed Cation Distri]¡ution and Chemical-

Formula for Tantalite

It was shown in the previous section that, in order
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Table rrr. 5. 2b. I,tocìginite : calcul"ai-íon of the el-ectrostatic
charge distri]¡utj.on in the true cc1l,

(MnlT6 
"'11, ) (snl1, ti:|, rull, "ui}, Nb;], ) rail , o1;

q.0 7+B Síte
Bond CO,A Ccre.s.u. B_o!4 CO,À Cc,e.s.u.

2.t 0+A Site

A-r 2.12(4) 0.340(4)
A-r 2.r2(4) 0.340(4)
A-rv 2.06(4) 0.360(s)
A-rv 2.06 (4 ) O. 36 0 (s )

Ã-rv 2.09(4) 0.3s0(4)
A-rv 2.0e (4) 0.3s0 (4)

B-rr 2.32 (6 ) 0. s64 (09 )

B-rr 2.32 (6 ) 0. s64 (09)

B-rf 2.03(4) 0.737(11)
B-rr 2.03 (4 ) 0.737 (11)

B-rrf 2.04(3) 0.734(10)
B-frr 2.04(3) 0.734(10)

CJ
C-' Site

Bond COrA Cc re. s.u.

c-r 2.r2 (4 ) o .726 (09)
c-r r.99 (3) 0.831 (l_2)

c-rr 1.8s(s) 0.962(2r)
c-rIr 1.97 (3) 0.846 (09)

c-rrr 2 . 13 (3 ) o .7 24 (09)
c-rv 1.90(4) 0.911(14)

Tota1 charge to each oxygen site:

Total to I Total to If Total to ffI Total- to ïV

À 0.340(04) B 0.s64 (0e) B 0.734 (10) A 0.360 (0s)

c 0.726(09) B 0.737(1r_) c 0.846(09) A 0.3s0(04)
c 0.831 (12) c 0.s62(2r) c 0.724(Os) C 0.91-l-(t4)

1.897(16) 2.263(2s) 2.304(r8) 1.62r(16)

Total charges to octahedraì- groups of 6 Ots:
'' .Around À Around R A::ound C

2T 3.794(31) 4rr 9.0s2(r00) 2f 3.794(31)
4rv 6.484 (64) 2r.rr 4.608 (036) lrr 2.263(2s)

2rrr 4.608 (36 )

ltv 1.62I (16)

12.286 (sr)L0"27 B (70) 13.660 (r0B )
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to have an oideal-' charge distribution to the two octahedral
groups of oxygens, one would have to assume that the cation
sites A and B have effective charges of +3.256 and *4.372

e.s"u., respectively" It is nov¿ possible to consider what

numbers of atoms for the three major cations from the

chemical analysis can be assigned to the two sites to give

the ideal effective charge on each site. The three most

likely formulae based on types of order-disorder in the

two cation sites are as follows:

I?pe L" All the 5+ cations in the A site necessary

to increase its effective charge from +2 Lo +3"256

present as Nbs*,

Foz,mula (M";*, Nb::B) (r.:*, nbTj, r,r"llrl o;;

TApe 2 " Alt the necessary 5+ cations in the A site
present as Tau*,

FormuLa (Mn;1, r"flrl (r.u+_ *o;.], *i.Tr) o:;

TApe 3. All the necessary 5+ cations in the A site
present as both Tau* and Nbs* in their original
chemical proportions:

rtotmula (Mn;I, t"TT, brb;Tr ) (ra;Iu nblT, *"lf ,l o:,

The formula which was the most logical to try was

that which resulted in effective scattering powers for the
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two metal sites most like those ror mnf+ (ra:I *b;i) o;;
on which the original refinement was based. It can be seen

that Type 1 would be the best choice since only the lighter

of the pentavalent cations, Nbu* (effective atomic No. 36)

is substituted for light Mnt* (effective atomic No. 23).

For comparison the effective number of electrons per site

are given here:

Effective Simplest Formula* Site A Site B

oz,iginaL r,tn f 
+ tr" iI, Nb;T o ) 23 56

rape 1, (M";T, NbiIs) tr"ll Nbij, r'r"ll,l 2s 54

rape 2 (M";1, raldr) (r":lu Nbå,To *î1,) 42 47

rape s (M"|L r"ì.T, Nbif,){r'u*, *b;1, *"l]r)
37 49

*Ideal ABO4 I 24

A least squares refinement was carried out, after

these calculations were made, using effective scattering

factors for A and B implied by formula Type I and the

structure refined to ft = 0 " 106 which was approximately

the same R factor as before. This indicates that the

structure could in fact be partially disordered which was

not indicated until one calculated the electrostatic

charge distribution. Since the effective scattering powers

of the cationic sites was changed it was felt that the
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atomic parameters should be allowed to refine in this run.

This brought about minor changes in the co-ordinates and

hence the bond lengths. Table III.6.l_ shows a recalculation
of the electrostatic charge balance with the new bond

lengths, and although the positive charge to the octahedral

groups of oxygens is not the ideal L2 e.s.u., it is much

closer. The inherent error in the formula due to the

method of chemical analysis does not warrant any further
minor adjustments needed in the formula to achieve the ideal
electrostatic charge balance. All the data listed in
Chapter III.2 is for the partially ordered formula

(or";T, Nb:.f s) (r.1.*, *bi.l0 r'rn1.TB) o;;

which corresponds to A*3'26 
"lu't' 

ol-
Although the R factor does not indicate a preference

for the partially ordered formula the improved electrosLatic
charge balance indicates that the simplest, structurally-
sound formuta for our ranralire is nor Mn2* (Ta:l *oijl o:-
but rather (r";.: *olTl (ra;T Nb;.| *iil ol- , and ir is rurrher
suggested that the structurally-sound formula for tantalites

senerarly may not be o'* "l* of- uut rarher (oilr* 
"lll(B:l* oi*l ,oZ- where A'+ j-s mainly Mn'+ and Fe2+, Bu+ is

cJ- 5+mainly Ta-' and Nb-', and for this tantalite x tu 0.20.

In tantalite the mean metal-oxygen distance for
site A is 2.16(1) å, and rhar for sire B is 2.02 (1) Â

(Table ïIï.2.5) . This is what one might expect for the
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Tabl-e III. 6.1 . Tantal-ite: Calculation of
charge distribution in
(M";.T, Nb;Ts ) (ras+, *b;.lo

Positive charge from each cation site to

A Site: (M"t+, Nb:Ts )

Effective charge +3.256 e.s.u.

electrostatic

Mn2* ) 02-
1.6 I 24

each oxygen:

(ra!1, Nbì.Io M'1T, )

charge +4.372 e. s.u.

corå, Cc,e.s.u.Bond

A-I
A-ï
A-IT
A-II
A-IT
A-II

Total positive charge to

Total to I

B-l
B-I
B.ÏI
B-III
B-ÏII
B-TÏI

each oxygen site,

Total to II

2.04(1) 0"70s(2)
1.96 (1) 0.760 (3)

1.81 (1) 0.892 (4 )

2.2r(r) 0.s98 (2)

2. os (1) o.6ee (2)

2.02 (r) 0.718 (1)

ô ê 11

Total to IfI

co,A

2.r4 (r)
2.14 (r)
2.L6 (r)
2.16(1)
2.19 (1)

2.1e (1)

B Site:

Effective
BondCcre.s.u.

0. sss (2 )

0. sss (2 )

0. s43 (2 )

0.s43(2)
0. s30 (2 )

0.s30(2)

A

B

B

0.sss (2)

0.70s (2 )

0.760 (3)

A

A

B

21 4.040(B)
Afr 7 .860 (rB )

0.s43 (2)

0.s30(2)
0.8e2(4)

0.5e8 (2 )

0 .6ee (2)

0.718 (1)

B

B

B

2T 4.040(B)
lrr 1. 96s (s )

3rrr 6.046 (r0)

2 .020 (4) 1.e6s(s) 2.01s(3)

Total positive charge to octahedral- groups of 6 O's, e.s.u.:
Around A Around B

r1.e00 (20) r2.0s1 (r3 )
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metal occupancies postulated in Chapter ïII.2 for the

two sites: A contains more large-sized low-charged itfn2+

atoms whereas B contains mainly smaller sized, highly
s+ 5+

charged Ta-' and Nb-' atoms. Using the proportions of

ions in the chemical formula given above, the corresponding

bond lengths are only slightly different than those

calculated from ionic radii of Shannon and Prewitt (1969):

for six-fold co-ordination, the authors give l,fn2+ as

0.82 å,, T.u* as 0.64 å. and o2- as 1.40 å,; thus in an ionic

structure as tantalite is consid.ered to have, the A-O

bond length would be 2.L5 å. and the B-O bond length would.

be 2.08 Å" These bond lengths are calculated using the

proper proportions of the cations in each site.

III.6.b Chemical Formula for Pseudo-ixiolite

the chemical formula for a true pseudo-

ixiolite is that proposed by Nickel et aL. (1963b). As

explained in Chapter III.5 the cations must be disordered

in the one metal site and the formula for the cell is:

(r"ï.å, h1.T, Nb;.T, riou.f. s"i.T, r'efif,,) oå-

The occupancy used in the structure refinement was based

on this chemistry and there was no indication that the

occupancy should be changed. There is an electrostatic

charge bal-ance within the chemistry and as \,üas pointed out

in the previous section, it is pointless to carry out any
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electrostatic charge balance calculation for such a simple

structure. The average bond length for the pseudo-

octahedral co-orclination was found to be 2.06(4) å (Table

III"3"5) which is intermediate between the averages for
the A and B sites for tantalite, 2.16 (1) .Â, and 2.02(L) Å,

respectively. Such an intermediate value is what would be

expected for this disordered structure.

III.6"c Proposed Cation Distribution and Chemical

In the previous section, it was shown that
for Elphick's (L972) structure of wodginite based on the

sub-cell with Tas* filting the B site and a1l other cations,
the A site, the two octahedral groups of oxygens receive

close to the ideal L2 e.s.u" (Tabte III.5.2a). The

structural interpretation of a cation distribution which has
5JTa fully ordered is thus for this sub-cell nearly

compatible with an ideal electrostatic charge dist.ribution.
As the tabte shows, a slight interchange of the 2+ and. 5+

cations between the two sites would give an even better
charqe distribution

The electrostatic charge distributions given in
Tab1e III.5.2b in Chapter III"5 for the true ceII of
wodginite indicate that, if the octahedral groups of oxygens

are to total close to +L2 e.s.u., then some cxchange of

cations is needed between all three sites: cations with a
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higher valence are needed in site A whereas those with a

lower vafence are required in sites B and C. Solving the

appropriate simultaneous equations as was done with

tantalíte, the 'ideal effective charge', (in e.s.u.) on

these sites leading to a bal-anced electrostatic charge

distribution calculated to be +3.56 for the A site | +3.52

for the B site and +4.46 for the C site. This implies a

considerably different cation distribution from that

originally proposed on the basis of the structure analysis,

namely that the A site was mainly divalent, the B tetra-

valent, and the C pentavalent.

It now remains to derive a possible cation

distribution which is consistent with (i) the chemistry;

(ii) the scattering factors derived from the structure

analysis; (iii) the electrostatic charge distribution;

and (iv) the effective size of each cationic site.

Table III"6-2 shov¡s the derivation of such a formula by

trial and error. In the table the cations in total

amounts consistent with the chemical analysis (Table III.4.l)

have been assigned to the A, B, and C sites such that the

effective charge, the effective scattering powers and the

effective bond lengths of the three sites are reasonably

compatible with respectively, êffective charges calculated

for the 'ideaI' cirarge distribution, the structurally derived

scattering factors, ancl the structurally derived mean cation-

oxygen distances. In the table it. can be seen that the
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three compare reasonably well. However, the numbers of
electrons/site (Column (8) ) do not agree with the effectj-ve

scattering pov¡ers (Column (9)) within the limits of error
of the latter, but as was pointed out earlier wodginite

is fairly variable in composition even within one grain.

It would not take very large changes in the chemistry to

compensate for the differences in scattering potvers seen

in this tab1e.

From Table IïI. 6.2, one can conclud.e thaL it is
possíble to derive a caLion distribution for the true ceII
of wodginite which reconciles in a reasonably satisfactory
way the chemistry, el-ectrostatic charge distribution,
structurally d.erived scattering factors and bond lengths.

From the considerations embodied here, the author proposes

Èhe general formula for wodginite to be ol't* 
";'u* ":'t* 

oi;,
and the specific formula for this wodginite to be

{snl.f m"îÍ F";.T rri.: Nb;.I I (r"l| M"îTr (ra:T s";.I *";.;) oZ;

III.6.d Comparison of the Structuresof Tantalite,
Pseudo-ixiolite and Wodginite

(i) The Structures Themselves

A close relationship between the

structures of tantalite, pseudo-ixiolite, and wodginite was

proposed by Nickel et aL. (1963a) and by Grice et aL. (L972)

but not. until the present. work have all three st,ructures



Teble IIi.6.2. ?¡odginite: The derivation of a proposed. chemical formula (cation distribution) for the true ce11 consistent
' with the chemical analysis, the derived scattering factors, the eLectrostatic charge dÍstribution and the

bonC lengths

(i)
Ca-.ior (2)
Site Caticn

L+
Sn

AL
Yn

3l
å 9e'

\LTí.

Nbr+

(3)
Effective
Àtomic No.

46

23

18

36

68

23

68

46

23

(4)
Ionic o

Radius .À
(S. ano'P. *

0,69

0.82

0.645

0.605

0 .64

u. 04

0.64

0.69

0.82

lln

Ta
\+

Sn

t1fr

(s)
No. of Cations

for 32 Ors
from Chem. Anal.
(Table III.4.1) 

.

r.6l
I

''ol
o.7l- ¿.0

I

0-61
I

0.il

(6)
Effective

Weighted Charge
on Site,
e,s.u, for

Dístrib. (5)

Progosed General Formula:

Proposed Specifíc Formula:

*Sh.annon /

(7)
Effective
Charge Calc.
for Ideal
Charge

Distrib.,

2.r'l
L

1.d

6.ã

..'f
o./

+3 .4

4.0

and Prelti!t, C'T. (1969).

l8)e /Site
Implied by
Distrib. (5)

3-6¿ 3J¿ L.5+ 2-
Àu'Buc,oil

(sni: MnÍT reil riil uri-f l ttall unfl)

+3. 6

8.0 +4.6

+3. 5 +3. 5

(e)
e-lSite

Implied by
Derived

Scattering
Factors

32

(10 )
Cat . -Ox.
Dist.,Å

Implied by
(4) and (s)

27 (r)

+4.5

47

(rt )
Obse¡ved.

¡Iean
Cat. -Ox -
Pist. i-

lrail snil unill oil

2.10

62

4s (2)

73 (t)

2.0s (4 )

2.13 2.13 (4)

2.06 1.99 (5)

\o
\o
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been analysed to make a comparison possible. In Table

fII.6.3are given the celI dimensions, space groups and

ce11 volumes for all three minerals taken from the two

references above. The orientati-on of these three cells is

that given by Strunz and Tennyson (1971) " It can be seen

that pseudo-ixiolite can be regarded as having the basic

ceII for both tantalite and wodginite. In tantalite the

4 period is three times that of pseudo-ixiolite, with

b and c the same, and in wodginite the a and b periods are

dor:ble those of pseudo-ixiolite with c the same and with

the cell having a slight monoclinic distortion v¡ith ß-91o.

Figure III.6.1 exemplifies the relationship of the three

cells with respect to orientation and size (Ferguson, Lg72) "*

Tantal-ite can be consj-dered the prototype structure

because the mineral has been known the longest and because

it was the only one of the three structures known

previously (Sturdivant, 1930). Tantalite also formed the

basis for the naming by Nickel et aL. (1963a) of their new

mineral wodginite, and it further formed the basis on which

these authors defined the new mineral or variety pseudo-

ixiolite (1963b). From the projected structures of tantalite

shown in Figure III.2.1 it can be seen that the tantalite

structure is layered paralIeI to the (100) planes: the

O atoms in any one such layer are pseudo-close-packed and

the O's in alternate layers nearly repeat themselves so

that throughout the structure the O atoms can be regarded

*personal communication
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Table III" 6.3 "

System

Space Group

arÃ

brÃ

erÃ

ß Angle

Cell VoI. , (Â) s

Comparison of
and wodginite

the tantalite, pseudo-ixiol j-te
cells "

Tantalite Pseudo-Ixiolite

Orthorhombic

Pbcn

3x4 " 81

5.7 6

s. 09

(90" ¡

3X141

Ort,horhombic

Pbcn

4"79

s"76

5.16

(oo" ¡

r42

Vtodginite

Monoclinic

C2/c

2x4 .7 4

2x5 "70

5"10

- 910

4x138
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TAN T/I,L IT E

PSEUDO- I XIOLITE

Comparison of the orientation and size
of the tantalite, pseudo-ixiolite
and wodginite cel-ls

Figure III"6.1.
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as being pseudo-hexaglonal close-packed parallel to (100).

The metal atoms occupy one-half the six-fo1d distorted
octahedral holes within the Ors.

The other two minerals, pseudo-ixiolite and

wodginite, are essentially isostructural with tantalite
(Figures III.3.1 and 1.lI.4.2t respectively). I,Vhen the

atoms in the two metal sites in tantalite become disordered

between the two sites, and there are slight necessary

shifts in some oxygen positions, then the a period of
tantalite is reduced to one-third that of the true ceII
and it becomes the pseudo-ixiolite ce1l as defined by

Nickel et aL" (1963b) " The shifts in the atomic positions

necessary t.o give the pseudo-ixiolite structure cause a

greater distortion to the pseud.o-octahedral configuration

than is seen in the tantalite structure. In wodginite the

layering of the oxygens and cations is still evident.

Figure III.4.1 shows that the A and B cation sites in
wodginite lie in positions comparable to the A site of

tantalite, and the C site of the former corresponds to the

B site of the latter. To compare atomic positions in the

two minerals one must¡ âs discussed in Chapter III.4,
transfer the wodginite origin to 0,\,0 in the tantalite
structure and take into consideration that the a and b

periods of wodginite correspond to 2/3a and 2b of

tantalite (Figure III.6.1). The oxygen positions in the

two minerals are also comparable, but there are significant
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shifts in those of wodginite to accommodate the different
cations. In wodginite the A and B sites have pseudo-

octahedral co-ordination but that of the c site, although

six-fold, does not resemble any regular configuration
(Tab1e III"4.6).

(ii) Possible Origin of the Different
Structures

It is likely that both physical and

chemicar considerations have to be taken into account ín
assessing which of these three phases wilr likely form in
natural or synthetic systems. The formation of wodginite

in preference to tantatite or pseudo-ixiorite is probably

due iargely to the oxygen pressure within the system.

Turnock (1966) has shown that wodginite forms at a higher
oxygen pressure Lhan tantalite, and that wodginite has

Fe'* in preference to the Fe'* which is found in tantarite.
In keeping with the electrostatic charge balance

consíderations, the more electropositj-ve ions sno* and ria*
would prefer the wodginite structure to the tantarite
structure and this is observed in the Tanco specimens. rf
oxygen pressures were not sufficiently high to form the

wodginite phase, the sn and Ti wourd probabry form separate

phases, cassiterite and irmenite along with tantalite.
This of course remains specurative untir more is understood
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in the system of 'tj-n tantalites' which would include

other mineral phases such as sukulaite, olovotantalite,

and staringite. In the Tanco Pegmatite, Grice, ðer.rf and

Ferguson (L972) have shown that most of the wodginite does

occur in an assemblage formed. later than the main tantalite

bearing assemblage and the former assemblage would be

expected to have the higher oxygen pressure.

The reasons for the preference for the formation of

the pseudo-ixiolite structure over the tantalite structure

in a given environment i-s less clear. It appears that

there are two factors which may control the formation of

these minerals. Heating pseudo-ixiolite results in the

ordering of the cations to some degree and the resultant

adoption of the tantalite structure. Grice, ð.ernf and

Ferguson (1972) point out that this ordering takes place

at elevated temperatures despite the oxygen pressure. This

could explain the lack of this phase in Turnock's (1966)

synthetic work which was conducted at 1200oC. The degree

of ordering at a particular temperature may, however,

d.epend on the oxygen pressure with the formation of pseudo-

ixiolite favoured in the more oxidi zLng environment.

Evidence for this is the preference of ions with higher

oxidation states than ¡4nt+ and Fe'* th.t are found in

tantalite. Knorring eú aL. (1969) report Fet*, S.t*, Ti'*+
t++v2

and Sn " in their scandian ixiolite. Grice, Cernf and

Ferguson (J.g72) report a slight preference of Srro* and Tia*
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in pseudo-ixioli'te as opposed to tantalite for the Tanco

pegmatite minerals. ð"rfti and Turnock (Lg7L) report up

to 4.8 wt.% TiO2 and 1.6 wt.? SnO, in the pseudo-ixioli-tes

they studied. Their one partially ordered columbite

contained 0.2 wt.? TiO2 and no SnOr. The signlficance of

the more highly positive ions in pseudo-ixiolite j-s

realized when the electrostatic charge balance is

considered. In ideally ordered tantalite there is a

divalent and a pentavalent site whereas in pseudo-ixiolite

the one metal site has an average quadrivalent charge.

The trivalent and quadrivalent ions u¡ould thus prefer the

disordered pseudo-ixiolite phase to that of ordered tantalite
phase. In the Tanco pegmatite tantalite is found primarily

in the albitic aplite (Zone 6b) which v¡ould be formed at

a higher temperature with less water (Jahns and Burnham,

1969) (hence presumably lower fO2) than the coarser-

grainêd. zones (4) and (5) which contain pseudo-ixiolite.

The relationship of the time sequence of formation between

the wodginite phase and. the pseudo-ixiolite phase within

the pegmatite is not clear.

fn conclusion it would appear that the observation

made by Grice, ð.r*f and Ferguson (Lg72) on the formation

of tantalite, pseudo-ixiolite and wod.ginite in the Tanco

pegmatite support the structural evidence that: (i)

tant,alit.e formation is preferred to pseudo-ixiolite

formation at higher temperatures and (ii) in order of
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increasing fO 2 r the pref erred phase f ormation \^/ould be

tantalite, then pseudo-ixiolite, then wodginite.



CHAPTER IV

THE CRYSTAI STRUCTURE OF MILLERITE, NiS



CHAPTER TV

IV"1 l{illerite Structure Analysis: Method and Resul_ts

IV.1.a Introduction

Millerite occurs as tufts or crusts in
cavities and more rarely as cleavabl-e masses in sulfide
bodies such as those of the Marbridge Mine, Iutalartic,

Quebec. Millerite is a low-temperature mineral rvhich is
stable up to 379oC (fullerud and Yund, L962) . It is both

a primary and a secondary mineral resulting in the second

case by, for example, the oxidation of pentlandite. The

crystal structure of millerite as originally derived, is of
particular crystal chemical interest because of an unusual

five-fold co-ordination of the Ni atoms by S atoms. The

structure has not previously been refined by modern

techniques.

A structure for mill-erite was first derived by alsén

in 1925. AJ-though the atomic posÍtions he proposed-for the

two types of atoms were essentially correct, he had the Ni

and S atoms reversed. This reversal of the two kinds of

atom was demonstrated by Kolkmeijer and Moesveld in 1931.

Even though the structure of mil-lerite was known, the writer

and his supervisor fel-t that a modern refinement would be

r09
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valuable particularly in view of the unusual co-ordination

of the Ni atom. We also felt that witfr accurate interatomic

distances it might be possible to interpret the Ni-S bonding

and co-ordination in terms of present-day bonding theories.

The particular mil-lerite chosen for study came from

the Marbridge Mine, l4alartic, Quebec. This materíal ldas

chosen because it is coarse with a prominent perfect

cleavage, and so it is easy Lo get single-crystalline

fragments for a structural data collection. This ís

discussed more fully later.

There are four nickel-iron sulfide ore deposits on

the Marbridge property" Deposit No. 1 is described by

Clark (1965), No. 2 by Buchan and Blowes (1968), and

Nos. 3 and 4 by Graterol and Naldrett (7969) ¡ interested

readers are referred to these accounts for the details of

each deposit. The ore deposits occur in a belt of meta-

ultramafic, metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks which

strike south-east between two batholithic intrusions, the

Preissac and La l.{otte adamellites. In general, the sulfides

occur.bqth as massive bodies and as disseminations within

the country rock. It is interesting to note that millerite

is very conìmon in these ores, and in fact it carries over

60 per cent of the Ni in the whole Marbridge deposit. The

millerite is commonly associatecl with pentlandite, pyrite,

pyrrhotite, violarite and magnetite. Minor and trace

minerals include chalcopyrite, bornite, heazlewoodite,
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valleriite, sphalerite, gersdorffite and sperrylite"
Electron microprobe analyses were carried out on the

materiar that was used for the structure refinement. These

analyses were done orr a Philips AMR/3 electron microprobe

at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, pinawa,

Manitoba through the kindness of Dr. A. Sawatsky and with
the valuable assistance of Mr " S. Jones " Standards \^rere

supplied by Dr. D.C. Harrís of the lrlines Branch, Department

of Mines, Energy and Resources in Ottawa" The standards

vtere Elba Island pyrite (FeSz), synthetic NiSt.07, and

synthetic CoS2. The probe data were corrected for dead

time, generation or atomic number, absorptiono and fluores-
cence using a program written by J.C. Rucklidge and

E"L. Gasparrini (1969) 
"

Counts \Àrere recorded on five spots on each of three

different grains. The material was found to be homogeneous

within each grain, and consistent in composition from grain

to grain. The analysis for one grain measured on five spots

is given in Table IV.1"1. Note that the Ni + Fe + Co to S

ratio is very close to 1:1, and that Ni is the strongly
predominant metal so that the material has a composition

close to the ideal formula, NiS. The atomíc proportions

assuming S = 1 are also given in this Tabl-e from r'r¡here it,
can be seen the simplest formula for this millerite is
(Nio.serFêo.or.Coo.oou)S. Although no direct measure of
accuracy was made on these results, the Ni and S contents
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Table IV.1.l-. Millerite: Microprobe analysis and chemical
formula.

E-.t ama¡*- Weight Atomic
u¿ ç¡rrv¡¡ u -::--:: Percent Proportions

At.omic
Proportions

For S=1

Ni

Fe

Co

Cu

S

63.68 I " 085

1.03 0.018

0.2I 0"004

0.00 0 " 000

1.107

o. eB1l

0.016 I

l-' r. oor
0. o04 I

I

o.oooJ

1

Total 100.39

Chemical Formul-a

3s.47 r.106

(Nio.r' F"o.o1 u coo.oou) s
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should be good to within ! 2 per cent of the weight per cent

given due to the cl-ose relation between the standard and the

sample" The Fe and Co results may be more suspect due to
larger difference between standard and sample but they

should be good to at least ! 4 per cent of the amounts shown.

IV.1.b Experimental Details

In the search for single crystals of millerite
suitabre for x-raying, it proved to be very difficult to find
one that was entirely single. several- mill-erite specimens

from various localities \,vere supplied by Dr. R.I. Gait of
the Department of Mineralogy, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto,

Ontario, "Single-crystal" fragments of the fibrous varieties
from Oxford Twp", Sherbroolie Co., Quebec; Eugenia Mine,

Tarragona, Spain; Heinrichsegen Mine Siegerlend, Westphalia;

Wissen-on-the Seig, Prussia, Westphalia; Grube Friedrich,
Germany; and Niederhovel, Germany, all proved upon X-raying

to consist of bundles of individual crystals; on the other

hand "single-crystal" fragments of the platey material from

Marbridge Mine, Malartic, Quebec; Strathcona Mine, Sudbury,

Ontario; and Timagami Copper Mine, Timagami, Ontario all-

yielded X-ray photographs characteristic of regular inter-
growths. A number of spheres were, however, ground from the

platey Marbridge material and a suitable crystal, showing

only very weak reflections from a second individual, was

chosen for detailed X-ray analysis.
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As described in detail later, millerite is rhombo-

hedral R with hexagonal a. - 9.6Å and c - 3.1Â. In the

regularly intergrown crystals, the second individual was

found, from precession photographs, to be related to the

first by a rotation about the A axis of an angle cl-ose to

2Oo40'. From the angle table given for millerite in palache,

Berman and Frondel (1944) it can be seen that this is almost

certainly the p angle for (fOff¡, 20"42.5t; thus, the (OOO1)

plane of one individual is parallel to (1011) of the other"

When the lattice in real space is plotted one can see that
this intergrowth corresponds Lo a twin by reflection across

(.OLT-Z) which is the cornmon twin Iaw for millerite.
Because no single-crystal diffractometer was available

at the University of Manitoba, the data collection was carried

out in the crystal structures laboratory of Dr. M. James in
the Department of Biochemistry, University of Alberta,

Edmonton" The instrument used was a four-circle, fully
automated single-crystal diffractometer (the Picker FACSI) "

The intensities for mill-erite were collected on a

rhombohedral cell, in this caser rêferred to hexagonal axes

and assuming the well-established acentric space group R3m.

An orientation matrix and cell refinement were calculated

using a least squares analysis of 20 reflections whose

intensities had been maximized by the computer-controlled

scanning program. The refined hexagonal cell dimensions

are:
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a. = 9.607I(L2)

e = 3.1434(9) Å

and these were used for the structure refinement. The

intensities were collected using 20 scans with a scanning

speed of 2"20 per minute. Background counts were made for
10 seconds on either side of each peak. The peaks for this
crystal were sharp. Reflections were collected using MoKo

radiation, and the instrument was equipped with a graphite

single-crystal monochromater. All reflectíons compatible

with the R lattice were collected out to 20 = 60". This

gave I55 unique reflections in the hkl segment, and all
had measurable intensities.

IV"1"c Structure Refinement

Usíng the computer program DATAP5 the initial
intensities were collected for the Lorentz factor, the

polarization factor (including polarization by the mono-

chromater), and absorption. In the absorption correction
the crystal was assumed to be a perfect sphere with radius

of 0.125 mm, and U = 179.6 cm-r for MoKo radiation.
Larsonrs computer program GENLES was used for a full-

matrix least squares refinement of the positional and thermal

parameters. The scattering factors used for Nio and So are

those tabul-ated by Cromer and trlann (1968) .

The hexagonal ceIl of the rhombohedral lattice of
millerite with the ceIl dimensions given earlier contains

o
A
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9 [NiS]. In the acentric space group of mil_lerite, R3m,

both the Ni and S atoms are, in the hexagonal cel_I, in
nine-fol-d special positions (b) r, E I z whose equivalent
positions may be described as follows (International Tables

for X-ray Crystallography, Vo1. I):

(0,0,0; I/3,2/3,2/3; 2/3,L/3,I/3) + (æ,ã,2¡ æ,2æ,2¡ 2ã,æ,2)

Kolkmeijer and Moesveld (1931) retained the rhombo-

hedral setting initiated by Alsén Q925) for.the millerite
structure as well as the arbitrarily chosen origin which set

rhombohedral æ, of Ni to be 0. rn the present refinement it
was decided to use hexagonal axes and to shift the arbitrary
origin such that the prototype sulfur woul-d be at (hexagonal)

height z = 0. Tabl-e rv.1.2 contains Kolkmeijer and Moesveld's

positional parameters in relation to both hexagonal and

rhombohedral cells, and relative to both their origin and

the new origj-n used here. starting with the transformed

positional parameters of Korkmeijer and Moesveld (r931) which

are given in Table Tv.r.2, and arbitrarily chosen isotropic
Èemperature factors of B - I Å2 for both atoms, the structure
was refined to the point where, after three least squares

cycles, R = 0.090 and R* = 0.084 at which stage the isotropic
temperature factors l{ere

Bs = o.5Bs (64) fiz

Br,li = 0.550 (48) fiz
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A aF map computed from this run indi-cated that anisotropic
temperature factors were needed. After three cycles of fulI-
matrix least squares refinement using anj-sotropic temperature

factors, the refinement improved to R = 0.066 and Ru = 0"0560

and at this point the refinement was terminated. The final
positional parameters are given in Tab1e IV.I.2, and the

final anisotropic temperature factors for Ni and s derived

from the structure refinement are given in Tabre rv.1.3a and

the corresponding magnitudes and orientations for the thermal

ellipsoids calculated using the computer program BTJCAL are

given in Table IV"1"3b" Using the computer program ORTEP-II

a z-axis projection of the structure was drawn, and it is
shown as Figure IV"1"1. Fo and F. values are listed in
Table rv.1.4 and from the positional parameters, interatomic
distances and interbond angles were calculated using program

DïSAGL,, and these are lisLed in Table IV.1.5.

IV"2 Description and Discussion _of the l.{illerite Structure

IV.2"a Description of the l{illerite Structure

The millerite structure is a simple one with
only one nickel and one sulfur atomic position. In this
structure, which is shown in projection in Figure IV.1.1,
the atoms are in one sense layered in planes paral1e1 to (0001)

but the layering is not one of the simple packing configur-
ations with all of the Ni atoms in one layer and all of Lhe



Table IV.1.2.

Space Group

Cel-l Cont,ent

CeIl Dimensions,
(this work)

Millerite: Space group, cel1 content, ce11 dimensions,
parameters.

R3m (No. f 60 )

Positional Parameters

o
A

Kolkmeijer and
Moesveld (1931)

Kolkmeijer and.
Moesveld (1931),
new origin*

Thi-s work*

Hexagonal

(Ni e.e g Fe o.r + Co o.o o ) S,

a = 9.607I(12)

c = 3.1434 (9)

9Niin

9 Sin

æNi

ò

æNi

*s

tNi

"Ni
ts

ò

(b)

(b)

,t

,,

=-0.088, ,*i = 0.088

= 0. l1B, a, = 0.596

= 0.912, uNi = -0.508

= ô-1'1 4 - = 0os

= 0.91225 (9)

= 0.47546 (102)

= 0.1L224 (I9)

=Q

(Niz.g,* F€o.ou Coo.e¡) S3

dt = 5.6448

e = 116038l

Rhombohedral

and positionaL

In the present work, the original origin of Kolkmeijer and Moesveld 11931) has
been shifted paralle1 to z Lo a new origin to set, (hexagonall a, = 0.

3

3

Ni in

Sin

tNi=o

*S = 0.714

,Ni = 0.404

rS = 0.Ll-4

tNi : 0.3877

zNi = 0.3499

øs = o 'rL22

z's = 0.7756

(b)

(b)

el r&!,e3

*! tel t*3

"Ni = 0.264

z^ = 0.3615

z--. = -0.332NI

z = 0.772
S

H
ts
co



Table IV.1.3a.

Atom

Ni

S

Iifillerite: Anisotropic temperature factors
(Standard deviatíons are given in brackets.
standard deviations were not refined since
parameters. )

oPr r

0.0014 3 (17 )

0.00223(26)

3",

0.00143

0.00223

ß,,

0 .02303 (14s )

0.02111 (243)

and isotropic equivalents.
Parameters without

they Ìvere not independent

ß,,

0.00160 (31)

0 .00 30s (s9 )

ß,,

0.00017 (43)

-0.00029 (78 )

ßr,

-0.00017

0.00029

Equivalent
Isotroçic

B'A'

0.557

0.640

F
F
r.g
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Figure fV. 1.1.

@

0
Millerite: projection of the final

structure along z, Heights are shown
above the plane of projection in
hundredths of the c period.

Ni site

S site

z=0 .47 5

z=0

l''



Table IV. 1.3b. Millerite:

Site Ellipsoid
Axes

Ni

Magnitudes and

Root Mean Sguare
Amplitude, (Ã)

Standard deviations were not calculated for these measurements.* ArBrC are the angles between the ellipsoid axes I,2t3, and the
lat,tice axes r tU ¡z t respectively.

orientations of

0.066

0.072

0.107

0.070

0. 094

0.103

thermal ellipsoids.

0.3s

0.41

0.91

0.39

0.69

0.84

Angles Between El-lipsoid
Axes and Real- Axes*

A

30.0"

60.0

BB.4

30.0

60.0

93 .4

B

150.0"

60.0

91.6

150.0

60.0

86.6

c

91.9o

90. 0

1.8

86.1

90.0

3.9

crystallographic

H
N
H
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Table IV.1.5. Millerite:
angles.

Equivalent Position Code

L23

Interatomic distances and interbond

Int,eratomic Distances

a L-2æ

b L-2æ

c 2/3+æ

d 1*æ

e 1*æ

fæ
g 3-2æ

h 2æ-2

L/3-æ
2æ

")^

2æ-2

L'æ

t

Á

I*z
I/3+z
L*z
ó

s (a ) -Ni-s (b)

s (a ) -Ni-s (c )

S (a) -Ni-s (e)

s (a) -Ni-s (d)

s (b) -Ni-s (c)

s (b) -Ni-s (d)

s (a) -Ni-Ni (f )

s (a ) -Ni-Ni (g )

s (b) -Ni-Ni (f )

s (b) -Ni-Ni (g)

s (c ) -Ni-Ni (f )

Ni (f ) -Ni-Ni (g)

o
Distance, A

Multi-
plicity

21
2l
1j

Itfean

2.306 (2)

u

t

é

Ni-S(are)
Ni-S (b, d)
wi-S (c )

Ni-Ni (f , h)

s-s

2.264 (3)

2 .36e (3 )

2.263 (2)

2.s29 (r)

3.143 (4)

2 2.s29(1)

I 3"143(4)

Interbond Angles
Angle

8s.41(06)
9s"60(08)
91.18 (12 )

Is3.s8 (06)

111.80 (07)

86.12(12)
s6. os (04 )

98.97 (02)
57 "74 (04)

98"s7 (02)

148 . 1o (04 )

60"
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S atoms in another. The stacking coul-d be thought of as

six stepped overlapping layers within each c repeat period,

with three I'li atoms at each of heights 14, 48 and BI

(hundredths of c) and three S atoms at each of heights

0, 33 and 67. Figure IV.2.I is a projection along the

y-axis and can be used to see this layering.

The bond distances and interbond angles shown in
Table rv.1.5 confi-rm the co-ordination of s atoms around Ni

given by Kolkmeijer and Moesveld (1931), namely that each

Ni atom is surround.ed by five S atoms in the form of a

distorted tetragonal pyramid at distances of 2.26 Å to
2"37 Ã. Kolkmeijer and tvloesveld quote Ni-S distances of
2"L7 Ä, anA 2.36 Å. However, Figure ïV"I.l shows that each

Ni atom hasn besides five S atoms, two other Ni atoms at
the same height as itself and at a distance of 2.53 Ã. This

suggests that the co-ordination around each Ni should be

considered as seven-fo1d and not five-fold as previously

believed. The co-ordination around S is, however, restrj-cted
to five Ni atoms at distances of 2.26 Å to Z ":Z Å in a

dist.orted tetragonal pyramidal configuration as found by

KolkmeÍjer and Moesveld (1931i'. There are no S-S distances

small enough to suggest any S-S interaction, the smallest

dj-stances being 3.14 Å.
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Ív.2.b Discussion of the Millerite Structure

(i) Layering and Anisotropism of the Atoms

The stepped-layerj-ng in the millerite
structure, which was discussed in the previous section, is

reflected in the magnJ-tudes of the root mean square ampli-

tudes of the thermal- ellipsoids. It can be readily seen in

Table IV.1.3b that for both the Ni and S atoms the magnitudes

of the r.m.s. amplitudes nearly paralIel to the z-axis (i.e.,

along ellipsoids axes 3) are considerably larger than they

are in the two directions parallel and perpendicular to the

vertical mirror-planes, (i.e., along ellipsoid axes I and 2l

respectively). The reason for this might be that the

density of atoms in the z-d.irection is less than in either

of the other two directions, and thus a larger amplitude

of vibration is possible parallel to á,. In the horizontal
plane (perpendicular to the a-axis) there are two

vibrational dlrections and for both directions the r.m.s.

amplitude of the S atom is greater than that for the Ni

atom. A possible reason for this is that the S-S distance

is considerably larger than the Ni-Ni distance (3.14 å r=

opposed to 2.S¡ Ål and thus allows a gTreater vibrational

freedom for S atoms than for Ni atoms. One final comment

concerning the amplitudes of vibrations; on viewing

Figure IV.1.1 it. is evident for both the Ni and S atoms

that the r.m.s. amplitudes that parallel the mirror planes
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(ellipsoid axes 1) are smaller than those (ellipsoid axes 2)

which are perpendicul-ar to the mirror planes. The most

likely reason for this difference is that the rel-ative

distances of Ni-Ni or S-S atoms is greater perpendicular to

the mirror plane than para1Ie1 to it thus allowing a greater

degree of vibration along ellipsoid axes 2 
"

(ii) Interatomic Bonding

In this section the co-ordination and

bond lengths observed in the milterite structure are

discussed. In an attempt to explain the observed interatomÍc

bonding, the simpler less sophisticated arguments are given

first, and in the latter part of the discussion molecular

orbital theory is applied to the structure.
In section (a) of this chapter the co-ordination of

atoms about Ni was discussed. Each Ni atom is surrounded

by five S atoms in a distorted tetragonal pyramid configura-

tion having pseudo-symmetry of C (= 4 mm). The Ni-S bond
t+V

distances vary from 2.26 Å to 2.37 å .s shown in Table IV.l.s.

Taking Ahrens' (1952) ionic radii of 0.69 å, for Ni2* in six-
fold co-ordination, and 1.84 Â for S"-, the Ni-S bond

distance would be 2.53 Å. The actual- Ni-S bond length in
mil-lerite is thus considerably shorter, and this shortening

could reasonably be attributed to extensive covalent bonding"

The single covalent bond distance, dAB, may be calculated

using the Schomaker-Stevenson (1941) formúla which was
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revised by Pauling (1960) to the form:

dAB = rA * tB 0.06lxo *"1

where r is the covalent radius and x the electronegativity

of the element A or B" Using Pauling's (1960) covalent

radii and electronegativities, and following his method of

calcul-ation given in his 1970 paper, the Ni-S covalent bond

length calculates to 2.25 .Å using covalent radii of 1.154 Å

for Ni and 1.10 Å tor transargononic S and electronegativit.ies

of 2.2 and 2.I for Ni2+ and S'-, respectively. This value of

2.25 Ã, is cl-ose to the minimal Ni-S bond length observed in

millerite, and this further substantiates the ídea of covalent

bonding in this mineral. With Pauling's (1960) formula for

the calculation of per cent ionic character in this bond and

using the electronegativiLies quoted above, the per cent

ionic character calculates to only 0.05 per cent.

It has already been shorvn that each Ni atom has,

besides five S atoms, two other Ni atoms at a distance of

2.53 Å (Table rv.l.5). rn metallic Ni with twelve-fold. co-

ordination the Ni-Ni distance is 2.48 Å (Zhdanov, ir965).

Thus, it is probably safe to assume there is some Ni-Ni

bond interaction in millerite. This seven-fold co-ordinate

complex around each nickel with an eight-sided polyhedral

configuration that is difficult to name, has pseudo-symmetry

of C--- (= mm2) but a true symmetry of C-- (= m) because of the2VV

slight variations in the Ni-S bond lengths and angles.
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The above discussion offers an explanation for the

observed bond lengths in mil-lerite, and it remains to find

some explanation for the observed co-ordination. In the

first instance it is constructive to l-ook at other Ni

sulphide structures. The known structures in the Ni-S

system are listed in Table TV.2.1 with the co-ordination,

interatomic distances and the appropriate reference for each

phase. Vaesite, NiS2, has the pyrite structure and Elliot
(1960) has refined the structure using intensity data on a

powdered, synthetic phase. Polydymite, Ni3Sa, and high

temperature NiS are believed to have the spinel and niccolite

structures, respectively. Millerite, 1ow temperature NiS,

and heazlewoodite, Ni3S2r are isotypical structures. The

data for milleríte is from this work and that of heazlewoodite

is from Peacock's (L947 ) st,ructure refinement of the synthetic
phase Ni3S, using powder data. From Table IV.2.1 it. is evi-

dent that as the Ni:S ratio increases the co-ordination number

of Ni by S atoms decreases. Regarding possible S-S inter-

action, the S-S distances suggest that there is such inter-

action for NiS2 and for Ni3S, but none for NirSu, dNiS and

ßtrliS. However, the Ni-Ni distances suggest that there is
likely Ni-Ni interaction in o¡¡15, ßNiS and in Ni352 but not

in the two sulphides lvith the lorvest Ni content. Within

these structures there is no consistent trend in the Ni-S

interatomic distances in relation to the Ni:S ratios, but

the range of distances between 2.I3 å, and 2.40 Â, mainly



Table IV.2"I"

Phase

NiS 2

Vaesit,e
(Pyrite Type)

Ni3 s*

Polydymite
(Spinel Type)

oNiS
Synt,hetic
(Niccolite Type)

BNi€
Milleríte

Ni3 52

Heazlewoodite

Co-ordinations and bond

Co-ordination about Ni

6 S's pseudo-
octahedral

lengths Ín the Ni-Sulphide structures.

4S
6S

Ni-S
Oist. ,Å

2 .40

t.etrahedral-
octahedral

6

2

Srs
Nirs

* Minimum distance quoted

Ni-Ni
oist. ,Â,*

4. 01

distorted
rhombohedral

5

2

S's 8-p1ane
Nir s polyhedral

Srs
Nirs

2"I3 3"33
2 "37

s-s
Dist. ,Å*

4

2

2.43 2.67

2.06

Reference

E1Iiot (1960)

2.26 to
2.37

2.28 to
2 "38

3.33 Berry &

Thompson (1962)

2"53 3.14 Present Work

3 .44

2.45 2.38

Wyckoff (1963)

Peacock (]-947)

ts(,
o
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reflects the co-ordination number. The Ni-Ni distances

decrease as the Ni:S ratio increases and this change co-

incides with the changes in the observed co-ordination and

there thus appears to be some control over the observed con-

f igurat,ions around each Ni by the Ni: S ratio.

In an attempt to arrive at a possible explanation for

the observed coordinations in these minerals, v¡e can note

first that nickel and sulfur have the following electronic

configurations in their ground states:

element Z

Ni"

so

configuration

1s2 2s2 2p' 3s2 3pt 3dB 4s2

rs2 2s2 2p' 3s2 3pu

2B

16

The most common ions for these elements are Ni'* arrd S2-.

The co-ordination of five S atoms around each Ni

might be explained at least in a superficial way, simply

by the inert gas law for transiLion elements. The effective

atomic number for Ni2* is 26" The closest compÌete shell

configuration is that of the inert gas Kr with atomic number

36. To "fill" Ni2+ to 36 electrons one would need five

divalent S atoms which is what is observed. This v¡ou1d not

necessarily negate any ttti-wi interaction since no electron

transfer need be postulated for such a metallic bond"

For transition metal complexes the bonding is

targely determined by the electrons in the partially fiIled
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d sub-shell. The five d orbítals all have identical- energies

for an element or ion which is free from all- other species,

and these orbitals are therefore cal-1ed degenerate orbitals.
It shoul-d be emphasized that orbital-s are energy l-evel-s and

thus are of significance even in the absence of el-ectrons.

As other ions approach the free ion beíng considered, a

ligand field is established, and the energy leveIs in the

d orbitals spIit. When covalent bonding is involved in the

complex, the splitting of the energy levels is best dj-scussed

in terms of the molecular orbital theory. Using this theory

one places the bare nuclei at the equilibrium positions and

then computes the energy levels present. Once this has been

done the electrons are added one by one until up to 
.the

number representing the chemical system. In the r.emainder

of this section an attempt at applying molecular orbital
theory to the millerite structure is given. The arguments

and applicatj-ons of the theory can be followed in texts
such as Burns (1970), Cotton (1971), Orchin and Jaffe (1971)

Orgel (1966), and Wilson, Decius and Cross (1955).

The electronic configuration of the d sub-shell for
the free Ni2+ ion can be represented in the following way:

de

Hundrs rule necessitates

the five orbitals one by

lTlTTlTTlTTTf l

placing the electrons in each of

one with para1lel spins; there is
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no spin pairing until- each orbital contains one electron,

so that the sixth to the eighth electrons are paired,

leaving two el-ectrons unpaired. The effect of unpaired

electrons is to give the phase a paramagnetic moment. It

has already been pointed out that the energy levels for the

d orbitals sp1it. in the presence of ligands. Figure IV.2.2

represents the splittings of the energy levels in ligand

fields with the symmetries indicated. The degree to which

the energy levels split depends on the interatomic forces.

These qualitative energy l-evel diagrams are derived by the

method of descending symmetries where the group of lower

slzmmetry is correlated with On symmetry (Wilson, Decuis and

Crosst L955t Table X-14). Having correlated the appropriate

terms, the Mulliken symbol may be used to derive the appro-

priate d orbital from the character table for the group

(Wilson et aL., Table X-4)" When a particular degenerate

state splits into more than one state in a lower symmetry,

the placement of the relative energy 1eve1 is dependent on

the ligand interaction. In many cases this interaction can

be deduced from an inspection of the configuration involved.

The hígher energy level is the one with the greatest ligand

field and hence the more difficult to place electrons in.

Having seen how the various symmetries affect the

splitting of the d energy levels, one can proceed to con-

struct a molecular orbital- energy level díagram. The

important rule governing the combination of ligand and
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atomic orbitals is to keep the same symmetry with respect
to the morecul-ar framework, and the molecular orbitals
formed must also have this symmetry. fn the construction
of mol-ecul-ar orbital diagrams shown here in Figures rv.2.3a
and b, both o and n bondings have been taken into considera-

tion. The reason for including rT bond formation is because

of the favorabre formation of three n orbitals for the ¡li2+

ion (Burns, ] }TO). The ligand, S'- ions, are considered to
be bonded through p orbitals directed along the ligand-
central metal ion line in the case of o bonding and directed
perpendicular to this line for r bonding. fn order to
construct a set of ligand orbitals one foll-ows the standard

procedure of applying the symmetry operations to the ligand
vector set to obtain the reducible representation. The

irreducible representation may then be resolved through

the use of the reduction formula. with the irreducibre
representation the atomic orbitals appropriate to the type

of bonding (o or n) being constructed may be taken from the

character table. Examples of these cal-culations are given

in Cotton (197I).

If this process is carried out for On symmetry and

the representations reduced (f), one obtains;

fo=Org+"n

fr-T +T
19

+T ru

+T +T
2g1u 2u
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in theFrom the character tables

required symmetry classes :

Eg

d2

d-x'-y -

the following orbital-s are

2gr9 TA T lg

none

T lu

Ð

l)'v
lf

T
2l)

noned

d

d

xz

yz

xy

With this information a qualitative molecular orbital
energy level diagram can be drawn. Figure TV.2.3a is such a

diagram and the ligand sulfur and metal nickel electrons have

been placed in rvhat would appear a logical fashion. The

ligand electrons fill the s, px, py, pz, U*'-O2 anð, d,rz

o bonding energy levels " For the metal electrons there are

three sets of paired electrons involved. in the d*y, d*=, and

d n bondinq orbitals. The other two el-ectrons of Ni2+yz

remained unpaired in the anti-bonding orbitals. These

unpaired electrons should make nickel- sulfide compounds

with octahedral- co-ordination paramagnetic. Benoit (1955)

measured the paramagnetic susceptibility of vaesite (NiS2)

and o NiS and found vaesite to have a large paramagnetic

measurement as expected but q NiS has only a small but not

negligible susceptibility. The reason for the low para-

magnetic susceptibility in s NiS is probably due to the

involvement of the unpaired electrons in a Ni-Ni interaction
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which would greatly supress the paramagnetic measurement.

As mentioned previously the NiS, configuration in
mill-erite has Cu' pseudo-symmetry. Although the true

symmetry is C,r, the arguments presented here would not

change, but the calculations are simplified somewhat when

C,__ symmetry is assumed. The irreducible representations4V

for five-fold co-ordination in Cu, rr.t

fo=ZLt-lBr+E

fT = 2A, + 2Bz + 2E

Referring again to the character tables, the following

orbitals are in the required symmetry classes:

A1A281B2E

noned2__zdpx--y- xy 'x
Pv

xz

yz

The qualitative molecul-ar orbital energy level
diagram for pentavalent co-ordination of sulfurs about

nickel in C.__ symmetry is shown in Figure IV.2.3b. The4V

five ligand sulfurs are invol-ved in the s, px, py, pz and

d*r_yz bond energy l-evel-s. Six of the d electrons of

c

pz

d2
z d

d
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nickel are in the d*r, dy" and d*" bonding energy levels,
and the remai-ninq two of the eight electrons form a non-

bonding pair ín drz. The dr2 electrons may in fact be

incorporated in the bonding of the Ni to two other Ni's
which is symmetrical about the ligand-metal z axis. one

might even think of the configuration about Ni as st.irl
maintaining a d.istorted octahedral co-ord.ination; the six
ligands being five sulfurs and one non-bonding pair of
el-ectrons or the Ni-Ni interaction as the sixth. The

pairing of the dr2 electrons or their involvement in Ni-Ni
bonding is supported by the negligible paramagnetic suscepti-
bility measurement. Dr. Maartence, Department of physics,

university of Lfanitoba, made a semi-quantitative measurement

of the magnetic susceptibility of a millerite sample. He

found only a very low magnetic susceptibility, and this was

probably due to minor amounts of Fe substituting for Ni.
Thus, millerite can probably be considered as diamagnetic.

A final comment should be made concerning the two

Nis polymorphs. The structures of the two polymorphs are

quite different and because the phase transition from the

high temperature form (cr Nis) to the low temperature form

(ß NiS) is of the first-order type a major structural
dislocation must occur and one wourd expect a considerabl-e

difference in the stabilization energy between the two

crystal structures. rn nature the low-temperature polymorph,

millerite (ß NiS) appears to be the only stabl-e phase. The
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reason for the increased stability of the millerite structure
over the niccorite structure in qNis can be accounted for
by the lowering of the molecular orbital energy level
attained in bondíng within mill-erite as opposed to oNis.

comparing Figure rv.2.3a to Figure rv.2.3b it is evident
that the filling of the necessary orbitals for five-fold
co-ordination of S about Ni in milleriLe requires less

energy than the six-fold co-ordination in cxNis, and one would

thus expect millerite to be the 1or¡¡ temperature stabre phase

as is observed. consideration of the Ni-Ni interaction in
the two phases would not change these arguments. This

increased stability of the millerite structure over the

niccolite structure is further evidenced by an appreciable

shortening of the Ni-s and Ni-Ni bond lengths in millerite
relative to those in sNiS (fab1e IV.2.t) " This shortening

is presumably due to an increase in the bond strength within
millerite.
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Some Job Control Lanquase (JCL) and 'De-buggin

Procedures Used with the Compu!"r progra*

APPE}{DIX A

(a) Introduction

This brief section on JCL is not intended as a

short course in Job Control Language. However, since

Larson's programs used here (GENLES' FOURIER, DISAGL and

BIJCAL) were not originally written for an IBM computer,

some rather special JCL was found to be necessarY, and the

writer hopes that this appendix wiII aid users of these

prog,rams. With programs as complex as these, troubles

('bugs' ) inevitably occur, and a few suggestions on

'de-bugging' are also given in this appendix. Parts of

this appendix will become outdated very quickly, but it is

hoped that in the future users will maintain simil-ar

accounts in order to save suloseguent users time, effort and

money. At the time of writing, the University of Manitoba

was using an IBM 360/65 computer HASP-II system.

(b ) Storage

Once the programs \{ere working, disk proved to be

the cheapest and most accessible method for storage. Tapes

L47
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were used only for a permanent record of programs. The

larger and most frequently used programs GENLES and FOURIER

vvere stored on a permanent, free disk (UMf410). Since this

disk was not directly accessible it was best to move the

programs to the one month pack (Ul'11405) where they were

directly accessible and kept for one month with no charge.

In the following description, it is assumed that the

reader has some knowledge of JCL and FORTRAN, and

consequently explanations are not given for a number of the

symbols and parameters used. Some of the following

information on JCL is contained in the mimeographed report

"Creating and Maintaining Disk Data Sets" put out by the

University of Manitoba Computer Center in 1970.

(i) Creating a Program Library

The following JCL was used to load GENLES on

disk. To load a large program (partitioned data set) it

is necessary to use a core size (CSIZE) definition in the

EXBC statement, otherwise 104K size rvill be used in

de fauIt.

//pRoG JoB' 30BBrxxxx,,R=260Kr r=20,T=3M,L=91, r GRrcEr,

'SGLEVEL=(1,1)
/ / ExEc FoRTGCL, PAPM. FORT='BCD' , csrzE=230K

//E]P*T.sYSrN DD *
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FORTRAN Source Pz'ognam:

/*

/ /LKED. sysLMoD DD VoL=REF=ONE. ¡4oliru,
DSNAME=GRICE. J0 3B B .FEB7 2 (GENLES ),

//ntsp= (NEW,KEEP) ,SpACE= (TRK , (20 ,20,L) )

/x

(ii) Copying Partitioned Data Sets

As described above in the Introduction to this
appendix, one may wish to move a program from one disk

volume to another t ot to move the data set from disk to

tape. For a partitioned data set this may be done simply

by using fBMrs library routine called IEBCOPY. This moves

the program and keeps it on both units. In the following
example the program named GRICE.GO3BB.GENLES is being

moved from disk volume UM1410 to disc volume UM1405 where

it is named GEI$LES. JO5 2 3. JUL5 . Sequential data sets can

not be moved j-n this manner and must be re-created by a

re-run of the program or by a simple READ-I{RITE program.

//COPY JOB r03BB,XXXX, ,R=260K,I=20,T=20,L=f r 
,

' GRICE I TMSGLEVE¡= (1, 1)

/*otsx uMt4 t0
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/ / ExEC TEBCoPY¡ REGToN=230K

/ /rNours DD DSNAME=GRrGE. c0 3Bg. GENLES,uNrr-23L4,

/ / vOL=SER=UMI410, DISp=OLD

//rNour4 DD DSNAI4E=GENLES. J0523. JUL5, ul{rr=2 3l4,
/ / vol=nr,F=oNE. t4oNTH r DrSp= (i{EI^/, KEEP ), sPACE= (TRK, 25 | I I L) )

//sYSrN DD ?t

COPYOPER COPY OUTDD=INOUT4, INDD=INOUT5

/*

(iii) Creating a Data Set

Data sets generated during a program may be

stored on disk for future use. A reference number must be

used in the FORTRATI program (i.e. WRITE (I5) Ijst) to denote

the location under which the data are to be stored. A more

satisfactory method is to use a variable name, I^7RITE(Wff ¡

and input NTI in the data deck. This leads to less

confusion when several data sets are being created and aids

in avoiding computer system incompatibilities, (for

example, University of Manj-toba reference numbers 5, 6 and

7 are reserved for system operations whereas at other

computer centers other numbers may be reserved for system

operations).

In the following example, reference number 15 is
being used to store data under the name I{DATA.JO3BB.NOV16.

The DELtrTE command in the disposition statement has the

effect of automatically erasing the data set should an

error occur in the program. Reference numlcer B is being
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used for temporary storage and is deleted after the

program has finished.

/ /DATA JOB | 0 38 I , XX , ,R=200K, I=20 ,
T=ZMtL=5', I GRICE I TMSGLEVE¡= (1, 1 )

/ / ExEc FoRTccLG,PARM.FoRT=' BcD,

NOSOURCE TNOMAP 
I 

, REGION=200K

//Font.sYSrN DD *

F?Rf RAN Souz,ce Program:

/ /GO.ETL5îøøL DD UNIT=DISKTVOLUME=REF=ONE.MONTH,

// DSNAME=MDATA.J038B.Novl6 t

/ / SPACE= (TRK, (06,1) TRLSE) TDISP= (NE!{TKEEP,DELETE),

/ / oCø= (lnecl=I 30, REcFt't=FB r BLKSIZE=309 4 )

/ /co "FTø gFøøL DD uNrT=sYSDA,

SPACE= (TRK , (L0 ,10 ) ) , DISP= (NEW, DELETE )

//co"sYSrN DD *

data deck

(iv) Executing a Program Library and Accessing

a Data Set

When a disk data set is created the physical

characteristics are recorded with it" Thus, if SPACE and

DCB parameters are specified when accessing the disk they

must agree with the specifications used in creating the

data set. OnIy the data set name, location and disposition

/*
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are mandatory.

In the following example, data stored on disk

reference number I5 named MDATA.J03BB.IJOVI6 is being usecl

in the program named GEI{LES which is stored on the ONE-

¡/iONTH disk under the name GRICE.J03BB.FEB72. Reference

number B is for temporary storage.

The JCL for Larson's programs in this example is

necessarily more complex than programs that \'rere originally

used on an IBM computer. This requires "over-writing"

the standard disk reference numbers for the read.er, printer

and card pr:nch. Thus, for the printer 9 over writes 6,

and for the reader 10 over-writes 5.

/ /LEAST JOB I 03BB,XXXX,,R=265K, r=20,
T=3M ,L=5 r , I GRICE' ,MSGLEVEL (1 

' 
l- )

/ / JOBLIB DD UNIT=DISK'VOLUME=REF=ONE. MONTH'

// DSNAME=GRICE. J0 3B B .EEB72, DISP=SHR

/ / EKEC PGM=GENLES , REGTON=2 6 5I(

//FTø6pØØt DD sYSour=A

/ /Go. FTI 5FøøI DD u}trrr=DrsKrVOLUME=REF=ONE.MONTH,

/rz osNeun=MDATA. J0 3 B B . NOVI6 r DI Sp= (CLD , KEEtr )

/ /Go.î1ø7FøøL DD SYSour=B

//Go.FTØSEøøI DD SYSour=A

/ /co .FTøgFøøL DD SPACE= (TRr(, (10 , 10 ) ) ,
DTSP= (NEW, DELtrTE ), UNIT=SYSDA

/ /GO.FTLøFøøI DD DDNAME=SYSTN

//GO.SYSTN DD *

data tieck
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(c) rDe-buggingr Computer Programs

Each user develops his own methods fo:: finding
sources of trouble in a program. The most common way is

to use the WATFIV compiler which gives explicit and

comprehensible error messages. Unfortunately it is not

always possible to use this compiler. In Larsonrs

programs, as was indicated in the previous section,

certain standard reference numbers are over-written and

this necessitates the use of the FORTRAN G or H compiler,

neither of which gives very good error messages. In

these programs if the error messagie is not sufficiently
helpful, the following two IBM programs used in conjunction

with each other may solve the problem.

(i) DUMP Part of the IBJII Computer Program Library

The source program continues executing until

the error is encountered. At the termination of the source

program, the program DUMP ejects a1l the addresses in each

register for the whole program. Knowing the entry address

of the error message one can determine the hexadecimal

length of program which has passed until the error is met.

This information is then used in conjunction with LIST.

The JCL necessary for DUMP is given in an example bel-ow for
the program GBNLES.
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//JDG JOB r03BBrXXXX,,R=260I(rI=20 rT=3M,L=91,
I cRrcE' TMSGLEV¡¡= (1, 1)

/ / EKEC FORTGCLG,PARM" FORT= I BCD,NosouRCEr,

SIZE=260í. TCSIZE=230K

//EORT.SYSTN DD *

F0RTRAN Sounce Program:

/ / co .F1ø5ø øL DD DSNATYB=EI SCRATCTJ, UNrT=2 314 ,

VOL=R_EF=ONE. MONTH I DISp= (NEI,,7, DELETE) ,

// ocg= (n¡cr¡,1=vBs,LRECL=624 /BLKSTZE=3L24) ,SPACE= (TRK, (100 ,20))
/ /co.FTøqFøøL DD sYSour=A

//co.FTILEøøL DD SPACE=(TRK, (10,10) ),
DTSP= (NEW, DELETE ) ,I.]NTT=SYSDA

//co.FTø2FøøL DD SPACE= (rRK, (10,10) ) ,
DTSP= (UNW, DELETE ), UNIT=SYSDA

/ /co. FTI ØtØØt DD DDT.IAME=DYDTN

/ /GO. SYSUDUI{P DD SYSOUT=A

/ /GO. SYS]N DD *

data deck

(ii) LIST - Part of the rBM Computer Library

The program LIST tabulates each operation

taking place within the program, the variable name being

operated on, and its location address within the program.

From DUMP the location of the error is determined, and

then one merely finds tÌre correct hexadecimal location and

sees which operation is taking place. At this point the

error should be easily corrected. To get a listing one
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merely adds the following parameter to the EXBC statement

in the JCL: PÀRI{. FORT = ' LIST '.



APPEND]X B

Computer Program DATAPS (Data Processing) - Reduction

of Intensities to Relati_ve Fo Values

See Section II.3.b

(a) Input

As an example of the input format the data for
tantalite are given here.

Caz,d f (Title card)

2-BO TANTAIITE HEATED G69-58

Caz,d 2 (Reciprocal cell dimensions)

1- 9 0.069 381 (a*)
10-18 0.17361I (b*)
19'27 0 .I96696 (c* )

28-36 0.0 (cos o*)
37-45 0.0 (cos ß*)
46-54 0.0 (cos y*)

Card 3 (Transformation matrix from cell axes to internal
axes )

These cards, of which there are three, are not critical

for diffractomater data and any values wiII do. They are,

however, critical for Weissenberg data and precession data.

Is6
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qelj B (Reflection batch card)

1-2 L

3-5 1

(If > 0 then format of reflection cards
is not that of Card 10 but is changeable
on Program Card 293.

(Index number of leveI)
6-15 O.71069 (Wavelength in å, units of radiation

which is MoKo here)
36-45 1"0 (Overall scale factor. All to'= are

multiplied by this number)

Card I (Absorption correction for a sphere)

Values of pR from International Tables for X-ray
Cryst.allography, Volume II (19 59 )

Card L0 (Reflection data card.s)

1- 4 o (h)

s-7 0 (k)

6-10 2 (1)

11-18 3se.8B (x)

Le-zs s8.86 (0)

33-40 56. 86 (Time in sec. on peak)
4L-48 368605 (Total counts over peak)
49-53 825 (Background 1)

54-59 355 (Background 2)
68-75 0.04 (weisht)

(b) output

The printed output of DATAP5T âÍr example of which

is given in Table B"I, is largely self-explanatory. Some

of the printed output is not needed in a least-squares

refinement, and need not be stored on disk for GENLES"

The first page of the output contains the title, cell data,



Table 8.1. Example

TÂNTAL ¡ TE }ITA TED G69-58
a*t.069381 00 Brl. l? 3élcq9
A ü 14. {l 325 Ù 4 5. 76010

TRANSF0P¡¡AT ¡0N H/1TR IX

l. 2.
r'. C.
l. 3.

of output for

sc^LE F^crcR l'¡c. I
liAV[. ttliGlrl ).7lC6C
Â0sc¡<pT l(rf,¡ cflEFFtCIFNf ').^
txl¡ricTllN c0EFFlC¡EÑ1 1.ír
OvhF^LL SC^LE FACToR t.,ìCq00
THRËS}.I,ILD VALUE ].0

program DATAP5:

cû1.
cil

l9éi19598 COS^rü0.C
5.08399 COS^ r0.0

t.

Tantalite

c0s8rf0.0
cosE rc.0

coscâf0.0
cosc #c.0

H
(tl
\^o



H
c.
o.
0.
o.
0.
o.
o-
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
o.
0.
0.
0.
0.
o.
0.

J.

Table 8.1 "

X L I ¡ICIPP<
O. Z. 36526't. B8 365?('(''8c
o. ¿. ttl77ó.44 llI7t(.t,¿t
o. 6. 547117 .i5 54711 .95
?. o. l?45?1.8F 1245;1.39
2. l. 1142L7.25 l7r,?17.?5
2. ?. 138!64.88 l¡8I5q.88
z. 3. 2'Ì1358.é9 211358.64
2. ¿,. 44422.5'! 444)2 .5)
2. 5. J4121 .4'. )41¿1.L)
2. 6. L4748.C4 l4 744.C/'
4 . O. q5485 .47 45¿'15.47
4. l. 1ae482.56 198r.'-ìe.55
4. 2. 4)62.'tA 4a\2.90
4. 3 . 9l l 'ì6. 6l 931o(" 63
1. lo. 255'J. jC 2 551' 3C

4. 5. 46414.10 464t4.01
4. 6. 1t.54.4C 4451,L)
ó. O. a5)2t¿.CC 85376'O'l
ó. r. ¿l14I.l0 23l4l.l')
6. 2. ó1/.n1,75 AÌ4ql '75
ó. 3. 44ôt.16 44t,7.16
t>. .t. 42))).qZ 42.C1C.9?.
8. O. 11735.72 J37','s.72
8 . l. L155i.52 l7:51.5?
8. 1 . 143.09 74a .!.:1
1. O. ?4.96 28.95
7. 1. 851ù.12 a5)l.lz
7. ?. 221 .12 7?1.(t2
7. ). 5914.55 59t-¿,-55
6. 4 . )5.:J.50 35 t).5)
6. 1. 27J.88 277.88
6. 2 . 7t5. 17 7tc. I 7

6. t. 19.4e -lq'/'8

5. c. 8t?e.3e 8129.)ò
5. l . 7421.48 74?l -43
5. 2. 79D\.45 7917."5
5. 1. 29et.9) ?917.8)
,. 4. zt9l.92 23)^.a¿
5. 5. t e67.76 1851 -15
1. ó. '171,14 411' f ¿t

4. 5. 466?.I7 4661.17
4. 4. lll.74 ltI.14
1. l. t6a1.52 1617.52
4. 2 . L.ì. l0 O.l l
1. l. 1e65.45 1e65.45
,. O. lu/t¿9.80 I0/'59.8r)
3. t. 5q8.15 5?P.75
7. 2. t?79t.I2 t?71¡.t2
1. 7. 42).11 4?-J.ol
3, 4. ¡ît14.3C lcll4.ôiì
3. 5, 5L¿,',)2 6l?,t¿2
,. ó. 280t.43 2n)J.43
z. 6. 2¿Ca.1C 22C0.?o
2 . 5. )9e2.)7 1<a?.c f
Z. !. 3418.25 3t,78.25
2. 1. 62?¿.1t 6?24.76
2. ?. lL72.7Z llt2 -72
2. t. scj.28 8\3.28

(Continued)

SPNT
l.ô01c
l. ccuc
t.0tc0
l.ccct
I . OC10

l.o1o0
I.0in^
t.cclc
I .lqrj^
l.¡?cc
t.ecîc
l.cccc

1.00i1
I .0c1c
I .000c
t.rccc
t.cclc
t.cc01
t. c00c

l.o0n0
I. îC0C
1.0ô1c
t.c'f,.,0
l.c0^c
I,001c

t.1c0?
l. c0c0
l.cccc
I .010 0
l.cc0c
l.t00c
I . ^0ôcl. cc0c
l.clcc
I . CCCC

I.rìcl1
l. c10c
I.0101
l.c0(lo
t. c01c
l.C0r'rC
l.c0n^
l.Ca(-'C
I . C0)c
I . Cooc
I.ca'lC
I .10^ I
l. c10c
l.coôc
I .0OCrC

ÂBs sl^Bs<
t.1000 c.0
l. îctc 0.0
I .loflc 0. c
I . 1000 0.0
l. ccoc 0. 0
t.)oco 0.0
t.90o0 0.0
t. î0r)o o. c
l.lDC^ r-ì. C

l. ccce 0. 0
t.100rì 0.0
t. )000 0.o
l. tclc 0.0
l. lc00 o.o
l.c00c 0.0
t. qccc 0.0
1.101ìn 0.0
I.')00t1 0.0
t. )000 0. c
t.l0()0 0.0
t.aD,ic 0.c
t.?ccc 0.c
I . lcrlo 0.0
t. ?ccc 0.0
l,lo)cì o.0
t. )0 )c 0.0
1.10,10 0.c
I.r0^o 0.0
t. cccc 0.0
t.0cr)o 0.0
1.20ô1 0.0
t.':clc 0.0
t.0010 0.0
I.)CC0 0.0
t.3CC4 0.0
t.)o?0 0.0
l. )010 0.0
l. looc 0. 0
r . ?010 0.0
l.cccc c.0
t.lccc 0'0
I . 1010 c.0
t.:ctc 0. c
l.'ìc00 0.o
I . ()0î0 0. 0
I.1C¡C 0. 0
1.0000 0.0
t. 1C0C 0. 0
I. )Cô0 0. 0
l.)coô 0.o
t. cclc 0. c
t.rce4 0.0
l. )0o0 0.o
t . ?ccc c.7
t.tcr)4 0.o
1.10^0 0.0
I. !CO0 0.0
1. )Con 0.0

FtnBs<
32 4 .1qe
265. ¿94
24 ). 545
177.167
2?5.151
?31.112
3?7.4qcì
tl 6. e 2'¿.

176.C89
| _at) .224
l5é.9-<B
3ir.449

56. \97
265.ø47

4tl .141
221. )99
77.tcg

21ò.¿O5
l4ó. é4rJ
2C5.1 lo

70.2 58
2?9.1 21
¿L5 .582
t56.657

21. e27
5.?2ó

99. ?t7
16.4f)9
8d.502
é6.3S4
17.41É.
?g.cló

6.C6ó
76.248
7 4. C27
79.810
52 .4 13
5C. éé3
48.653
25.7/)1
72. lç6
I6.o28
52. 4 '23
o. 254

)2.614
a5. 7C2
15.9?cl
94.q7Q
I ó.363
6a.?59
7tt,710
58.869
5O. r63
6i).244
¿r9. -<Bl
57.151
21.5e1
15./r5l

t,tE I Gt{ T

24.q99e
24.9375
24.91't9
24 .91'16
24.9 177
24.937 ê

24 .977 5

2/'.8139
24.7525
?4 .1qc'2
24.3t:J9
24.9 71 (.

2 2.915 tt
24.931 5

20.<t ¿o5
24.8I3ç
22.8e12
24.6t55
2 4. 6115
?.4.8155
?2.71eJ
24.8Ilç
24 .7 52.5
?4.4499

7.2242
0.6648

23.8661
5.22t9

2r.2r>58
22.1 21 8

5.9 711
l?. t23:l

0. BC)34
23.1529
23.6106
2J.1529
21.1112
20.661 I
I9.6 )7 I
9.1.78?

22. ?,e12
ó.9rrllll

22.11?q
o.óç78

1 8.65ó7
? 4 .5t)9A

9.¿¡6ô?
?4.5r,91

7. ?l I't-l
24 .0lB/'
11.14?4
21.1219
?o.44q8
?2 . 6?.4 4
21.9?8r)
?3.4L9 2

15.2¿c5
10.6952

Sl t\T
0. t3e?q
0.?7e58
0.41937
0.t2318
0.l4t8t
,1.18645
o.2432c
0.3055C
4.371(. I
O.4371¿r
q. 2167 7
a.?5647
0.28161
c.32382
0.3?¿et
c.42781
c.48658
0.37015
C.37('{¡9
c.19567
o.4?-542
0. /,6387
0./r9353
L).49846
0.499C7
0.43255
o.43Bl6
4.45454
0.4er)69
o.46 453
o. 12613
0. 19f,43
c.37750
0.3C9/r4
0.ll 724
c.11q55
0.37 179
0./'1701
0.46678
0.48721
c.4? À52
o.77 712
o.)2476
c. 2 8468
o .251 66
0.I8ó71
0.l9ctl6
0.? )124
0.28,176
ô.l3ó19
0.1q6¿¿
C.459(ì5
c.41?8/r
0.37143
c.30ós9

").24454c.lB8c8
o.l439l

SCNC.
t
1

P
oro
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transformation matrix and a few other input parameters.

For each reflection the main output lists the indices III(L;

the net intensity I, the intensity corrected for

absorption, ISCORR< (there was no absorption correction

made in this program for tantalite), the spot extension

correction for Weissenberg data, SPOT; the absorption

correction, ABS; relative observed F?OBS; weighting factor

I¡IEIGHT (input based on counting statistics); sin 0 SINT;

and data reference number, SCI{O"

(c) Polarization Correction for a Single-Crystal

Monochromator

The polarization factor for the single-crystal

monochromator is a simple function of 20 and is independent

of the method of data collection. Normally the X-ray

beam is unpolarized before it enters the sample and the

polarization factor (p) within .the specimen is given by:

p = (I+cos2ZO¡¡2. When a crystal monochromator is used.,

the X-ray beam suffers partial polarization before it

enters the sample and this must be taken into consideration

since it will affect the subsequent reflections from the

crystal being irradiated. Assuming the monochromator is

an idealty imperfect crystal, the combined polarization

factor (p') becomes:

p' = (cos220m + cost20J/l + cos220*)
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v/here subscripts m and s denote the contribution to the

poJ-arization factor by the monochromator and sample,

respectively. Union Carbide gives a 2d vaLue of 6.708 Å

for their graphite crystal monochromator, and these

monochromators are used on most single-crystal diffracto-

meters.

(d) Subroutine Added to DATå95 for Spherical Absorption

Correction

The subroutine ABCALC was added by the writer to

the data reduction program DATAP5 in order to correct for

absorption in crystals approximating a spherical shape.

The 19 values of UR from the International Tables for

X-ray Crystallography, Volume fI (1959), p. 295, for

spherical absorption correction are read in on Card 9 in

Lhe MAIN program. The necessary variable names used in

the subroutine are:

TUR = t9 values of UR

TSIN = sin 0

BA = transrnission factor

These three variables are carried between the lvlAIN

and the subroutine as arguments of the function ABCALC.



SUBROUTINE ABCATC (BA,TSTN, TUR)

DI¡4ENSTON TUR (19 )

DO 770L J=l, 19

AJ=J

TET=AJ*5. -5.
THEL=ATSIN (TSIN ) * S7 . 29 57 79 5

THET=TET-THEL

rF (THET) 770L, 7703, 7704

7703 BA=1.0/rUR (J)

co ro 7710

7704 BA=1 ./ (( (ruR(J-t) -ruR(J) ) * (THET/5. ) )+ruR(J)
GO TO 77l-0

77OL CONTINUE

77LO CONTIhiUE

RETURN

END
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APPENDTX C

Computer Program GOI.]O9 (Goniostat)

Abgorption Correction for a Polvhedron

See Section II"3.c

(a) Example of Crystal Description lrlecessary for GO1'IO9

Figure C" I is a simplified sketch of the tantalite

crystal used for the data collection. The major bounding

planes are shown with approximately the correct dimensions

on the crystal. Vüithin the crystal an origin is chosen,

and all dimensions are measured from it, perpendicular to

each face. In GONO9 these distances constitute, with the

appropriate fr:nctions of X and 0 of the bounding planes,

the input to define the orientation matrix of the crystal.

(b ) rnput

As an example of the input format, the data used

for the tantalite crystal described above is given.

Card L (TitIe card)

TANT ABS.2r-72

164



L64a

l

I

t-lr
I

(310 )l"i
.lr-lr,

- -.J- 
| ¡--N----

I"t
I

I

I

lr+
I

I

(31Ð |

I

(3TO I (0 r0 I.

Rotation axis is tz.

Back faces (T01, (310)

Distance cmhk1

0r0
310

310

3To

3r0
317
013

Figure

40.01"
B9.7Bo

349.810
27 0 .2r"
10.160
54.150
10 " 330

ô

328 "97 "
1l_3.89"
329.L4"
294 "62"
148"840
238 .62"

46 "l-l "

Tantalite crYstal
into GONO9 for

0.006,Tt
0.0085,r,
0.008
0.0085
0.00Brr:
0 .0L2 ,r u

0.017rru

as an exalnple of inPut
absorption correction

c.1.
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Card 2 (Indicator card)

7- 9 1"0 (always)
I0-L2 1.0 (top Q scale used on Picker)
13-15 1. (scale factor)
16-18 0 (No extinction correction)

Card 3

1-10 0.0 (omega value for data)
LI-20 12"16 (l4onochromator 2A angle)

Caz.d < (Guide card)

1- 5 7 (number of bounding planes)
6-10 16 (number of grid slices)

LI-20 "0021 (interval in cm between slices)
2I-30 -"0165 (minimum value of slice co-ordinate)

Card 5 (Crystal orientatj-on matrix)

One card of this type for each plane. Four parameters
of each card Ar"

Ar = -(sin(phi) * lcos(cfri)l )

A2 = - (cos (phi) * .l cos (chi)l ¡

A3 = - (sin (chi) ¡

A4 = -(perpendicular distance from origin to plane, in
cm)

1-15 0.0 (the (3f0) plane is given as an example
here )

16-30 0. 0

31-45 -1.0
46-60 " 0085

Cand 6

1-10 3g0.2 (linear absorption coefficient, cm-r)
II-20 0"10 (approximation interval of u)
2l-30 8"0 (No. of grid lines cutting crystal section)
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Card 7 (Data cards)

There is no limit to the numl:er of data cards.

r- 3 o.o (h)

4- 6 0.0 (k)

7- e 2"0 (1)

10-r 7 16 - 07 (20)
L8-25 3s9. BB (X)

26-33 58. 86 (0)

34-43 I 0524L.75 (Uo t )

44-53 302.68 (or)

(c ) .Output

An example of the output from GONO9 using tantalite

is shown in Table C"1" The first page of printed output

gives att the input data except for the reflection cards.

After this page the relevant figures for each reflection

are listed as shown on the second page of Table C.1. The

headings on this page are self-explanatory except for the

following: F (CORR) is the relative Fo corrected for

absorption (and extinction) ; E**2 (CORR) is F (CORR)

squared; F**2 (OBS) is Fo squared; A stands for the

absorption correction but it is actually the reciprocal of

absorption, namely transmission; EXTI and EXT2 are primary

and secondary extinction correction, respectively.



Table C.1" Example of output for program GONO9: Tantalite

lf\NT r,8s.

CARD ÍITJ CCNTROL DIGIIS N N

BSORPTICI¡ CCPRÊCT ICÀS CNLY

XEGÂ= 0.0 MOtInCHeOM^TOc 2-TllEfÂ= l2.Ió0rl

EXTT¡iCfICN Âl\D ABSORPTIOI,I COPRÊCIICNS-FOR GCNICSTÂT O¡IA

KP= 7 ÀZ=ló DEI_TA¿= O.2ln¡F-12 ¿ralN= -4.1é508-Ct Â(l'fl

2

l. l.

r.U' 0.39C28 03 DHU! 0.101\18 00 CRI0- 8.

0.rl 'i.J -C. 1000F Cl. -C.850CF-C2

0.rr 0.1 0.1C10€ ol -0.8s008-02

-0. locre ùo n.842lE oo -c. I ?628 ùo .-o. toocE-^t

-0.70e7E 00 0.ó8llE o0 -0.r794E ¡0 -0.1óe0Ë-ct

c.305îE 00 9.5000E 10 -0.8105E o0 -0.l0ccE-01

o.50478 00 -0.8450E 00 C. l7ó8F 00 -C.ICCCE-Cl

0.19448 00 -0.ó565É 00 -0.64308 00 -0.7500E-02

A(2rIl À(3,It A(4,It

H
Ol
-J



Table

o
c
r)

0
0
a
l
l
c
0
0
c
0
)
o
I
l
2
c
0
0
0
o
l
I
I

c.1

o2
c4
0ó
?o
?lz2
27
21
25
z6
LÕ

FICORRl

4454.4t¡
J2 

'C 
.84

L625.C7
| )82 .t)'l
2l'.'4.\1
2 L14 . a<t

27't5 . E7
LL;.7 .'15
l¡5e. ?Î
c',1 . ?6
8() j.4l

2251.?4
3h5.C4

117 t.24
¡16.¡7

l4Btl.¿t¡
L96. v)

t¿?i.1b
1tJ).4,)

16s9. F5
¡.,¡ .9'¿)

l?6,<.i2
8,15.7P
6! ) .1')

96. ê1
2¿. . e7

47î.71
87. e5

459 . t¿0

1b5.76
94. cc

155.^3
5¿.74

3.)¿.al
aZ^.1?
4t¿.ll
1l4 .<16
3"2 . e1
?tI.a')
157.C5
451.18
l.ì3.1(,
3/' ¿ .99

l.é8
2\1.1)
5rq 'ql
I I c. ¿,8

112 .)(t
Il9.')6
É44.e?
| 1i .51)
Jli. 38
34',1.r15
421 . l)
1A7.49
4e^ . 17
1d8.63
L 3\ .99

(Continued)

s, l,}rÂ(Fl

1 43. 21
3 jl.Al
1r5.58
t1\.31
2 r2.4ò
7 ¿<i.16

l )7.52

l': é .(t)
| 41 .2?
ló7. u1
l5(..1't
I 56. 35
L )6.1')

I4l.5t
I t',.'la
t-1 1.52
L l(¡. çl
1.a6.77
I lf..ar6
lrl.¿:r,
I )6.67

ll.q5
2. \6

I11.27
¿6. J6

t2^.r¡5
l2l.A7

\?.?l
7 2 .5.1

| 21 . t1'6

I16.'ì7
I JC. Þ5

12r..!6
lZJ.5¿+
tt4.l5
qF.p5

I42.')l
44 . òr¿

1,}7.é5
4.7)

lI¡.8t
l5) ,q7

51.56
I 'l:ì .75
5ê.(ìl

I t).7')
,¡2.a3

I 17. 3'r
lJF.45
IÁC..19
I71.74
l14.lJ
lll.c',
q1.49

4l
42
43

45
..6
ôc
óI
62
63
é4
80
8l
8l
7:J
7t
72
73
é4
él
62
él
5C
5I
5¿
53
5L
55
4ó
45

43
42
4l
30
3l
12
3l
?..
)5
3ó
z6
2,
¿t
2t
22
zl

Fr+2(CrÌRR t

t9842t 1 6, ìe
11245.iC5.^ |
764'851.^î
lçl^t?2. l0
4q?9tt8.11
46CC5?4.')0
?414SC6.:1
l9Bl75¡.r)
l3l,48qq..r¡-ì
3l ll/:1.^ó
¡q!r2,:9. I 3

sQarl4c. ac
148251.50

111,4 J ?6.')0
99ç.2. )6

??-167s',;.',1t)
216517. lq

1553t t'Ì. ìC
6 t))- 29 ,^ O

??5q.93.CC
L52811. )5

Ió11'3u.On
lel,élr.^C
4(7 l5¿..?5

<ì'J]'-t .4t)
ó18.6?

221621.61
6tt6't.55

211415.94
l3?78',ì.25

t'B ?5. ll
2q't?\.76

I t)t,5.67
t5c:91.'6
I¡tl(7C.l8
?2t-LF7..'4

ç9tç7.31
91771.11
fic¿.s2. la
24('6).F.?.

2^1564.67
I l9 ? I. 2 7

l?1741.-Ìt
) ilt

4ll:1.1ó
l2lû51. r8

L)?15 . f c
r¡C 7 t' LlJ. ? |
14i91.15

/r l5 7ç5. cc
2q:e?.q7

14313t.ra
llé248.?5
182/, -17.63
lc,^14¿.11
211" ë.'t ,56
75582.)6
ls¿27.8c

A

c' . o i,Jí4
c. 006 869
î.a22L52
c. cIf'471
c.clt)c8
o.0lL8l4
c.cL3?2)
o.01s777
c..);'l¡56
c.C2)rì53
ô.1.11.|ì()5
c. c2l 'ìq )
q.c?1456
1.q2247 I
c. c2:t J,),)
0.023]27
C.0¿5/,oI
c.t468lé
0.Q35()71
í. c.ll 6ì 5
o. c, \2292
o.Ð12.)61.
î.. ci;9?.Jt
C.D'¡254 )
c.05 t (.'2 5
C.C51¡)7C
0.0/r/r4Il
c.119 22')
c.017n47
î.D12.,46
c. i 1434ó
c.cl26é6
0.o15236
c. c ÌlJ6t 9
0.r11 l8¿
0.î28n4 I
c.027¿)ac
Ô .ù 27 1('5
0. C29¿r(¡;l
c.rì?5q51
¡. c25 608
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APPEÌ{DIX D

Computer Program GENLES (General Least Squares)

Calculating of Structure Factors and

Least Squares Refining of parameters

See Section If.3"d
(a) _Input

The example used here for the general least squares

program is the data used in one of the final runs of the

tantalite structure. Some of the options may not be clear
to the reader without the manual (Larson, 1971-).

Cav,d I (Title card)

I-72 TANTALTTE G69-58 L-S

Card 2 (Run colrtrol card)

1- 4 5 (No. of atomic positions to be read)
5- B 0 (no. of Af ' to be least squared)
9-L2 0 (No. of Af" to be least squared)

13-16 I (non-standard data tape, read card 5)
L7-20 I (read ceIl card 3)

2L-24 L (read space group card 4)

25-28 4 (l.Io. of form factor cards to i¡e read)
29-32 0 (No. of secondary data tapes)
33-36 0 (No. of constraints on inter atomic

distances )

37 -40 3 (weighting scheme used) w= (Fo+. 02Fo ')-\
4I'44 0 (do not prepare a new standard data tape)
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45'48 0 (use weights as specified in col. 37-40)
49-52 O (al-low only positive definite val_ues for ßij)
53-56 I (compute secondary extinction)
57-60 I (assume extinction not present)
6r-64 0 (minimize r,¡,lluol-l.r.lltl
65-68 0 (least square on all scale factors)
69-72 -2 (convergence criterion)
73-76 0 (a11 data used)
77-80 -1 (output de-bugging information)

Caz'd 3 (Unit ceII and X-ray l{avelenqth)

1-10 14 .4134 (o,i)
Lr-20 5 .7600 (¡,Å)
21-30 5.0838 (r,å)
31-40 0.0 (coso)
41-50 0 .0 (cos ß )

51-60 0"0 (cosy)
6L-70 "71069 (À,Â)

Cav,d 4 (Space group symbol)

1-80P b c n

Cay,d 5 (Non-standard data tape control)

1- 4 L (BCD data tape. Read card 6 )

5- I 0 (No. of initiat records to be skipped)
9-L2 0 (hkl are floating point numbers)

13-16 f (serial number of h in record)
L7-20 2 (serial number of k in record)
2L-24 3 (serial number of I in record)
33-36 4 (serial number of Fo in record)
37-40 5 (serial number of Fo, in record)
4L-44 -6 (serial number of oF ín record)
53-56 20 (n for last refl-ection on tape)
57-60 0 (k for last reflection on tape)
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6L-64 0

65-68 6

73-76 780

77-80 Is

(1 for l-ast reflectíon on tape)
(total number of items in record)
(Fooo)

(Fortran reference number for tape)

Caz,d 6 (Format for non-standard data tape)

L-72 3 3F5.0, 3F15.6

Card 7 (Eorm factor cards)

Form factor cards are taken from tables in Acta

Crystal. A24,32111968 and one card for each atom type is
needed. Mn*t is used as an example here.

2- 7 Mn+2

10-16 9.78094
L7-23 4.9 830 3

24-30 7.79153
31-37 0.3042L
3B-4 4 4.18544
45-51 rr.4399
52-58 0.72736
59-65 27.7750
65-72 0.51454

Caz,d B (Anomalous dispersion correction cards)
BIank

Caz,d I (Atomic parameter card)

There are two types of card 9. The first gives

atomic co-ordinates and sj-gnals optioned refinements. The

second lists {, if necessary. There are as many of these

cards as there are atomic positions.



Card 9a

1-r0
LL_20

21-30
31-40

43

46

50

51

52

53

54

55

56-65

Card 9b

1- 10

LI-z0
2I-30
31-40
41-50
51-60

1-10

Cand 16

0.0
0 .32L
0.250
0.5
I
0

I
0

0

0

0

I
0.4L9

0.0013L496 (ßrr)
0.0 (ß zz)
0.00722358 (ß33)

0.0 (ßr2)
0.0006 311r (ß i 3 )

0.0 (ß23)

5.983 (k=Fo,/F" )

(Refinement cycle control card)
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@/ a)
(a/ø)
(z/c)
(B isotropic)
(serial number of form factor)
(serial number of secondary form factor)
(read anj sotropic ßii from card 9b
(do not refine occupancy)
(refine æ)

(refine A)
(refine z)
(hold B constant)
(occupancy parameter)

Cav'ds 1-0 and 1-L

Needed only if a secondary data tape is used.

Card L2 (Scale factor card)

One of these cards is needed for eacir cycle of
least squares. Card contains signals as to how data is
to be listed and what tapes are to be generated for
following programs.
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(b ) output

The tantalite structure is used as an example for

the GENLES output in Table D.1. Most of the output is

self-explanatory. There are two essential parts to the

output and these are separated by a listing of the input

reflection data. The first sample page of output initially

gives the input data from cards I,2,3,7,9a,9b and 12. Also

with this data are given the number of reflections input,

the number observed and the number used in the least-

squares. The number of space group extinct reflections is

recorded and these are not used in the refinement. Next

on this first page there are a number of agreement factors,

and then begins the output of the first cycle of refinement.

For each atomic position there are four columns of

information listed for the positional and thermal

parameters and the occupancy factor: (i) t.he amount of

changer (ii) the standard deviation; (iii) the new va1ue,

and (iv) the change divided by the standard deviation

which is the convergence criterion. The second part of

the output is a listing of all the refl-ections rvithin the

sin 0 requested, and for these it gives as shown in

Table D.I: hrkrl, FerFs, AF, the A and B parts of the

structure factor, the phase angle o, the weight, F"/volume,

secondary extinction (PL) and primary extinction (y**-à).



Tab1e D.I. Example of output for program GENLES: Tantalite
I fr:.T¡Llf: 15r-51 t.-s
clillJl¡pi: 5 ô ¡ I t ! 4 0 o 3 0 c I I i 0 0 -2 0 -l
0TrrE Fi¡kv l-¡.CTtrrS 

^îf-!{Alî l.7ri'tJa 4.)e.11¿9 7.?çI5-"C 2.1e4?lO 4.L85.t79 lI.4l9qcc O.7?7160 27.774qq4 0.51454O 0.0
fA\f 2F.!1i614 l.r'l.1ì3rr I¿.42rìeoQ r.?.a7F.40 t2.6/r119ç l2.1,Ot4OO 1.74476X e5.O18295 I3.9824C0 0.0
r¡ó+q l,).1I2"o7 l.it,t?e1 IO.?5çl1l â. ¡(.?3a0 l.iqq,lCO 0.r'37ó50 0.48¿ró90 20.92ó3c5 4.64O4:e 0.C
CxYlFll 1.2è5^1t rq./.oelC0 3.ol7l7ô é.6ctr7()9 1.4255?9 C.4C5890 0.105250 6I.188889 0.42362C 0"0

uLÀfrJcÉ cc:rsT,1.lfs.1oE 1r I¿,./. l1/r ß { 5.1t)co f, A 5.rì638 CCSÂ { 0.0 CO5ß tr 0.0 COSC C 0.0
CÉO'tu F/ICT{ , r)Ê5r) lpÌ lr'Ìr x Y 1 lll | ,l?? rìt¡ ß12 Bl3 ll21 P

tt-p<4i <r,o4r < 1.1 0.3?1ôî t.25C0C 0.0.1131 C.O 0.00??2 C.0 0.000ó3 0.0 0.4tqoo
'4 l-p<ûI (.r.Fãt ¿. 0. 1¡:2Cc. 1).17700 o.7370,) ¡).rì4111 O.a'1 141 0.0020?-0.0002C-C.00005-0.00C9ó-C.49250
Zl-P<n2 <î,or7, < t.Orì¿:CC C.11¡CC C.a856D C.r,CCCl'C.(' 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0
zt-r<r1 <lpe1 < ).t tq1r) o.L?/,c) ^.tf,q10 l.6ccco c.c c.0 c.0 0.c 0.o c.0
it-Þ<.: <tto^ú (. 1.7571C ).125A1 n. t l2rJ0 1.5r,O00 0.C, 0.0 0;O 0.0 0.0 c.0

0lr{ERF hr{! 62¿ ìÉcLECTlrl'¡s rìF^r) lN' OF HHfCH é?? l/EIrF OßSFRvti)
,1 SÞâCt Grtìt.Jp FyJf¡.t ?frLrcrlc\s hqaF eEÁr.

0ltiEìt Â/i 631 t:r\5FpV¡r) trtLf:Tf.lNS FtlH SC^Lt t
0Sc.âLE FÂcÌr'ìPS 

^r)r 
5.ro3ô1

¡4Âfii t.7Fl ¿.q33 '1.192 a.JC4 4.185 LL.441 O.721 27.175 0.5I5 0.O 0.0
IÂ,¡r 23.17¿, l.?4^ th.4?9 ¡.2CÉ l2.L4l 12.505 ¡.744 85.118 1.3.982 0.0 0.0
\d+5 l(,.117 l.Cll l^.75'l 'r.362 1.091 ..11Â O.4F5 20.576 4.640 0.0 C.0
0xy-;ç.1 3.22c IÀ.41.r 3.0I7 /,.651 1.426 4.106 0.905 61.189 O.424 0.0 O.0

I llilóLlrr i/)r-5Â t-5
DA TÂ SF I

0TH¡5 lS Cw'-LE'in. I lf¡ lrll5 ?UN. óI5 FEFLFCTfCNS hERF USfD

R I O.l,Jte HÈfnrrfn r'd 2.2111 SIJMDtLSI 4 1.44007Ê 0¿r HÂMlLfO\S R lS C.??ó8 FIR 0ÂTÂ SEÌ ll¡TH SCÂLE I
Tl¡t- lnrtl'Ì:l .,5 rlF F¡f Ic ¡r.')ì',9!.
SIA'rC¡t<C lfVl.lffrt. Cr f:1.!Crqol rìF¡iSIIY lS 2.1e3r CC

O FrjÀq F¡Cli.r'L)f5aL'Ip. t¡'). PlPÂ. (l-^iGf Sfn.OEV. l'iÊlJ V^LUE DFLI^/SIGM^
I 5(.^1.{ I -1.18â^1136 1.83716780 5.893cC8Ì5 l.Oó3tE-Ol 19
ol-p"ÉÂr.c <¿p; t'{J+5 < I x ù.0 0.c c.c 0.0 0

SEI 4Ul f IpLICtTY f -ç 4 Y o.lor)59300 
^.10090958 C.121'-,92q3 ó.51958-Cl I

z c.c c.0 c.25101Q00 0.o 0
rìIt o.c o.o c.0111t496 o.o o
í\?2 1. C 0.O 0.r 0.0 o
frj ] c,c 0.0 0.0)722158 0.0 o
,]12 ^.1 1.O t.0 0.c 0
llti c.4 0.0 0.01163111 0.0 c
i,?J C.( e.0 c.o 0.0 0

p -0. l4t 25et4 î .2496423L C.27 47 4t27 5.77868-Cl 2
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112 o.c o.0 -0.c,'r?23s71 0.0 0
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c.ol?t5 1..C
o.0t¡;t1 0.0
c.îL4¿9 0.0
Q.o?C86 0.c
o.o2l4? n.0
c.02298 0.0
0.0_1q2t c.0
c.ô1487 0.o
c.rì5371 0.c
0.ôtfl95 0.c
0. ?5(ì:C Cr.O
C.rl-l(:5ó C.C
o.otl.¡2 0.0
C.O'rll5 a.C
1. rì¡q¡6rl O. C)

o.049.7 C.0
c.clcté 0.c
C.O 3o4r¡ 0.0
0.ot 752 0.c
0.1Iql7 C.C
t.o1r.66 Ô.0
4.0I7t7 1.0
c.cl4ct 0.0
o,ollì3 1.O
î. . tt4175 (r. 0
o.o 1126 O.0
0.0054q C.0

í. l. -'4
5t ì -ql
\2 | 4?
l? -2 -ll
?c -2 -24

I 1 -l
47 -?. L?
s.) 1 -Crì
i.î ) - 5'i
J' 2 V5-:5 1 ?s
15 -2 -)t
17 2 17
\': -1 - 5/r
l/r -! -1¿,
1e I ?')
C1'l

;? I -?'l
(.1 -l -61
t2 ? -12
14 - e 14
t1 4 lr
(,À 7 -ê¡
t9 I -lç
4L -2 t'6
t,î -ì ¿1
t.1 t, L ft
r.f t, -ZC
/,6 !i -4(:.
21 2 2a
ló I l4
4(: -a- t,4
Fc 5? 3ç

r-cÁLc/v PL Yfr*-llz
0.66?2t 3.47q2i 1.0n000
0.5te4é t.6j938 l. ccc00
o.47a65 l.c8Fo0 l.0c0oo
O./.51/r9 1.Ql'rr ì5 I.OOOOO
ô.51o?9 7.4?77C l.CCfl00
0.47q7.1 2.55a44 l.0n0c0
0.t5c?.¡ I.ç1214 l.0n0o0
0.i2448 1.48665 l.ccc00
0.i2Bql t.2lt20 l.0oo00
0.218r:5 1.C5449 l.CC00O
o.1?.t?5 I.88?ót 1.c0000
c.6l97t l.A03sl 1.01000
0.t14I5 t.é1370 l.0cc00
o.4trto4 l.1q(,40 1.000cr0
0.0î510 l.2cr7qs 1.00o00
0.4c3c5 I.cTtlo l.ccc00
c. I lBo? 0.qaI68 l.0c0c0
0.427fi3 l.2lê12 I.0C0oo
Cì.?l7tr, l.1e628 l.OC0O0
0.45R44 l.I4¿c)e l.0oc0o
c.tlAeI t.c75,r2 1.00000
Q.16?¿,6 I.015i4 1.011000
c.1cç16 0.98608 I .C0000
o.2)qt2 0.çÊ253 1.CCC00
0.015ùó a.eP.z12 I.c0oc0
l).rr0c4B l.Cf'259 l.CC1O0
0.ll0r1l l.c527s l.':c000
0.ol a43 I .a2752 I.0c030
0.I2040 0.9q7i)l l.cc000
0.01q l4 I .0 t1154 1.0n000
0.oìl?l t.07451. l.0r'0c0
c.c4B22 l.t4l02 l.0ccno
0.r1112f, l.Ic/3tJ4 1.00000
o.!tl?6 1.46658 l.O0C00
O.ltrr26 1.4?7î¡9 I.CCCO0
O.12.r67 1.123ôl l.OC000
0. ce2 t4 1.2C5 l9 l.0CO00
0.01t288 l.ca2c0 l.ccc00
0.18415 l.0lln3 1.001c0
c.0ì.t53 0.ç9t t5 1..e000
0.1 ìl ç6 l.oÁc)q6 l.ccoco
0..)111a 1.2c54¡ l.0oo00
c.012êB t.3o2oq t. ccco0
o.rì11ii5 t.607)l 1.c0000
C.)5411 L.19t'64 l.0anî0
0.150/rfi 2.5't569 l.0CC11
o.q2717 2.1BOl3 l.nnSOO
0.1?444 2.Ce167 I.CCOOO
0.02171 t.63177 1.0n100
O.l¡1lBl, 1.3/. 190 1.000i10
a.04444 t.l4l54 1.00000
0.In?57 1.02145 1.o0100
0.1941¿, 1.0533C 1.00ô00
0.Io4¿,7 l.2l?58 l.CCC00
c.rloj¿5 1.40I¿.C l.0lì00o
0. I0B8? l.çc156 l.0c^00
o.04Al3 2.51556 l.CaC00
0.o-r748 3.373e6 l.(10000
0. I t01l 1.477C6 1.C0000
o.2170) 5.ll5c4 1-00000 ts{

ul



APPE}JDÏX E

Comp.uter Program FOURIE

See Section II.3.e

(a) Input

This example of input is for a AF synthesis for

the tantalite structure.

qqr{ 1 (Signal card)

11-15 20 (maximum h)
16'20 10 (maximum k )

2I-25 10 (maximum 1)

30 3 (for a-sections)
35 3 (for A¡' Fourier)
40 -1 (for data tape from GENLES)

45 I (Fortran reference l.io. of input tape)

Card 2 (Space group symbot card)

Not needed unless data are from cards.

Card 3 (Title card)

L-72 TANTAITTE DELTA F SYN.

Cqz'd ! (Map description card)

1- 5 40 (No. of cell divisions in X direction)
6-10 16 (no. of ceII divisions in Y direction)

tt-15 B (No. of cel-I divisions in Z direction)
16-20 0 (X origin)
2I-25 0 (Y origin)

L76



L77

26-30
31- 35

39-40
4L- 4s

46-55
70

0

22

10

5

37 .5
I

(z origin)
(No. of points in x)
(No. of points in Y)

(No. of points in z)
(Vol. 'of unit cell, Â t)

(print min. and max. value of electron
density on each section)

(ii) output

The example of Lhe output shown here as Table E" 1

consists of a number of a-sections, with the r-axis

horizontal and the y-axis vertical" The grid is marked

by fractions along each axis, and at, each point in the

grid the computed electron density is printed. The map

can then be contoured by hand although there is another

program available called PLOTTER vrhich enables the Calcomp

plotter to draw in the contours. Note that the volume of

the unit celI is used to scale the size of the numbers

printed on the output" The number 37.5 above is approxi-

matety one-tenth the volume of the tantalite cel1" One

should keep in mind the scaling used when interpreting

the sections.
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c1.4]75-9-2o-q-t-,'-|7-15-15-l2-3-8-|-l]-tl-82111-2-7-l-15

o c.5cJ9 -8 -¿ -t¿ -17 -,ì 2 -4 -tl -c) I -I I 12 1 -9 '4 -7 -5 ¡ -5 O -10

C ^.irri -lt ^ -q -21 -J. lO -iì -8 0 -rl -tl -.1 ) -2 -7 -7 -2! -13 I -g -a -1
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Table E.1. Example of output of program FOURIER: Tantalite 
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l0 q
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2 l.l

-lr) 21

?1 l,i 8 -) -1 12 l7 ?o 17 25 21 25

13 rr 15 ¿ ¿ 14 9 tl t9 2'l l8 27

l.r I lrl 2? l? O I ?? 2t' ?4 2e :4
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L2 15 lO $)
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l1
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APPBNDIX F

Computer Program DISAGL (Distance Angle)

Calcul-ating Bond Distances and Interbond Angl-es

See Section TI.3. f

(a) Input

The input into DISAGL can be from tape or ent.irely

from cards. In the example given here for tantalite, all

the data for tantalite were from cards.

Card L (Signa1 card)

LI-20 3. O (largest distance to be printed, Â)

21-30 3.0 (maximum length of vector for angle calcu-
lation )

36-40 0 (Iio. of atoms for special angle calculation)
4L-45 2 (read all data from cards)

Caz,d 2 (Standard deviations of unit ceII dimensions)

1-I0 O. 00 34 (o (a ) in Å)

II-20 0.0014 (o (b) in Å)

2l-30 0. 0013 (o (c ) in Å)

31-40 0.0 (o (cosa) )

4I-s0 0. 0 (o (cosß ) )

5I-60 0.0 (o(cosy))

ç_a.!4 3 (Space group symbol)

1-80Pbcn

L79
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Card 4 (Unit cell dimensions)

1-10 L4.4134 (a,A)
LI-20 5. 7600 (b ,A)
2I-30 5.0838 (",Å)

Ç_ryd_q, (Xo. of atorns per scattering type)

55
10 I
15 1

20 1

25 1

30 I
405

Card 0 (Atom names card)

9-I2 MN

2L-24 TA

33-36 Oxr

45-48 0x2

57-60 0x3

(tto. of atom types )

(No. of atoms type 1)

(No. of atoms type 2)

(No. of atoms of type 3)

(No. of atoms of type 4)
(No" of atoms of type 5)

(Total itro. of atoms input)

(name of each atom type)

o(z/c,A)

Caz,d Z (Atomic co-ordinate card for first atom)

t-10 0"0 (æ /a ,L)
LI-20 0.323077L4 (a/ø,i)
21-30 0.25

21-30 0. 0

Caz,d B (Standard deviation of atomic co-ordinates)

r-r0 0.0
o

(o (æ) ,a)
1I-20 0.00058714 (o(y),4)

o
(o (z) ,a)

There should be as many cards 7 and B as there are
atomic positions.

Cand. 9 (Titte card)

T-72 TANTALITE BOND DISTANCES AND ANGLES
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(b) Output

An example of the output of DISAGL using tantalite

is shown in Table F.l where it may be seen that the

input data are listed first (atomic co-ordinates and their

standard deviations for each atomic site). Next each atom

is taken in sequence, and for each all the bond distances

and then all the bond angles are listed for adjacent atoms

within the confining distances defined in the input. The

listings are easily understood. For the distances, ATOM1

is the site around which the surrrounding atoms are being

observed, ATOI"12 defines one of the adjacent atoms, CELL is

the part of the co-ordinate systems within which ATOM2

lies, and then follow the distance, the standard deviation

of the distance, Xl ,YLtZL, the co-ordinates of ATOM1,

and X2, y2,22, the co-ordinates of ATOM2 ín the CELL

designated. In the angle table, the two end atoms are

named and the vertex atom which is ATOMI in the preceding

distance table; the angle and its standard deviation are

given next; and then the co-ordinates of the three atoms

invol-ved are listed.



. H\ O.1 0.32\076
fÂ O. ltr2412 0. l75sAs
0xt o.o957tt o.0942.25
0x2 0.4183?4 O.t¡4576'
ox3 0.759698 0. I 19143

I fA{T... ¡IE,__ .,_
o aTo{ I ÂToq 2

Table F.1" Example of output

Yt¡
q:,t

'{:l
l{'t
clt

END ÁTO¡1 T

o.250000 0.0 o.t0D5s7t o.o
o.7'r6732 0. Cool032 0.000t906 0.oo02602
1.06147 7 0.D105217 0.C0t4881 0.00t7I24
0.oa9762 0.t045t3t 0.00191t8 0.oo22t66
o"094048 0.o005561 0.001ó451 o.ool9165

C;LL D¡ STÂNCE SID. XI

oxl
oxt
oxt
ox I
0x I
txl

0xt
oxl
0x2
ox2
ox?.
ox2

VERfEX ATOY

i
t
I

-l o o
000

-t D-¡
-l 0 0
000
000

END AIOM 2

0xt
oxt
oxt
ox2
ox¿
ox2

for program

ox2
r)x2
nx2

TANT I f I
ÀT0x I

I
o

MN
..,1N

M't
q¡J

M\
Yi.l

2.13808 0.OO852
2.t.3s08 0.00352
7.L6257 0.0t029
2.19824 O.Ot154
?.t48?4 0.0t054
?.t625J 0.O1029

ANGLÊ SfO"

MN

Hf,l
t4 l¡
f,,l r.l

r{N
¡1\

Dxl
oxz
ox?-
ox2_
ox2
ox2
ox2
0x2
ox2
oxz
ox2
ox2
ox2
ox2
ox2

IA
rA
TÂ
TÂ
f^
TA

I
I
I
t
l___ __.
t
¡
I

DfSAGLs Tantalite

EIiD ATO4 I VERfEX ATO'1

t4.t
{\

I
I
I
¡
_t _ _._-.
I

1o3.87
96.98
88.1e

167.87
94.78
94.7I

ló7.87
88.19
96.9 I
82. V4
81.02

160.88
79.78
83.O2
82.t4

o.o 0"3?308 0.25000 0.e0423 0.09423 0.t+3952
0.0 o.l2l08 0.25000 0.09577 0.oe42t 0.06c48
0.0 0.32308 0.25000 0.9I812 0.38542 0.90024

ÂTOq 2

ir

CELL

0-o 0.3230s 0.25000 0.cl8l¿ 0.óI45q 0"40024
0.o 0.32108 0.¿5000 0.09158 0.ót458 0.0e976
o,0 0.12308 0.25000 0.09t68 o.JB542 0.5cc7ó
XY¿ END ATOM I XYZ VERTEX AÍI)M XY¿ ENO AÍOH 2

o
.¡
rì

o
0
tt
D
(¡

0
t)
o
0

o.47
0 .34
0. t4
0.17
0. 16
o-16

XI
XI
;(l
xl
xl
xl
xl
xl
xl
x2
r2
t2

oxl
oxl
0x2
ofl
DX3
0xl

FAGF . r
zt x2 T2 z2

-o.0,r(> o.o94 0.440
-0.016 0.094 0.440
-0.frç¡6 0.09( 0.440
-o.016 0-094 0.440
-0.096 0.0c4 0.440

o. oaô 0. 094 0.060

0-l o
001
00r)
o-t 0
00f)

0.37 0.oft(, 0.0c4 0.060
o.34 0.c96 0.094 0.060
0.34 0.09ó o.o94 0.060
o.-al -0.c82 0.385-0.100
0.36 -O.0 I 2 0. I B5-0. t00
o.61._--0. o9¿ 0.385-0. 100
o.53 -0.082 0.6I5 0.400
0.16 -o.082 0.615 0.400
0.3I O.082 0-615 0. tOO

DI STANCE STD.

f^

TÂ
rÂ
IA
lÂ
TA
t^

oo0 2.0zlorr 0.0089?
END ATOI{ 2 ANGLE SID.

2.O3c83 O.O0854
1.961'lfr 0.0Of|77
1.51347 0.CCe87
2.Zlt 15 O.OCc22
2.0480t o-ocq22_

trx 1
oxl
nxt

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.o
0.0
o.o

TA
lÂ
TA
1A
t^
r,t

UXI
ox2
0x)
oxl
ox3
nx?
oxl
oxi

0. l2 I 0.250 0. 09ó o. 0e4 0.060
0.323 0.250 -0.082 0.385-0.100
0.3¿3 0.250 -0.082 0.6I5 0.q00
0-l2r o.250 0.082 0.6t5 0.100
0.323 0.250 0.082 0.385 0.600
o. ì23 0.250 -0.082 0.185-O. !00

XI

0.0 o.12_t 0.250
0.o 0. l2l 0.250
o.0 0.12 3 0. 2 50
0.0 0.321 0.250
0.0 0.121 0.250
o.0 0.J2) o.250
o.o --0.123 0.250
0.0 0.323 0.250
0.0 0.123 0-250

87.28
9?-.05
7r.68
76.96

l6 1.45
99.64
74.f2

156.52

TA

0.t6z4c o.t7659 0.7167t 0.0e577 0.90577 0.56048
o. t6249 0.17659 0.f3671 0.09577 0.O94?3 0.06C4ù
o.l6?49 0.17ó59 0.73673 0.O8t68 0.38512 0.5997ó
o.t6249 0.I7f,5? 0.716'¡1 0.24030 0.88066 0.90595
0.162¿r9 0.17659 0.73ó71 0.24010 0.lt9l4 O.40595
o.tó249 0.t7659 0.7J671 0.25970 0.38056 0.90595
XY¿ END AÍOI',I I XY¿ VERÍEX ATOT XY¿ EI.JD AIO}i 2

0xl
oxl
ox3
0xl
nx3
oxl

YI

o.26 0.0 )6-0.09¿r 0.560
o./r[. 0.0c6-o.094 0.560
0. l3 0. oe6-0.094 0.5ó0
o.35 0.0?6-o.oq4 0.560
o.i4 0.o16-0.0e4 0.560
0.40 0.i)?6 0.oq4 1.060
o.lt 0.n 16 0.094 1.060
0.i7- ._0.C)1, 0.094 1.060
0.16 0.t)6 0.094 1.060
o.11 0.0J2 0.195 0.600
o.+2 0.oì¿ 0.185 0.600
0.41 0.012 0.385 0.{ì00
o.29 0. 2 io-o. I 19 0.906
o.22__.O. ¿.i0-0. L.l9 0.906
o.2, o.2,io o.tl9 0.¿roó

9 ¿.08
t 70. to
98.24

¡.02 . rJ 8
85.28
8t.06

zt

ox1

-0.082 0.ó15 0.400
o.03¿ o.ó15 0.t0c
0.082 0. ]85 0.600

-0.082 0.6I5 0.400
0.082 0.6tt 0. t00
o. 082 0.385 0.600
0.082 0.615 0.toc
0.082 0.385 0-ó00
o. o82 0.185 0. ó00
PAGE Z

Y2 T2

(r't .64

x2

0. tó2 0.177 0.7.37
o.162 0.t77 0.737
0. tó2 0. t77 0.737
o.tó2 0.L7f o.717
0.t62 0.t77 0.717
0. I62 0. t1 I O.7 17
0.162 0. Ll7 0.717
o. ió2 0. L-l I o.1)f'0.162 c.tr7 0.737
0.tô2 0.171 0.717
0.162 0.t77 0.737
0.I62 0.177 0.717
0.162 0. t7l o.'117
0. ¡ó¿ 0. r77 0.737- o. Iô¿ o.1 7 7 0. ?3?

0.096 0.094 t.060
o. o82 0.1 8 5 0. óc0
0.240-0.Ilq 0.906
0.240 0. I t9 0.406
0.260 0. lfll 0.906
o.082 0.385 0.600
0. ¿40-0. I te 0.9o6
0.240 0.1 l9 0. r,0ó
0. ¿60 0.39 I 0.9ùó
o. ¿40-0. I tq 0.90ó
0.240 0.t19 0.40ô
0.260 0. ?8r 0. c06
o.24O O..*l 0.406
0. ?60 0. f8l 0.90ó
o.?ôo 0.38t o.eo6

H
co
lv



APPENDIX G

Computer Program BIJCAL (8. -, Calculati"_")__rl
Calculation of Principat Axes of Thergal Vibration Ellipsoids

See Section II. 3. g

(a) Testing ß. .
-r- l for Non-positive Definite

Before ßij'= may be used in BIJCAI they must be

positive definite. The test is given below and if any of

the conditions I-7 given belolv should occur, then the atom

is non-positive definite. l'Iorma1ly one uses isotropic

temperature factors if this should occur.

(i) ßrr '0
(ii) ßzz < 0

(iii) ßss < 0

(iv) ßrr * Br, - ßr.r' < o

(v) ßr, * ß,, - ßrr'< o

(vi) Brz * ßr, - ßrr' < o

(vii) ßlr * D,., ßr, * D,., + ßis * D,, . 0

where Dr, = ßtz * ß¡s - ßr¡ * ßr,

Drs = Btz * ßzs - ßzz * ßr,
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(b) Calculation of Bi=o fto* ßijþ

Often it is desirable to calculate an isotropic

temperature factor equivalent from the anistropic ßij '= "

This may be done simply by means of one equation which is

given below for the reader's convenience"

Bi=o = 4/3 [ ß.r * a2 + ßr, * b2 + ßr, o c2 +

Z(ßtz * a*b*cosy + ßre * q*c!*cos1 + ßr.' * b*c*cosc)]

(c) IIput

The input into BIJCAI can be from a tape generated

by GENLES or from cards. In this example the data from

the tantalite structure i-s used and is read in from card.s"

The standard deviations and ßij correlation matrix are not

used in this example.

Car.d L (Input control card)

51 (take all data from cards)

Card 2 (Card input control)

184

(No. of atoms to be input)
(standard deviations are set t.o zero)

1-5 5

6-10 -1

Card 3 (Identification of run)

L-72 TANTAIITE BIJ

Cav'd 4 (Unit cell card)

1-10 14.4134 (o,Å)
o

t1-20 5.7600 (b,a¡



185

2I- 30

31-40
4t-s0
51-60

Cand 5

I-72

Card 6

1-10
11-20
2L-30

(Atom identification card

MN (atom title)

5.0838
0.0
0.0
0.0

(ß- - card for
r-J

0.002790L7
0.0114Lr77
0. 01705850

(crå.)

(coscr)

(cos ß )

(cosy )

first atom)

(ßrr)
(ßzz)
(ß33)

(ßr2)
(ßr3)
(ß23)

for first atom)

3L-40 0.0
4I-50 -0.00038056
51-60 0.0

There are as many pairs of cards 5 and 6 as there
are atoms.

(d) output

An example of BIJCAL using the tantalite temperature

factors is given in Table G.1. The output for BIJCAL

takes each atom and for each of the three principal axes

in the vibrational ellipsoid it lists the root mean

square amplitude, the equivalent B and the angles that the

axis makes with the real axes and the corresponding

directional cosines relative to the orthogonal lattice axes.



Table c.1. Example of output for program BUCAL: Tantalite

'!I
' qrlc.r__-_ 

^.!cLF! 
ilr-4-T-rHE-E-!.-L-¡15!t.a=-Ar-E-s=- . o¡R-E-çJl9¡--çq!!}¡!-!-.911!!--i?å9-ls=tlF.s REL^Î! vE ro

¡ x6a\ se sD 0. r so r,t¡lKE !¡r rs rur -ñeÀl---iïiile E afÈ.s oRrHncoNÂL LArrIcE AXES

Â¡{?LITUDE ^ 
Sl) B SD C SC, A S0 B - SD.--, C 5P -..---

I 0.172 0.0 2.12 o.O' 5.7 0.0 (ro.o o.o e5.7 0.0 o.se5l o.o 0.0 0.0 -9.9e99 9.! -- -
2 O.ltq 1.0 I.5l O.O 9O.O (t.O O.O O.O 9O.O O.O O.O O.O I.0000 o.0 o'o 0'0

-l--o.-lte -q:9_-_I-.,¿l-2.0 44.I D.o 
-9-q--o -o-:o 

-Í-..7 
o-.-o--9joe¿o-9.',9----q10----0:-9----9-'-1?:L-a-'-s---

r /\

RO') I
I YEA\ SQ SD B.I SD

Âl1PL ¡ luoE

I o.tt5 0.o 1.15 o.o
2 1.975 _9...Q_ Or 4 /'-_.Q' 0.

3 0.065 0.o 0.31 ù.0

OII
R OOT

I !¡ÉÂ\ SQ SD B. ¡ sf)
A'C?L ITUOE

i -0. rr+ o.o 
- t.BB o.o

2 0.2?4 0.o 3.c5 0.0
3 0.053 0.0 -o.22 0.O

Â\GLF S THAI T}{E ELL I PSOI O AXES
M^KE 'r'll Tll TtlE REÀL LÀIf ¡CE 

^XESÀsDÛ50c
?.a o.o e?.4 0.0 el.3

___8s.!___ r).q .. 17.ó _.0.0-.__107.5.- -..88.0 0.O 12.5 0.0 17.6

A\GLES TH^T THF ÉLLTPSO¡D AXES
MI\KE HIfH TIIE REÂL LÂfTTCE AXES

/rsDBsDc:;o
12.5 0.0 117.2
7¡ì. ó O. O 41. ¿

60.c o.0 61.7

O¡RECTION COSTNES OF EtL¡PSOID AXES RELAfIVE TO

ORf HOGONi\L LAff ICE AXES

sDasoBsDcs0
o.o 0.998S O.O -0.0423 o.O -o.oz33 o'o
o . o - o. o 3 3 3, Q r 9- -----9 : e t ¡9- -Q.-Q--:o-'-l 9 l l- 9' 9- 

---o.o- ä.òllo'o:o ---- o.¡ool' o-o 0.e531 0'o

o.o -toa.Ì'--- o.d-'0.8434 o.0
o.o 128.9 0.0 0.te82 0.0
o.o 41.5 0.0 0.4994 0.0

O¡RECfION COSTNES OF ELLIPSOID ÀXES RELÄTTVE TO

ORTHOGONAL LATf ICE ÀXES

ASDSSOCSD

-o.+rz+ o.'ô -----0. zsts-'o. o
0.7525 0.O -0.6281 0.o
0.4739 0.O 0.7251 0.0

ts
co
Oì



APPENDIX IT

Computer Program ORTEP-II (Oak Ridge Thermal

nllipsoid_ PIot) Plotting of Crystal Structure Illustrations

See Section II.3.h

(a) Input

This example is for the tantalite structure plot.

The card numbers correspond to those used in the manual by

C. i{" Johnson (I9 70 ) .

Caz,d 3. 2. L (Tit.le card)

L-72 *:t*** TANTALITE STRUCTURE J.D.GRTCE ******

Card 3. 2. 2 (Cell parameter card)

1- 9 14.4L34 (o,Å)

s.7600 (¡,Å)
5.0838 (r,Å)

Ca:t,d 3. 2, 3 (Symmetry cards)

There are as many symmetry cards as there are

equivalent positions for a general atom in a space group.

For space group Pbcn there are eight equivalent positions,

one card of which is shown here for an atom at ætUtz- An

explanation of the card is given in the manual-.

10-18
19-27
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188

15

1B

2L

24

38

42

45

48

63

66

69

72

CaTd 3. 2. 4

r-6
28-36
37-45
46-54

2-9
10-18
L9-27
2B-36

37-45
46-54

MN

0.0
0. 32 3r
0.25

(ßrr)
(922)
(ß33)

(ßrz)
(ßr3)
(ß23)

0

I
0

0

0

0

I
0

0

0

0

I

(r, )

(s,r)
(S 

r z )

(sr¡)
(rz )

(Sr, )

(S,r)
(Srr)
(rg)
(ssr)
(sgz)
(sgs)

(Atom parameter cards)

(Atom name )

(æ/a)

fu/b)
(z/c)

Two cards are required for each atom; the positional

parameter card and the temperature factor card. One such pair

is given here"

For plotting purposes a dummy origin card rvas put in

here with co-ordinates which put it in the center of the celI.

FoIlowing the "crystal structure data input cards"

are a number of "instruction cards". A particular operation



tB9

may be requested of the program by an instruction number

which is punched in columns 4-9. The various

"instructions" avail-abIe are given in the manual. The

instructions, with their numbers, requested for the

tantalite run are:

103 (Principal axes of thermal motion are calculated
and listed for each atom)

20L (Initialize mechanical plotter)
301 (Size of ill-ustration plotted)
404 (Amount of structure to be plotted)
50f (Illustration orientation)
604 (Scaling of ellipsoids)
705 (Type of illustration for atoms)

8L2 (Type of bond representation and atoms between
which bonds are to be plotted)

202 (Amount of blank paper to be left after
i1 lustration )

-2 (Read in next structure to be plotted)

(b ) outgut

The printed output for ORTEP-II is shown in Table G. I

for the tantalite structure. The actual structure plot,

(some labels have been added later), is given in Figure

III.2.1. The printed output is easily understood. First

the input structural data is listed, then each requested

instruction is l-isted and any pertinent information gi-ven.



Table H.1. Example of output

.xÈ4^ rnt¡rÁltre sTRUctURE

CIÉCCT CELL PÂRAYFTERS
AB

¡¿..4I34urJ 5.75')9i9

REC IPR0CÂL C€LL P^R^YE fÊRS
AÛ iJ*

c.c6e38C t. l?lóIl

S YPHE ÌKY
t.r0.
I
z
3

'5
6
7
B

NO
t
2
)
1
5
ó

J.D.GRICE *+*+*ã.

c. aLPHÂ
5.0 83?99 90. C00

cos INE c.0

IRANSFOT{FÂTTONS

. ôfcP
HN
lÁ
0¡t
O,2
0x3

CRG À

TR,ANSFORHEO X

0.0 l. x o. Y

c.5000 r,j -1. x c. Y

c.5ù,)0 )r, t. x 0. Y

for program ORTEP-II: Tantalite

0.0 -l.x c.Y 0.¿
o.5co0.r' I. x c. Y c. z
0.50c'0ric, -l . x 0. Y 0. z
c.o l.x c.Y o.¿

xYT

c.o -I. x 0. Y

NO.'l
2-r
1

-- 5
6

- o.h "0.32lllÔ' 0..25Jr'10
0.Ió¿5C0 0. I ?6ßlC C.1161A0
0.t95e( O O.'t942)O 0.36'¡5ùÐ
l.4l83rc 0.II4éu0 c.ca98')0
o.759¡C0 0.1¡93)0 0.c94f')c
0.5o,rco0 O.5ü(',i)0 0.5()0C¡0

cr
0.1 96?03

c0s I NÊ

ATOH X
Hh 0.i)
TA 0.1625( C

oxl 0.4e58ac
oxz 0.41ts3c0- 0r3 - 1).7591a0

0RGt¡ 0.50ú'ic0

0. z
D. ¿

o.z

AL PIIA *
90.c0r)

0.0

o. z

0.0
o. 5()0 J00
0. 5 000co
0.0

EETA
90 .000

0.0

o.323tJ0
o. I 7660 C

0..:942.rO
0 . t 14610
o. r le3û0 

*
O.5tì00¿.¡O

r.".û f^NI^L I lE STRUCTURE J.0.GRICE +r****

CRTIIONIJRHAL PEFEAENCE VECÍORS BASEO ON CRYSTAL /TXES
x vfcroR Y vEcfcp z vËcroR

9.é917ç87E-Ol 0.0 0.o

0.0

lRô'ISF0RHED Y

0. x t. Y

0. x -1. Y

0. x -1. Y

c. x I. Y

0.5ofìir01
0.5ù(ro0r)
o.o

0E f^i
90.D00

0.0

?.

0.2 51000
a .7 367 0t)
0. cé )50t
0.cc9B'Jc
d.094C,i)Ó 

- - -* -
0.5c009c

t{ttt tNslRUCT¡cN 103 llllt
o.0 (r.o rì.1

-ú.()o??a0-"-0.clt4l0-- 0;01706rJ--Õ.0-'---:o-.'cc0360---0:0--------ì.
o.ù0t2fro o.ool240 0.o03290 -0.oool60 -0.0oor20 -o.oco520 t.
t.o59ee9 0.0 0. o 0.0 0.0 0.0 ó.

0. x -!. Y

GÂItIHÂ
90. 000

0. x t. Y
0. x l. Y
o. x -I. Y

0-._q...-

rr. Z
0. z
o. z
0.2

GA 4l{At
90. c00

0.0

rrût ltlERHAl"

Rt¡sO I RHS0 2 RHSo 3
o. t.Ìr,484 0.¡4cz?l 0. I7l5ó2
0.064ê,41 t).Ct14511 0.I15239
0. IlSrì66 0.t158ó6 0. ll58ó6
O. 1599/r9 0.159949 0. 159949
ù. I03I44-- r).lr)1 144---0. 103144
0. r00000 0.100000 0.100000

0.2
o.¿
0.2
0. z

0.0
0.5e0000
0.c)
0.500000
0.0 -

o. 5c0000
0.0
0.500000

TRANSFTJRHED ¿
0. x 0. Y l. ¿
0.x 0.Y l.z
0. x 0. Y -t. z
0.x 0.Y-t.¿'-- 0; x 0. Y -1.- z
o. x 0. Y -t. ?.

0.x 0.Y 1.2
0.x 0.Y I.z

v¡lìR^fl 0¡t ELLI PS0IDS .rù+¡Ê+-*

0.o

o.l44l319E 02

POST-FAC IOR TRÀNSFORT¡AT ION I{ATRIX

0.0

o.0 0.0
p.5?ã:9?9_E_-0_.r_- _-_o.0 . .

o.o ' ' --i. soó¡zize-or -

o.0 0.0

H
\oo



Table H.1. (Continued)

t+ûrr tÁ¡tlaL I TÊ STRUCIURE J.D.GqlCt **ÛÈtf

,ICH R¡¡S DISPL/TCEHENT

r"{ 0.13e4e4
ë.1492?L
u . t7 156?

0.c64é41
o.)74537
c. t15239

(JXI !ì. I1586ê
0 .l l5B6ó
c.ll5e6é

tJx,z t).159s49
0.15q9lr9
Lì. l5sç4ç

oÍ3 ç .1a31 44
¡. l)3144
(l .lcJI44

cFGN t.loc0c0
c. l00occ
c.. tr'0c0e

RO}I VECfORS' BASEO ON RËFERÊNCË

0.0 o.9e9999ó O.O
-c.0989r\05 c.n -0. ç950971
-0.9954964 0.,.,, 0.c989005

-a.0344177 -O.?se3664 -0.953515t
o.o32e41]2 'J.95)2216 -0. ?c04655
0.9988619 -0.041?6?l -o.J229999

lflll ITISIRUCTICÀ ?01 Ittll
0.o ).J

.rèn1 l¡tlTfÄLf ¿E HECHÂNlC^[

c.9999994 1.0 -.O.1
c).f) 1.0000000 0.0
c.rj .o.Ll 0.999999ó

C.9999994 0.iì 0.0
0.0 l.{1000000 o.0
o.o 0.0 --'0.999999ó

0.9999994 0.0 0. 0
0.o ' I .u0u000c .0 .0
c.o 0.0 Q.9999996

.trr HCUNCÂf.Y I lX I I ' 
H/rRG lN I .5C Êr*r+f

llll( nislRucrlc¡. 30t ltll,
0.ltuÙri(raE u2 0.ltrcrt)ccE 02 (,.t)

tL|f LIHI ls tl.c() tJY 11.00 Iti" lNc[LD¡NG l.5C IN. HARI;lN
t vlr'l OtST/l¡iCE C.O ¡rtcHES

trrl(

0.e999e94 0.0 - 0.c
0.0 1.0000000 0.D
c.0 0.0 0. s999996

tI¡5TRUCTICÀ 404 ll ll I
1.655511iË Cú ,).ó0J0Jt0E cl

FRCF ATOMS lC AT0l|S
CLI¡rE (lrl¡{ HÂxl (PIN PÀxl

401 ó555ùl ó555crl I 5

0 . c' 0 .0191 779__0.0-- -b.ooù705i---o.o o.oz233?o

0.,)132ó09 -0.00iì33ó5 -C.0ClC22?7
-0.0003'tó5 0.c054458 -0.0013857' -o.0c02227 -0.00c3857 C.0043077

PROBABI LITY COVARIANCE HATR¡X

O.0?9363t+ 0.0 -0.OOC?C53

t). ) o.o o.o 0.0

PL 0T rER +rû++*ù*

vEcl(JRS fRCH Afc'4 ( r>r55501)

ccr.TE\TS OF ÂT0^tS 
^RlAYt655ll. 1555r^I.

2554J2. 255nO1.
26Lé)5. l6ó605.
5555C7. 2t55tù7.

r^.r.ot1425Ô-- 0.0 -- -O.o
0.0 0.0134250 0.('
c.¡ o.o 0.0134250

(tlÍt ¡Nsrkucrl0N 5tl lllll
0.ô555'r¡OË O6 u.6555(!tCE 0ó r-r.ö9550108

rrÊq. oR¡GlN CN DUHÈIY 
^lcË 

6 +tû*â

Ô.0215816 0.Û 0.c
0.0 0.0255836 0. O

.0 .0

o.lc('ccooÊ 0t- 0.5ooooûÒÉ )l- i:5Ó5000õË 0o---0.5Ó00000É*0Ö--'Ò.5ÖÓ000fË-Ö-0

tllTH RAOIUS OFr IF A Bl)Xr HITH SEH¡D¡HENSIONS
ABC

0. I500000É 0l 0.o

0.010ó387 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.01063s7 0.0
o.1 0.0 0.013ó387

õ: 0to000õ--o:o' --- ----Õ.0
o.0 0.0100000 0.o

0.o -"-0.025581ó

0.o 0.0 0.0100000

255511. 35s5rJl. 455511. 555501. 565502.
3556)7. )556iJt. 545óÛ3. 265604. 3655)4.
466t,15. 5666C5. l5ó605. 255606. I 55506.
1555íJ7 " 455591. 35ó5C8. 1156508. 556508.

IO AÎOHS I T¡'ROUGH 5

0.0

.--- --o:.o-

0.0

C6 0.ó555t)lOE 0ó,

I 55502. 155502. 455502.
4ó55()4. - 5ó5504.' 166óC5.
3555C6. 45550ó. 5455e6.
2564CA.

0.10000c0 E 0l H
\o
P



Table H.1" (Continued)

x vEcroR Y vEcfcR
c. ó937ç e7E-01 .r.0
).() 0.1736112E (r0
1.O 0. 0

lilt( ¡NsTRUCÌl0N ó04 lllll
C.O t'.ll

rrÊrû ELL lps0lo sc^LE 3.0 *t*rÛÛ

cR¡GfN pçttÀf ¡N pLcTTEF cooFD.( 5.50 r 5.50 I IN.
CvER.aLL SC¡1LE = o.555 INCH/^t\GSTRCIl ELLIPS0I0 SCALE ' 3.0C0
VIfH OIST ANCE O.C ¡I¡CHFS

tftf( tNsTRUcrlcÀ 705 )llll
C. 4 000(rC CE C I u. r)

rÊS'û- TAi¡IAL I 1E STRUCTURE

SYI,3CL ÁlOP COUE PLClltR xtY(IN.t C^RIESIAN XrYrZ ( lN.) CRYSTAL SYSTEH XrYrZ
(nrRFcrl(-N coslt¡És(t.Jl.l=l.ll.RMSD(Jll.J=l'3 FOR PRINC¡PAL AXES BASED 0N !I0RKING SYSTEI{

z vÉcrcR
1.n¡.0
c1.1967033E 00

P\ ( I 165511 I e.51 4.9¡ 4.000 -0.56ó- o.c t.î0?0 o.o o:t3¡J¿'8 
- 0.0989 -0.0

(ì. 0

(Dl R€CTI CN COSI NÉSl I rJ I' I =l rl I TRMSCI J I I ¡J=lr

( lr555ul I 1.5Ð 4.9t -4.000 -0.56ó
C'.0 1.(OlO O.O 0.13848 0.0989 O.C,

o.3ooaiö¿dË ol- ó;it

I 2¡555| tt Z.A1 4.17 -z.?CO -1.':ì34 ,i.OOg 0.1ó25 0.1766 0.7367
c.cl45 tr.2991 'O.e53' it.)6164 ----O.tr3¿9 -O.s5r2-- 0.3(''r)t Oaõ715d-:0.9e8ci.--O.O4l8-'0.C23C Ò.11524

cxl ( 3r555Jll 2.?7 4.?Q
t.cccc ,).0 0.0 n.ll587

CxZ I 4,555OI1 4.85 t1.?7' 1. co{rrJ 0.0 o.0 o.l5ac5

0. t0ro0c0E cl

J. D.GR ICE r+*trû

0.14413398 02
o.c
o.o

cx3 ( 5,555)t I

-l.c0rìo ..1.')

cx3 | 5.655i21
-l.C0C'l r.o

r1N I I t555'J2l
o.o t.00'lo

0 0

0 .0 ._ 0.0
o.5?599988 01 0.0
0.0

cxl

cx2

Iâ

0.0

I 3 t555',t? l
l.c0c0 i.':)

I a¡ 555 )21
I . CCC0 u. (r

I 2¡554 ¡?l
-0.C345 -t).2994

I 2t556t3|
-0. c345 ).2994

0.0

7.59 q.28
c.0 0.I0314

f.42 5.12
0.0 0.10314

5.51 4.47
o.0 0.13q48

4.71 5.2n
Q.O (:ì.1t58?

2.t5 5.tt
0.0 0.1.5t95

4.2C 4.94
0.95)5 q.16464

' 6. gc tt.94
0 .95 25 0 .:) 6464

-1.23q -1.?.97 -1.240 0.0958 0.0e42 0.0ó05
o.0 l.0r)o0 0.o o.ll587 0.0 0.0 1.000c 0.11587

-o.654 -1..r.12 -1.129 0.4183 0.114ó 0.0998
- o.o -'I.0r)00' 0.ù õ.15995"--'0.0 - 0.0 1.01.1C Õ. 159C5

2.O18 -1.¿l? -t.146 0.?5e7 0.lle3 0.0e40
o.o 1.0')00 0.0 0.10314 _ - 0.0 0.o t.00nc 0.10314

t.922 -C. l8t O.2ó5 0.7401 0.38c? o.5c40
O.o l.cr)00' 0.0 '0.10314 ----0.0 

- - 0.0 -' l.occc 0;10114

0.5083797E 0l

IA

-9.7 05 1.0c00
0.ee5l'-ci.'i4922--:o. eç5i'

-0. ?05 . 
o.0

o.9951 O.t4922 -0.9951

õ.õ

0.0

cRisrAL sYiTEH xrY,i

0.0
-0.o989

-0.766'0.o

-1.146
0.0

0.0

0.3231 0.?5C0
o.o -- o.oese-'ö;i7ri

-l.rJ33 0.705
4.O O.e95L O.l4e22

-o.:t0t 0.t ?l'I.0r)r)o Ö.Ô 0.1t587---

-0. Ì66 0.282
t.or)0n 1.o 0. 15995

0.3231 0.2500
0.o 0.0989 0.17I56

- o.a1z9 o.e532 0.i005 0.0?454----'o.ee8e -o.04t8 - 0.0230 Ó.rl5z4-

l. 3oo -0. :tó5 -c. ó68 0.6625 0 .3234 0 .2612
o.o!29 -).9'.t32 0.10C5 0.0?454 0.ee8e 0.041s 0.0230 0.1t524

- I . 300 -0. ') 65 -O.7 4,

0.50Ð0 0. t7ó9 0.750c
o.995t 0.o c.098c 0.1715ó

o.4i'42 0.4 )58 ù.5ó05
0.0 0.0
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